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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER 

1.1 Background of the Study 

It is indisputable that the state and religion have been fenced in one compound from long time. 

Throughout hi story and throughout the world, religion and government have been closely 

intertwined.' State and Religion have many interactive hi stories . They have interacted for long at 

least till the commencement of a strong feeling towards the separation of state and religion by the 

advocates of such separation. 

Renaissance thinkers, both in philosophical as also in political sphere, gave a distinct impetus in 

the direction of secularism,2 however its conception was vague in that time. The strange issue in 

18th c. was that the American Bill of Rights recognized thi s concept giving at least some 

considerable shape. The first amendment of the US (Bill of Rights) Constitution clearly 

stipulated that the congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or 

prohibiting the free exercise there of3 Even since such time, thi s concept was under dilemma 

until the in-sighting letters of Roger Williams and Thomas Jefferson. 

Secularism has not longer been a simple and clear idea easy to understand and apply. Even 

Americans, where in the concept got considerable shape, were in debate what reall y secularism 

means. The first amendment was interpreted in different manner. Before the 1947 decision on 

Everson V Board of Education, there was no certain and predictable interpretation. The concept 

was fragile and malleable even to the 'owners' of the concept themselves. 

The phrase separation of state and religion is deri ved from a metaphor first used by Roger 

Williams in a letter to John Cotton and then by Thomas Jefferson in a letter to the Baptist 

t Edd Doerr, The Impartallce a/Church-State Separatioll; in Barry F. Seidman and Ne il J. Murphy (eds.) Toward a 
New Politica l Humanism (New York, 2004) P-I 

2 J. M. Shelat , Secularism: Principles and Application, (N. M. Trippathi Private Ltd. , Bombay, 1972) P-27 
3 US Constitution First Amendment; 
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Association of Danbury, Connecticut4 Jefferson wrote " I contemplate with sovereign reverence 

that act of the whole American people which declared that their legislature should make no law 

respecting an establ ishment of reli gion or prohibiting the free exerci se there of; thus building a 

wall of separation between the church[religion 1 and state. "S 

The wall of separation as claimed by the two well-known politici ans was not an easy 

terminology in American history and elsewhere. The concept has been defined in different ways 

without certainty and consistency. The concept was understood in different manner in different 

decisions. The Justices have followed the accommodation model, strict neutrality and benevolent 

neutrality models in different cases6 This makes it difficult to have the true and consistent 

meaning of the establi shment clause in American history. Whatever the inconsistencies in the 

'pioneer' state are, the US courts played their role in giving some level of shape to this concept. 

The concept of secularism did not limit its expansion only to the telTitory of US. Instead this 

constitutional philosophy spread out in some other countries. For instance France, Turkey, India 

and others have accepted the notion of secularism in di fferent sequence. The explicit stipulation 

of the concept of secularism in the 1946 and 1958 French constitutions is one of the instances 

seculari sm expanded. 7 Ataturk's long-lived dream of creating a secular republic of Turkey 

finally became a reality in 1937, one year before he passed away. In that year, the word 

'secular' was added to the constitution as one of the fundamental characteristics of Turkish 

republic.s It was in the 1949-50 debates of Constituent Assembly that the concept of secularism 

got concern in India9 All the constituent Assembly members agreed on the necessity of 

establishing a secular state so that India became secular state despite its unique feature. to 

4 R. F. Thiemann, Religion in Public Life: A Dilemmafor Democracy, (George Town University Press, Washington 
D.C, 1996), PA2 

5 Saul K. Padover (ed.), Tomas Jeffersoll, Letter to the Baptist Associatioll oj Dallbwy COll ll ecticut; (Duel, Sloan 
and Peace Press, New York, 1943), P-519 as quoted by Supra Note 4, foot note 3, p-42. 

6 See R. F. Thiemann, Supra Note 4, p. 42-66 
7 French Constitution ( 1946 and 1958), Art I; it says "Frallce is ... a secular republic" 
8 Turkan Saylan, Laiklik Ve Dell/okrasi Kolokyumu (Colloquium 0 11 Secularism alld Democracy); ill Laiklik Ve 

Dell/odrasi (Secularism and Democracy) (Ibrahim 0 , Kabogulu (ed.), 2001) as quoted by Adrienne Katherine 
Wing and Ozan O. Varol, Is Secularism Possible in a Majority Muslim Countly? The Tlirkish Example; in Texas 
International Law Journal , Vol. 42 , No. 1 (2006-07), foot note 156, P-18 

9 Shefal i Jha, Secularism ill the COllstituellt Assembly Debates, 1946-50; in Economic and Political Weekly Vol. 37, 
No. 30 (2002), P-3175 

10 fbid, same page 
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These and other countries have adopted/incorporated this principle in their constitution or other 

higher laws shap ing and reshap ing the concept in view of their legal, political and hi storical 

philosophies. The first two of the above mentioned countries, for instance, fo llow the strictest 

type of secularism. And India fo llows the accommodation type of conception of secularism. In 

each country there are unique political features and hi stories. For this reason, the meaning and 

conception of secularism is different from country to country. Even the concept may change its 

shape in laps of time. It is too difficult to reach consensus on unified and comprehensive 

meaning satisfying each philosophy. 

Beyond the debate over its conception, many have challenged its importance. Some have really 

counter attacked the separation of state and religion. Nevertheless, for many rationales, some 

countries have adopted this concept aftermath of steady march. As a constitutional principle, it 

has a great deal of values in guid ing other constitutional issues. Moreover, it outrights religion 

from public sphere, if possible, to safeguard the sovereignty of the people. Some argue that 

secularism is a path to moderni zation and nation buildingH Others add that freedoms are better 

guaranteed if the state is secular. 12 

After accepting the principle of seculari sm as constitutional philosophy, the next question is as to 

its scope. There are a significant vari ety of relationships between religionslbeliefs and the state. 

At one extreme, there are states in which there is no meaningful division between religion and 

the state; at the other extreme a state may dedicate itself to secular ends and prosecute all 

religions and beliefs that do not confonTI to a state ideo logy.13 Both ex tremes may not be 

compatible with the principle of secularism. To pursue a compatible mode, countries have been 

following their appropriate path in view of their relevant facto rs which made them to accept the 

notion of principle of secu larism. 

As J.M. Shelat well clarified, ingredients of secular government are; promoting individual 

freedom of reli gion, separating secular and non- secular functions, and non-discrimination or 

equality aspect. 14 These elements in structured way can be non-establishment, non-interference 

11 Talal Assad, Formalion of Ih e Seclllar; Christianity, Islam, Modernity, (Stanford University Press, 2003), P-1 81 
12 Michel Troper, French Seclliarism or Laic;le; in Cardozo Law Review, (2000) Vol. 21 : 1267, P- 1267 
13 Ibid, same page 
14 See 1. M. Shelat , al Supra Note 2, P-80 
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and common citizenship. Accepting or rejecting these ingredients has a significant message in 

order to consider the scope of seculari sm in a country. Depending on thi s, we can say the scope 

of seculari sm is different ITom country to country. In aggregate, there are strict seculari st states, 

accommodation type of secularist states and cooperative secularist states. 

The fact of expansion of the concept of secularism in Ethiopia is not far from the above situation. 

The hi story of Ethiopian governance system is not far from the above hi stories in other countries. 

The state and the government had strong relations. Before 1931 , state and church [religion 1 in 

Ethiopia were unifi ed. IS This time was a time where the state and religion were strongly 

intertwined at minimum in de facto. Since there was no distinct sphere for both the govenmlent 

and the churchlreli gion, there was a de facto estab lished religion system. Even The Emperor' s 

two consecutive constitutions (the 193 I and 1955) were not in a position to recognize the concept 

of secularism. Worst of all, the 1955 revised constitution stipulated that the Ethiopian Orthodox 

Church was the established church of the empire and is as such supported by the state. 16 Thus, 

the state establi shed a dejure state religion. This constitution had been enforceable till 1974. 

From 1974 onwards, the status of EOTC as state religion came to an end after the coming in to 

power of the Dergue regime. The Dergue Regime took many measures towards separation of 

religion and state. One of the cmcial progresses in this regime was a constitutional stipulation of 

separation of sate and religion. In the 1987 Constitution, it clearly enshrined that state and 

religions are separate; the legal status of religious institutions shall be determined by law. 17 

But the measure was blamed to have been attempted to substitute the sense of religion by 

Socialist Marxist-Leninist Ideology. The Socialist Marxist-Leninist Ideology was towards the 

sociali st idealist, which promotes a religion of non-religion. IS For that reason, the Dergue 

Regime which took this ideology as pillar of the philosophy of the entire state was anti-religion. 

It is at least in doubt to say anti-religion governments are secular; secularism doesn't necessaril y 

15 James C. N. Paul and C. Clapham, COllsliMiollal DeveloplI/elll of Elhiopia (Haile Sellass ie I University in 
Association with Oxford University Press, 1967) Vol. I , P-2 88 

16 The 1955 Revised ConslinJIion, Art 126 
17 1987 Dergue Constitution, Art 46(3) 
18 S. Clement Leslie, the Rift ill Israel: Religious Authority alld Secular Dell/ocracy (Rout Ledge Kegan Paul Ltd, 

London, 197 1), P-73 
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mean to be against religion. 19 To summarize, the concept of secularism has got recognition, if we 

say, from the occasion of 1974 revolution of Ethiopian people. 

The current Ethiopian Constitution has incorporated this constitutional principle in its second 

chapter which is the guiding and fundamental principles of the constitution. The FDRE 

Constitution adopted and incorporated the 'golden' concepts of secularism in chapter two-Art 11. 

This provision, which is entitled "Separation orState and Religion", has two concepts. The first 

clause -Art 11 (2)-enshrines the non-establishment clause i.e. no state religion. The second clause 

envisages the Non-interference clause i. e. state shall not interfere in religious matters and 

religion shall not intelfere in state ajJairs. Actually the second clause has two substantial 

components. The interference aspect is a two-facetted concept. The non interference aspect 

imposes a duty on both institutions. This development has to be acknowledged and appreciated. 

But the main problem here in Ethiopia is to define the scope of state and religious matters. For 

such reason, knowingly or unknowingly one of the institutions has been observed interfering on 

the domain of another. This practice may be either from the problem related to the lack of 

guiding principles (i.e. the legal lacunae) respecting such respective matters or from intentional 

interference under the gu ise of di scharging their respective duties. 

To conclude, the main theme of this Thesis will be to assess such legal and practical problems in 

Ethiopia. To be specific the thesis wi ll deal the scope and the implication of the non interference 

clause under Art 11 (3) of the ClilTent Ethiopian constitution. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

It is clearly stipulated under FDRE Constitution that state shall not intelfere in religious maters 

and religion shallilot interfere in state ajJairs. 2o In the first place, the law has no clear guideline 

as to which state matters or religious matters are. In fact the constitution is a juridico-political 

document which proclaims only the guiding principles. In the second place, even if we guide our 

selves reasonably and rationally and so that define state and religious matters, there wi ll 

i9 See J. M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, P-6 
10 FDRE Constitution Proclamation No.1 / 1995 , art 11(3) 
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inevitab ly be controversy from personal or insti tutional interest. The worst thing is that it may be 

manipulated, if the law does not enshrine specific guiding principles. 

Uncertain and unprincipled arrangement on secularism causes inconveniences, as it does not 

provide suffic ient protection against the aggressive claims of strong reli gions.2 ! Moreover, we 

may not defend the aggressive interference of the state. Unless we objecti vely implement 

secularism, it may di srupt the whole constitutional provisionsn 

The consequences of the above problems are far-reaching even that may dismiss the whole 

constitutional commitment. Under the gui se of state matter, the state may interfere in pure 

religious matters. And under the gui se of religious matters, the religion may interfere in state 

matters. In such circumstance, the state necessarily will seize the right of religious freedoms. 

Interference of religions on state matters, on the other hand, is creating state religion and sothat 

disturbing the whole civil religion. Civil religion is a unified and strong feeling towards shared 

and common goals of the nation as a whole. 

The main theme of this Thesis, therefore, IS to examme the scope and implications of non 

interference clause in crude. In specific temls, this Thesis deals to the scope of religious and state 

matters. Boundary of interference and non-interference and its implication is also dealt with. 

Moreover, it will deal as to the grounds of interference, if any. 

1.3 Scope of the Study 

This thesis doesn't deal with all things related to seculari sm. Seculari sm has many dimensions: 

non-establishment aspect, non-interference aspect and common citizenship. From such issues, 

my point of focus is the Non-interference clause. The non-interference aspect by itself has its 

own complex ities . It may have an aspect of individualistic immunity to exercise freedom of 

religion. But my main deal is the institutional independence of both state and reli gion as entities. 

To do so, I wi ll deal with the Ethiopian context in view of some well-established legal systems 

and practices. 

21 Andra Sajo, Constitutiollalism alld Secularism: The Need fo/' Public Reason; in Cardozo Law Review VoL 30, 
No.6 (2009), P-2402 

22 Michel Rosenfield, Call Constitlftionalism, Secularism Religion be Reconciled in all Era of Globalization and 
Religious Revival? In Cardozo Law Review (2008-2009) Va!. 30:6, P-235 1-54 
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1.4 Objective of the Study 

The main objecti ve of thi s study principall y is to deal with the scope and implication of Non

interference clause-Art-ll (3) of the FDRE Constitution. It also ai ms to assess the practice in 

view of such legal framework. In doing thi s, the study have the following specific goals to 

achieve: 

to glve an overview of the international legal and practical reg1 me on such 

matters; 

to assess the legal lacunae 111 regulating scope and implication of the non

interference clause; 

to draw the demarcation line between state and religious matters as much as 

possible and its implication; 

to assess the practi ce in Ethiopia in view of the laws in Ethiopia: the constitution 

and other laws; 

to make some conclusions and recommendations on the issue and to try to 

all eviate the problem. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

After its completion, this stud y wi ll have the fo llowing functions: 

Serves as an inpu t for further prospective research on similar or related issues; 

Serves to the parli ament to enact laws on such issue by giving some clue as to the 

scope and implication of the non-interference clause; 

Serves to the practitioners to act in such malmer that their practice fi t with the 

scope of non-interference clause. 

Serves everyone to have some clue on the notions of state and religious matters. 
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1.6 Research Questions 

What is the notion and scope of non-interference? 

What are state matters and religious matters? 

Is there any overl ap between state and religious matters? 

Where did li e the boundary of demarcation in state and religious maters? 

What are lega l and institutional mechanisms to umpire the disputes? 

When could one in terfere with the other, if there is possibility to interfere? 

What will be the consequence if one interferes with the other? 

1. 7 Methodology of the Study 

The methodology to employ in this study will include primary and secondary sources. Firstly, I 

have consulted books, internet publications, Journals, articles and such other sources to assess 

the experience of other countries and Ethiopian in general. Secondly, I have consulted both 

stakeholders (the state and religions) and make an interview with personalities in both 

institutions. To achieve my objectives, I again co llected cases and study the practice. 

1.8 Limitation of the Study 

In doing a research , limitation and challenges are unavoidable. Fortunately, I have faced some 

challenges although I challenged well and discharge my duty. The limitations are: 

Lack of relevant material s on Ethiopian secularism 

Bureaucracies to contact personaliti es to interview 

Difficulties to access official documents 

Financial and time costs 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SECULARISM: GENERAL OVERVIEW 

2. 1 The Notion of Subject Matter of Secularism 

In order to deal with seculari sm, we have to say some thing on the relation of state and reli gion . 

It is all about the interaction or separation of state and religion. Throughout hi story and 

throughout the wo rl d, religion and government have been closely intertwined. ' However, from 

time to time, the relati on or interaction has become loose, at least in some areas. Many writers 

have exerted the ir pen on the interaction of state and reli gion. However, the main deal to thi s 

Thes is is the separation aspect. 

To that effect, the renaissance thinkers, both in philosophica l as also in political sphere, gave a 

di sti nct impetus in the conception of secul ari sm,2 however its definition was vague. It was not 

ti ll the 18 th c. that the concept of seculari sm has taken its modern shape. 3 For instance, in that 

time, 1-iolyoake co ined the word 'secularism' intending 10 different iate his atheistic positionJi"ol'l1 

Ihe Iheistic pronouncements4 We can conclude that ti ll thi s notion got space in the First 

Amendment of the American Constitution, the concept was not as such clear. 

The first amendment of US Constitution (the Bill of ri ghts) clearl y stipul ated that the congress 

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the Ji"ee exercise there 

ofs Even since such time , this concept was under controversy until the letter of Roger Williams 

and Thomas Jefferson was writ1en. This letter, to some extent, gave some clue to understand the 

notion although it did not give clear meaning to the terminology in the First Amendment. 

The phrase, separation of siale and religion, is deri ved from a metaphor first used by Roger 

Wi lli ams in a letter to John Cotton and then by Thomas Jefferson in a letter to the Baptist 

Association of Danbury, Connecticut6 Jefferson wrote " I contemplate with sovereign reverence 

I EclcI Doerr, The importCince a/Church-State Separation; in Barry F. Seidman and Neil J. Murphy (eels.) Toward a 
New PoliLical Humanism (New York, 2004), P- I 

2 J. M. Shelat , Seculari'lII: Principles and Application, (N. M. Trippalhi Private Ltd, Bombay, 1972), P-27 
) Ibid, p-17 
4 Ibid, p-24 
S US Constitution, First Amendment ( 1789) 
6 R.F. Th iemann, Religion in Public Life: A DilemlJla/or Democracy, (George Town University Press, Washington 

DC, 1996), P-42 
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that act of the whole Ameri can people which declared that their legis latu re should make no law 

respecting an establishment o f religion or prohi biting the free exercise there of; thus build ing a 

wall of separation between the 'church ' and slale .,,7 This is the most di stinctive concept that 

American const itutional system has contributed to the world . 

As Edd Doerr said , church [religion]-state separation then is, as most say, as American as apple 

pie; nevertheless hurri cane winds are blowing that wo uld topple Jefferson 's wall. 8 The main 

po int here is to let everyone that the concept of sec ul arism is an Ameri can born. The ori gin and 

deve lopment of seculari sm is actua ll y dealt in section 2.2. Now what is expected is to 

understand what the notion secul arism mean. 

Even Ameri cans, where the concept was alleged to have been born or at least acquired a shape, 

were in debate what really secularism means. Before the decision written by Justice Hugo Black 

in 1947 on the case between Everson v. Board of Educalion of Ihe Township af Ewing eta/, the 

clear meaning of thi s notion was not adopted. But since thi s dec ision was dec ided, the wall o f 

separation got some level of meaning. The separation principle in the above land mark case was 

put in thi s way; the establishment of religion clause of the First Amendment means at least thi s: 

Ne ither a state nor the Federal Government can set up a church. Neither can pass laws, 

which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one rel igion to another. Neither can force 

nor infl uence a person to go to or remain away from church against his will or force him to 

profess a belief or d isbe lief in any reli gion. No person can be pun ished for entelta ini ng or 

professing re ligious bel iefs or di sbel iefs, for church attendance or non-attendance. No tax 

in any amount, large or small , can be levied to suppo rt any religious activit ies or 

in sti tut ions, whatever they may be ca lled, or whatever fo rm they may adopt to teach or 

pract ice religion. Neither a state nor the Federal Government can , openly or secretly, 

partic ipate in the affairs of any reli gious organi za ti ons or groups and vice versa. In the 

wo rd s of Jefferso n, th e clause against establi shment of reli gion by law was intended to 

"erect a wa ll of separation between church and stare." l) 

Seculari sm has not longer been a simple and clear idea easy to understand and apply. It has 

become a fluid , fl ex ible notion, whose content can be extended and which can be various ly 

7 Saul K. Padover (ed.) TomCls Jefferson, Leifer to the Baplisl Association of Danbury Connecticut; (Duel , Sloan 
and Peace, New York, 1943) P-519; as qlloled by Supra NOle 6, fOOl nole 3, p-42. 

, See Edd Doerr, Supra NOle I, p-4 
9 Everson V Board of Edllcalion, 330 US 15.16 
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· d 10 Interprete . Different scho lars de fine the concept in view of their perspecti ve. Deferent 

countries employ thi s constitutional philosophy in different ways in view of their historica l 

antecedents. We may not, so that, expect unifi ed and comprehensive definition of seculari sm. 

Yilmaz Aliefndioglu, in the article of Adrienne Katherine elal, notes that Ihe mosl common 

definition of secularism is the separalion of religion and slate'! Nevertheless, thi s narrow 

definition doesn' t encompass many important characteri sti cs of secular government. 12 Simi larly, 

it may be easy, as Talal Assad added , to think of secul arism s impl y as requiring the separation 

of religious form secular instilutions in governmenl but that is not all it isu Abstractly stated, 

examples of thi s separation can be fo rmed in medieval Chri stendom and in the Islamic empire 

and no doubt else where too; what is di stinctive about secularism is that it presupposes new 

concepts of rei igion, 'ethics' and ' pol itics' and new imperati ves associated with them.14 

One scholar defines the concept as the very term 'secular' derives from a Latin term meaning 

this world. 15 This definition seems to stick secularism with only atheistic value or materi al 

worl d. However, thi s is a kind of thinking before I i h c. by renai ssance thinkers. It doesn' t give 

much weight to accept thi s as definiti on. The concept of secularism is not necessaril y about 

atheism. It is not aga in abo ut devo id of theism, as we will see a bit later in dealing the scope of 

seculari sm. 

Some others, in defining seculari sm, cOIU1ected the notion with sovereignty of the people. They 

stuck with the idea that sovereignty isfit/ly and unconditionally vesled in the people; i.e. the will 

of the people as opposed to God 's (divine) word, would determine the laws and regulations. !6 

This definition gives sense being it differenti ated religious laws from state modern law. But it 

doesn' t compri se elements of secular government. The onl y situation that the ecclesiastical and 

secul ar law is different may not make a state secu lar country. 

10 Maurice Barb ier, Towards a Definition of French Secularism (2005), P-2 
11 Adrienne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Yaml, Is Secularism Possible in a AI/ajorify }\IIl/slim COllnIIY? The Turkish 

Exall/pte; in Texas Internat ional Law Journa l, Vo l. 42 , No. I (2006-07) P-5 
12 Ibid P-5 
13 Ta l;\ Assad, Formation a/the Secular; Christianity, /s/OJII, Modernity (Stanford University Press, 2003) P-2 
14 Ibid, 1'-2 
Jj Jonathan Sarna, lhe Rise, Fall, and Rebirth a/Secular JudaislII , 1'-6 
16 Yi lal11az Aliefe ndioglu, Laiklik /Ie Laik Dev/ef (Secularism and Secularist Government), in Laiklik ve Demokrasi 

(Secularism and Dell/ocracy) (Ibrahim O. Kaboglu (eel. , 200 1), P-86; as quoted by Supra Note II , fool nole 96, 
1'-1 3 
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J.M. Shelat on the other hand defers' secular' government/state from 'secularism'. He notes that 

where as Ihe concept of a secular stale concerns the division of authority into secular and 

spirilual, Ihe non-intel/erence by one wilh the other in ils own separate field of action and 

neutrality of the state in matters of religion, secularism is an ideology which seeks to provide a 

theory of life as against the one provided by religion. 17 This definition clearly makes a 

difference between secular state i.e. the end; and secularism which is a process to ach ieve the 

end i.e. to be secular state. But it seems ci rcu lar. To mean secu lar state is a state which reaches 

the cl imax of secularism. Whatever the cycle be, he coined significant conception. Nevertheless, 

hi s definition may nol be accepted in some countries like India. 

The reason is that in India the concept of secularism is not understood in such a manner. The 

term secularism is often rendered as 'Dharma Nirapekshala' which approximately means 

'religious neutrality .lS As we can see in sect ion 2.5 , the Indian neutrality is towards positive 

equality or impartial ity . Seculari sm is not only about positive/equal treatment. This is not again 

comprehensive defi nition. 

Some argued that the notion secularism has two concept ions. One, secularism-as-separalion; 

and two, secularism-as-neutrality. 19 The first notion is in wider range COIU1otes there is no state 

religion. The second concept, m:utral ity, has two meanings. In the first instance, it designates 

the absence or exclusion of religion from the public sphere of the state. We may then speak of 

neulralily-as-exclusion which recalls the negative character of secularism?O Neutrality al so 

referees to the states impartiali ty, which implies equali ty between religions?1 

While the two forms of secularism (separat ion and exclusion) are di stinct but coexist together, 

they have something in common; i.e. the exclusion of religion fro m the public sphere/state. This 

demonstrates the negative character of secularism which is the correct and precise definition of 

French secularism as Maurice Barbier said 22 But, this defi nition may not work for India and 

other nations as mentioned above. 

17 J. M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, P-8 
18 Badrinath Raa, The Variant l\1eanings of SecularislII in India,' Notes fOlVards Conceptual Clariflcalions ; in 

Journal of Church and Slate (2006), P-48 
19 See Maurice Barbier. Supra NOle I 0, P-2 
20 Ibid P-IO 
21 lbid: P-IO 
21 Ibid, P-I 0 
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Scholars like Richard K. Fenn may argue that the definit ion of seculari sm is highly confined with 

time and place 23 These scholars construed themselves to clarify secu larism. Because, time will 

tell us what secularism is; place is too . For instance, the defin ition of secularism in US before 

and after the decision of Everson v. Board of Education was different24 The definition of 

seculari sm in France before and after 2004 (the law on conspicuous symbols) is different25 And 

moreover, these issues have been vari ed from place to place. In a country, some issues can be 

compatible with the principle of secularism and may not be in others. 

From the above attempts to define secularism, we might take some clues to understand what 

secul arism is. But true that no one could get comprehensive defini tion or meaning to the 

concept. However, a crucial concept like secularism can't and shouldn't be left undefined or 

defined so vaguely so as to render it meaningless 2 6 Because, if the concept remains somewhat 

ambiguous, the state can use it judiciously to abuse politically and legally and generates inter

communal acrimony, thus the very purpose of secularism that is ensuring harmony and amicable 

relation among the diverse communities, is inevitably defeated2 7 

The best way out, as Badrinath Rao notes, is to exp licate some inviolable features of seculari sm 

and to conceive ways of implementing them?8 In other words, this noble concept (seculari sm), 

ideally, must be made operational. 29 In contrary to this claim, some politicians insisted towards 

leaving secularism undefined or to define it case by case bas is. For instance, in 1976, H. R. 

Gokhale, the Minster for Law, Justice and Company Affairs of Indian government, made a long 

speech in the Lok Sabah on the 'necessity' of defining secularism; this was what he had to say: 

Let anyone say that "seculari sm is incapable of definition. Wel l if that argument was to 

be accepted, even democracy in that sense is incapab le of definiti on; because is it not 

understood in different ways in different countries? In the same way, we can understand 

what. .. Secu larism ... stands for. 30 

13 Richard K. Fenn, Time Exposure: the Personal Experience a/ Time in Secular Societies (Oxford University Press, 
2001), P.I-l5 ; And Anil Nuaria, Relationship Be/ween State and Religion; Antimonies of Passive Secularism; in 
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 24 No.8 (1989), 1'-405 

24 See R.F. Th iemann, Supra Note 6, P-42 
25 See Maurice Barbier, Supra Note 10, P.17- \8 
26 See Badrinath Rae, Supra Note 18 , P·60 
27 Ibid, same page 
28 Ibid, same page 
29 Ib id, same page 
30 Debates before Lok Sabah, Fifth Series (Nell' Delhi: Lok Sabah Secretariat, 1976) 1'-59-60 as quoted by supra 

Nore 18, Foot Note 34, P-62 
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Actually the above assertion may not strictly mean that defining secularism is not necessary. But 

it is towards the stand that defining secularism may not be as such necessary. As to this 

government official, it is possible that we can give a meaning to the concept case by case basis. 

But as sa id above, rendering the concept un-defmed may lead the concept to be prone to 

manipulation by the interpreter, either religions or the state. 

What ever the debate on this issue may be, seculari sm is very difficult concept to define . It may 

not be difficult to understand how fragile and malleable seculari sm is. Secularism as a 

constitutional concept defies clear definition ... il is crude ore rather than a refined metal] ) To 

the difficulty of defining seculari sm, Michel Troper adds to speak of the state separate from 

religion is a mere tautology; as soon as there is a state, there is a separation and all that remains 

is ou r second category-religion and slale are separale and each remains confined 10 its own 

autonomous sphere]2 All that we can do is attempting to distinguish models of separation. 

Likewise, Adrielme Katherine Wing and Ozan O.Varol don ' t believe in the presence of a unified 

and comprehensive definition of secularism in the practical world. As to these scholars, it is very 

important to mention theoretically perfect secular characteristics to understand what secularism 

is and which secular state is33 These general characteristics are six. 

The first element is as to sovereignly. Sovereignty belongs to the nation and not to Devine 

body]4 This element prohibits the divine sovereign . In ancient empires, sovereignty was 

belonged to the divine power. In such theocratic regimes, going against the government is 

equivalent to going against God. There was a unity of state and religion so that there was no 

concept of secularism. If we see this element in view of Ethiopian situation, the first two 

constitutions (1931 and 1955) were towards accepting divi ne sovereignty. And the Dergue 

Constitution was against the divine sovereignty. The FDRE constitution sticks with the 

sovereignty of Nations, Nationalities and Peoples (NNPs) of Ethiopia, not divine power]5 These 

and related issues are to be dealt in section 2.6. But fo r the purpose in hand, I can say that in 

Ethiopia, the sovereign power resides in Ethiopian NNPs and not in other body. 

3 1 Sec Ani! Nuariya, supra Note 23, P-405 
J2 Michel Troper, FrenchSecu/arislII or Laicite; in Cardozo Law Review, (2000) Vol. 21: 1267, P-1270 
33 See Adrienne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Yarol , Supra Note II , P-56 
H See Yilamaz Aliefendioglu, Supra Note 16, Foot Note 20, P.75 -76 
15 The 1995 FDRE Constitution Proclamation No.I/1995; the Preamble and Art 8 
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The second characteristic is separation a/religion and stateJ6 This means that religion doesn ' t 

affect the government's affairs, i.e. laws and regulations are not based on religion. This 

character may become difficu lt, where there is an overlap between secular issues and religious 

maters. For instance, in Human Rights and welfare aspects, the maters may overlap. The 

government and religious laws may have common and shared roles. So it may be difl'icu lt to 

know which influenced the other. In clear sense, FDRE Constitution recognizes this concept 

under Art II ( I) alleging that slate and religion are separate. 37 

The third element is neutrality to ,vards all religions J8 As has been clarified earlier, neutrality 

may have two aspects: neutrality as exclusion and neutrality as impartiality. If thi s is so, which 

type of neutral ity is a characteristic of secularism? I think this notion differs from country to 

country. For instance in France and Turkey, negative notion of neutral ity (exclusion) app lies; 

and in India positive notion of neutrali ty (impartiality) app lies. (Thi s issue again wi ll be dealt in 

section 2.5 of thi s Thesis). Indeed, a state shouldn't have a state religion and one should not be 

treated above the other. Likewise, individuals, irrespective of their religious affil iation, are equal 

before the law. 

The FDRE constitution under Art 25 clearly stipulated non-discrimination clause on the grounds 

of ... religion. And Art 11(2) of same, unequivocally, stipulates that there shall not be state 

religion. Moreover, Art 3(2) of the constitution, which talks about emblems of the Flag that 

claims equality of religions, is not less significant. But, the main question here may be which 

type of neutrality/seculari sm is recognized in Ethiopia. 

The fourth one is that the education and the legal system are to be secular. 39 The legal system 

doesn't contain laws based on religion and the education system is based on logic and sc ience 

and not reli gion and dogmas. This element is some what controversial. Because countries who 

proclaimed themselves secular like Ethiopia may accept legal pluralism40 The compatibility of 

legal pluralism with the principle of secularism is at hot debate. (Th is issue will be discussed in 

chapte r-3 of thi s paper). In addition to the legal system, the Education should be held in a situation 

enabling the promotion of rationality. To do so, the public schools should be free from the 

36 See Yilamaz Aliefendioglu, Supra NOle 16, Foot Note 22, P-76, 
37 See FDRE Constitution, Supra Note 35, An I I (I) 
38 See Yilamaz Al iefendioglu, Supra Note 16, Foot Note 24, P-76 
39 Ibid, Foot Note-27, P-76 
" See FDRE Constitution, Supra Note 35, Art 34(5), Art 78(4), Art 78 (5) cUlllulative reading 
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influence of religions and religious theories. Regarding thi s issue, the FDRE constitution 

cautions that educalion shall be provided in a manner Ihal isfiee fiom any religious influence 4 1 

The fifth criterion is requiring fieedom of religion and conscience42 Secularism doesn't mean 

the absence of religion from society. Individuals have to be free to adopt and manifest their 

re ligion and beliefs in both the private and the public sphere. But, this may be limited in some 

justified manner. Whatever it may be, the FDRE Constitution, under Art 27, stipulated that 

everyone has the right of Ji'eedol11 of religion, belief and opinion including non belief43 

The last, but not least, criterion is that secular regime is based on pluralism, which requires the 

government's respect for al l religion and all re li gious beliefs44 This is to mean the government 

shouldn't interfere on religious matters. And it should defend it self from religious interference 

on it matters. 

To conclude, it is important to note that the forgoing characteristics describe a theoretically 

perfect secular government, which, to our knowledge does not exist 45 This imperfection may be 

from historic background of countries, thei r philosophy, religious composition, and other factors. 

2.2 Origin and Development of Secu larism 

As to the time and the where-about of origin of secularism, it may be difficult to fix a day, a 

month and a year or a specified place. It is a process and development of different thinkers in 

different times and places. What could make us agreed is the idea that secularism is not an 

ancient and forgotten history. It is a recent phenomenon even not earlier than 17th c. The 

development is again different in the continents for many factors. But, it is mostly argued that 

secularism is a political doctrine arose in the Modern Euro-American46 In this section, we will 

see whether this allegation is true or not and other relevant issues are discussed. 

J.M Shelat argues that the renaissance thinkers, both in philosophical as also in political sphere, 

gave a distinct impetus in the direction of secularism 47 The idea that a society can', exist unless 

" Ibid art 90(2) 
42 See Yilamaz Aliefendioglu, Supra Note 16 , Foot Note 29,1'-77 
43 See FORE Constitution, Supra Note 35 , Art 27 
.14 See Yilamaz Al iefendiog lu Supra NOle 16, Foot Note 31 , P-78 
·15 See Adrienne Katherine Wing and Ozan 0. Varol , Supra Note II , P-6 
'" See Talal Assad, Supra Note 13 , P-I 
47 See J. M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, P-17 
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its members share certain values can be found in the theo ri es of numerous thinkers in the l81h c.; 

above all, Rousseau in his Theory of Civil Religion48 In his Theory of Social Contract, 

Rousseau congratulated Hobbes as 'the only one who correctly saw the evil and the remedy who 

dared 10 propose reuniting the two heads of the eagle and restore all 10 political unity without 

which neither the state nor the government would be well-constituted, 49 Their effort was all 

about creating civil religion. 

But for Rousseau, Christianity, which was 'naturally authoritarian', was incompatible with that 

system. He, therefore, di stingui shed between religious op inions, which do not concern the 

sovereign and the values essenti al for prese rving soc iety, which the sovereign has the 

responsib il ity of maintaining5 0 Each citizen may have his own religion; the doctrine of that 

religion concerns him alone, but there is a profess ion of purely civil faith , the articles of which 

the sovereign has the task creating, not exactly as religious doctrines, but as feelings of 

sociabi lity without which it is imposs ible to be either a good citizen or a loyal 'subject' 51 These 

Philosophies were towards erecting some level of wall between religion and civil faith. 

In sp ite of numerous and radical political and constitutional changes, Gallicanism has never been 

complete ly abandoned till 1790s, espec ially in France52 Although a great deal of philosophies 

spread out in the world, seculari sm was not adopted and tlouri shed/developed as constitutional 

phi losophy until the erect of the US Constitution in its legs. 

The idea of secularism was firstly articulated by Roger Williams, the Rode Islands3 Maverick, 

who seems to have been influenced by John Locke and fInall y flowered under Thomas Jefferson 

and James Madison in Virginia during and immediately after the Revolution54 By 1786, thanks 

in part to Madison's brilliant 1785 Pamphlet, a Jl;iemorial and Remonstrance against Religious 

Assessments, the church [religion] state separation principle become law in Virginia setting the 
-s 

pattern that the other states wo uld sooner or later follow.' 

4S See Michel Troper, Supra Note 32, p-I274 
49 Ib id, P- 1274 
50 Ibid , p- 1274 
" Ibid, P-1 274 
" Ibid, P-I275 
53 Rode Island was the only free state from establ ished state religion in the British colonization; See Edd Doerr supra 

note I, p.2 
'·1 See Edd Doerr, Supra note I, p.2 
" Ibid, p.2 
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The fi rst congress meeting 111 1789 was a landmark to the concept of secularism. It drafted 

twe lve amend ments, ten of which were approved and ratifi edSG After much di scussion, the two 

houses of congress settled on the fo llowing wording for what became the first amend ment 

'Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the Fee 

exercise there of .. 57 Even though the establi shment clause and free exercise clause have 

entertained much debate as to their scope, they are the first in-sighting clauses which gave a clue 

to the concept of separation of state and religion. 

From the above asserti ons , we can understand that separation of church and state; of religion and 

govern ment is probably the United State' s most important single contr ibution to the pol itical 

theory and practice58 When we say thi s, it cannot mean that the on ly state which contributes the 

not ion of secul arism to the globe is Un ited States. French phi losophers did their label best on the 

conception the idiom. What is true here is that US was the most actor in giving a due shape to the 

concept of secu larism. But the lJioneer' did n' t utili ze its product lonel y. This political theory has 

been spread ing out in the world. Nowaday, many countri es, if not the maj ority of the world, 

have been perusing this 'golden' concept in their constitutional or political philosophy. 

But it may be very difficult to assess all secu lar countries in thi s scope-wise Thesis. The best 

way 1 opt is to deal with some experi ences which are very important to my deed. I have no 

criteria here; but the most recognized secular states like France, Turkey and India are dealt here. 

Remind that the Ameri can case is discussed above. Other experi ences are dealt here in brief. 

France 

As I have clarified earlier, the march of the enlightenment has a great deal of effects in po li tical 

and consti tutio nal development of France. But it was alleged a total failure to adopt secular 

philosophy to thi s cOlll1try59 For this matter, with the dilemma between seculari sm and 

maintaining social cohesion, France didn ' t real ize the conception of separation of state and 

religion till 1905.60 But, in the mean time , the country declared its being secular state. 

" Ibid , p.3 
57 Ibid, p.3 
;8 Ibid 1'_1 

;9 See 'Michel Troper, Supra Note 32, P-1275 
60 Ibid, 1'- 1276 
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The law before 1905 contains neither an exp licit reference to such separation nor the word 

' Iaicite ,61; but in its first two articles, it announces the principle of freedom of conscience and 

the refusal by the state to recognize any religion as state religion.62 Actually these concepts are 

elements of secu larism. We can say, therefore, that the law of 1905 marked the beginning of 

French secularism. However, even after such stipulation, the main chall enge was to delimit the 

territory of both the state and rei igious maters. 

The foundation laid by the 1905 law had paved the way to the explicit stipulation of the concept 

of secularism in the 1946 and 1958 French Constitutions63 The later constitution is stil l 

enforceable in France. This is a brief history of French seculari sm. But we can conclude that 

seculari sm in France is an embryo with about 50-60 years of age. 

Tu rkev 

The present Turkish Republic is the ancient Ottoman Empire. World War I marked the virtual 

end of the Ottoman Empire and the beginning of the Turkish republic 64 Almost after three years 

of battle, Ataturk (Mustafa Kamal) and his mi litia defeated the allied forces carving out a modern 

republic from the ruins of the Ottoman Empire, the sick man of Europe65 Ataturk found the 

establi shment ofa secular regime to be critical in the development of the newly founded repub li c 

of Turkey. He said "Look at our history; those who did their real belief under the disgu ise of 

rel igion deceived our innocent nation with big wo rds like share' a; you will see that what 

destroyed thi s nation, what caused its collapse, was always the deception hidden under the 

curtain of religion66 Accordingly, most of Ataturk' s reform s were aimed at the separation of 

reli gion from state. 

Even though the first constitution (the 192 1) estab li shed a democracy, a secular order was not yet 

in the works. 67 Art 2 of the constitution stated that the official religion of the republic of Turkey 

would be Islam 68 Though a secul ar government doesn ' t have an official state religion, thi s 

61 laicil is a word to explic it the separation of state and relig ion 
62 Ibid, p-I 276 
63 [946 and 1958 French Constitution, Art I ; it says "France is .... a secu lar republic" 
64 See Adrien ne Katherine Wing and OZ3n O. Varol, Supra Note 11, p- I [ 
65 Ibid, Foot note 84, P-II 
66 Sad i Borak, Alaturk Ve Din (Alalurk and Religion)(2004 ), P-G3 as quoted by Supra Note ll , Foot NOle 85 , 

P-12 
67 See Adrien ne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Yarol, Supra Note II, p ~ 13 
" Ibid, P- 13 
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provision was at the time a necessary evil. Were Ataturk claim the state's secu larity, the who le 

thing he imagined to happen would collapse. He was silent fo r a time being till his dreams 

ach ieved. 

By the Turkish Grand National Assembl y (TGNA), the miss ion of Ataturk continued to achieve. 

In 1928 the constitution was amended so that Art 2 was removed and Turkey became neutral 

with respect to all religions W This assembly under Ataturk 's leadership also implemented 

several reforms to help the nation better understand Islam and prevent those who aimed to use 

re ligion as political too l from decei ving innocent believers. For example for the first ti me 

Qur'an was translated to Turkish so that people could read it and understand what it states, as 

opposed to blindly believ ing 'religious experts with hidden po litical agendas 70 This task may be 

agai nst the principle of secularism but turkey did that for its hi storical , demographical and other 

political factors . 

Ataturk' s long-lived dream of creating a secular republic fi na ll y became a reality in 1937, one 

year before he passed away. In that year, the word 'secular' was added to the constitution as one 

of the fund amental characteri sti cs of Turkish republic .71 Ataturk was very lucky that he 

ach ieved what he believed to be. 

Through a series and systematic reforms and by maki ng compromises when necessary, Ataturk 

and his supporters succeeded in transforming arguably the most fundamentali st regime in the 

world into a secular and democratic republi cn The surpri se is here; Ataturk and hi s supporters 

accomplished in less than twenty years what wo uld have normally taken more than five to six 

hundred years7 3 For this fasc inating ach ievement, the for mer British Prime Minister David 

Lloyd George sa id , "The centuries rarely produce a genius; it is our [Britain] bad luck that the 

great genius of our era was granted to the Turkish nation. ,, 74 This really indicates that how 

much the deeds of Ataturk are magical and fascinating . 

• 9 Ibid, p- I 6 
10 1bidP-17 
71 Turkan Saylan, L({ilclik Ve Demokrasi K % kyl/1I1l1 (ColloquiulII 017 Secularism and Democracy); in Laiklik Ve 

Delllodrasi (SecularislII and Delllocracy)( Ibrahim 0 , Kabogu lu (ed. , 200 1) as quoted by supra Note II , foot note 
156, P-18 

72 See Adrienne Katherine Wi ng and OZ3n O. Varol , Supra Note I I , p-18 
73 Supra Note 66, P-165 as quoted by supra I I, foot not 164, 1'-1 9 
" Baki IIkin , Deputy Undersecretary of the Turkish f ore ign Mini stry as quoted by supra Note II , foot note 165,1'-

19 
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The Principal development of seculari sm in Turkey continued. The 1924 constitution was 

replaced by the 1961, then by the 1982. These constitutions have a due concern to the principle 

of secularism. Especially the current constitution (the 1982) has many safeguarding provision for 

secularism. These can be to oblige political parties to conform to Turkish secular value, giving 

the provision dealing secularism special status that can not be amended, enacting constitutional 

court to dismiss unconstitutionallaws 75 

To conclude, Turkish republic demographically IS comprised of 99% Muslim population76 

Contrary to popular western belief that all majority Muslim countries are theocrats, Turkey is a 

democratic and secular state; among 52 Majority-Muslim-States, the constitutions of only two 

countries, Turkey and Senegal, prescribe secularism 77 Note only compared to majority Muslim 

nations, Turkey have provisions so vigorous ly promote secularism than most European 

countries. 78 Moreover, the Turkish secularism is very strict than any model of secularism else 

where as can be assessed in section 2 .5. 

India 

[n idea, the concept of secularism is very recent development. It was in the [949-50 debates of 

Constituent Assembly that the concept got concern79 The debate over the incorporation of the 

principle of secularism took up 1110St of the Assembly's time; nevertheless this debate was not 

fruitless. All the Constituent Assembly members agreed on the necessity of establishing a 

secular sate80 But the debate again was which type of secularism was fit with Indian religious 

diversity. The approach in India was all about equal respect for all religions,SI unlike the 

Western model of secularism. This issue can be evaluated in the section talking about the scope 

of secularism. 

Others: Europe, Arab World, South Africa and Nigeria 

Unlike Christian states in the world, most Majority-Muslim countries didn't recogl1lze the 

principle of secularism as we noted a bit earlier. The only majority Muslim states which 

75 See Adrienne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Varal , Supra Note II, P.20-22 
76 Ibid , Foot Note 2, P-3 
77 Ibid, p-3 
78 Carolyn Evans, Freedom of Religion uncleI' the European Convention on Human Right ;( Oxford University Press, 

2002) P-19 
79 Shefali Jha, Secularism in the Constiluent Assembly Debates, 1946-50; in Economic and Political Weekly Vol. 37, 

No.30 (2002) P-3175 
so Ibid P-3175 
81 Ibid: 3180 
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recognized secu larism in their constitution are Turkey and Senegal. It might be the nature of the 

relig ion or the composition of the soc iety or other factors that made them so. Whatever the 

reason is, in the Arab wo rld , secularism got a mi ni mal acceptance82 

Likewise, in Europe except Turkey, as pi ned earlier, most states do not adopt secularism in stri ct 

sense. But France is becoming a stri ct secul ari st state as said. For that matter, French 

constitution described France is a secular ... slale83 The German basic law (1994) states that 

the re shall be no state church [religion] , altho ugh its preamble refers to "responsibili ty befo re 

God and human kind of German people.,,84 

Some constitutions in Europe reveal that the state has strong links with the church [reli gion] . 

The constitution of Greece [1975 as amended in 1986) begins "in the name of the holy 

consubstantial indivisible trinity. ,, 85 It adds the "prevailing reli gion in Greece is that of the 

Eastern Orthodox Church of Jesus Clu·ist.,,8G States like UK fol low/adopt an establi shed church 

[religion] system; it established the Church of England to be state church [religion].87 The above 

mentioned states are not the only countries which foll ow the established religion model; but 

these are some of the examples. 

When we come to Africa, most African countri es have not adopted the concept of seculari sm. 

Let alone others, even South Afri ca with hi story of great deal s of atrocities in relation with 

di scrimi nation, did not enshrine principle of secul arism in its constitution. Its constitutional 

preamble begins with the Clu istian religious phrase "May God Bless Our People,,88 The 

provision which deals on freedom of express ion also declared that religious observance by the 

slale, in fact in some circumstances, is possible on religious institutions89 

When we come to Nigeria, the unique federali st state, it can be seen from its constitution that 

secul ari sm is one feature of its constitutiona l philosophy. For the first time, the concept got 

82 Bing Bing Wu, Secularism and Secularization in the Arab world; in the Journal of Middle eastern and Islamic 
Studies ( in Asia) Vol.!, No. ! , p-55-65 

83 French Constitution ( 1958), Preamble, 
"German Basic Law ( 1949) Art 137, 
" Greece Constitution (1975 as amended 1986) Art 3, 
86 Ibid, Art 3 
" See Carolyn Evans, Supra Note 78, P-21 
S8 South Afr ican Constitution (1996), Preamble 
so Ibid, Art 15 
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cognizance in N igeria in the 1979 Constitution, after the 1977-78 constitutional conference. 9o 

However, the concept has not been as such appos ite to Nigeria fo r di ffere nt fac tors; espec ial ly 

for lack of lega l and institutional set up to execute that principle. 

In aggregate, the western born secu larism is spreading to the wo rld at least in steady manner. Its 

deve lopment is not as such rapid. Because, Secular ism is a vol untary limit on the state by itsel f; 

it is no t a r ight. Therefore, citizens may not claim it as of a ri gh t. Even they may not chall enge 

the government cla iming secular state as of a ri ght.9 l 

2.3 ImpoJ·tance and Rational e of Secularism 

With out importance and necessity, seculari sm may not be adopted . Whatever the debate and the 

force brought about secularism to the po li tical playing fie ld, it has its own rationale. As J. M. 

Shelat confirmed, the real cause for the emergence and gro wth of the principle of separation was 

the deprivation of the liberty and rights of the people as a result of the union of slate and 

religionnSeculari sm was the first curing medicine to di seases of violation of religio us freedoms. 

To strengthen thi s idea, James Mad ison said that during almost fiftee n centuri es has the lega l 

establ ishment of Clu'istianity been on trial; what have been its fruits? More or less in all places, 

pride and indo lence in the clergy; ignorance and servility in laity ; superstit ion, bigotry and 

persecution in both were intens ified93 Both of the above ideas are towards the assertion that 

secul arism protects the publi c from in fri ngement of rights. 

Scholars like Badrinath Rao argues that secularism 's chief merit, if actualized, is that it 

d ichotomizes po litics and religion in hermet icall y sealed areas and insures that the one does not 

cast a baleful infl uence on the other. 94 Thi s helps to set a clear divide between faith and reason. 

Moreover, the publi c sphere and the private sphere co uld travel in their path so that no one 

influences the other. 

The other rat ional ity is mi nority protect ion. A state confronted with mul tiplicity of sects had, in 

varying degrees, to separate its own interests from those of the sects. If its interests are not 

separated from the religious sects, it may di scri minate minority reli gions since there is no 

90 Olllotoia J. Shoal, Secutarism and the Politics of Religious Balancing in Nigeria (2009) p-4 
91 Ibid P- I 
92 See' 1. M. Shelat, Supra NOle 2, p-17 
93 James Madison, A4emorial and Remonstrance; in Edd Doerr, su pra Note I , p-I 
" See Baclrinath Rao, Supra NOle 18, P-77 
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comparable reciprocal commod ity fro m them. Neutrality was the only way of avoid ing their 

hostility which would precipitate disorders and even a civil war. 95 The danger is especially seve r 

to Indian type of secularism; i.e. impartial equa l treatment; because, each religion needs 

ass istance from the state. But the state may not be in a position to entertain all religions equall y. 

If the religious groups have adopted a religion as " identity" and if it overlaps with terri tori al 

sovere ignty, as is in Nigeria, its danger may be too severing.% 

Secu larism again has due relation with modernity and nation building. Jose Casanova points 

three elements in the secularization thesis which have been taken to be essential to the 

development of modern ity97 These are: 

I . Increasing structura l differentiat ions of soc ial spaces resu lting in the 

separation of religion from pol itics, economy, sc ience and so forth; 

2. The pri vat ization of religion with in its own sphere; and 

3. The declining social significance of religious belief, commitment and 

in st itu ti ons. 

If, as Casanova clarified, the state is free from reli gious influence and vice versa is true, the state 

inevitably will travel in the path of modernity and indi vidual right of conscience and reli gious 

freedom be guaranteed. Moreover, in shared values, they can be cooperative so that nati on 

bui lding can be reali zed. 

Andras Sajo again believed secularism has much to do with modernity and public order. He said , 

in order to sustain modernity, or to susta in public order as ordered liberty, one needs a 

considerab le level of secularism 98 Irrespective of religion and religious values, public reason is 

the primary criterion of secular state. This rationality enhances modernity. When the public 

become modernized and believe in public reason, the solidarity and the cohesion wi ll be strong. 

Most argue that freedoms are better guaranteed if the state is secular. 99 But some argued that 

secularism is not necessarily important to the guarantee of freedoms and rights. Arcot 

Kri shmaswami noted that "historically the mere ex istence in a country of an established church 

95 See J. M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, P-21 
96 See Ol11olOla J. Shoal, Supra Note 90, P-I 
91 See Talal Assad, Su pra Note 13, P-181 
98 Andras Saj o, COl7slillllionalism and Secularism: The need/or Public Reason; in Cardozo Law Rev iew Vo l. 30, 

No.6 (2009) P-I 
99 See Michel Troper, Supra Note 32 , P- 1267 
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[religion] or of a state religion usuall y connoted sever discrimination and sometimes even out 

right persecution directed against di ssenters." But, he warned that th is is not always the case and 

that an establi shed church in some countries today is more of a hi stori c relic than a threat to 

religious freedom lOo This indicates that irrespect ive of the adoption of secu lari sm as 

constitutional principle freedom of religion can be protected. Thi s issue can be dealt in the nex t 

section. 

N ikk i R. Keddies rests on the di scontents of secul ari sm. Instead of separation of church and 

state, secul ari sm has sometimes been used to justi fY and in force aggress ive political control over 

religion and its institutions.101 The whole idea here is that under the gu ise of perusing secularism, 

the government may interve ne on the domain of reli gion. But it seems silly to think like thi s. 

When could the state interfere on domains of religions if the state is secu lar? If the state 

interferes as said, the state is not secular. Even if the state is observed interfering on religious 

maters, we may not blame principle of seculari sm. Instead, on ly the state is to be blamed. 

In General , secularism has the foll owing advantages . In the first place, secu lari sm helps for 

be tter guarantee of f reedom of religion. In second place, it guarantees equality of religions. At 

th ird place, it advocates the non interference of reli gion on public sphere and vice versa. 

Moreover it advocates public sovereignty as opposed to divine power. But, onl y the adoption of 

principle of secu lari sm is not suffi cient. Instead, there shoul d be a well-crafted legal rules and 

institutionali zation to achieve the above rationale. 

2.4 Seculadsm and Freedom of Religion 

True and indisputable that, most world countri es have recogni zed freedom of religion and non

discri mination on the basis of reli gion. But same numbers of countri es do not adopt seculari sm 

as a constitutional philosophy. Some argued that to acce pt princip le of religious freedom, it is no 

need to come to such consensus that requ ires separation of religion and state or necessarily leads 

to disestabli shment ; whi le some states have traveled that path, others have not. 102 This may be 

even the reason why International and Regional Human Right Instruments didn' t recogni ze the 

principle of seculari sm. The treaty members onl y took the common denominator minimum 

100 Kri shm3 Swami study, in Supra Note 78, 
101 N ikki R. Keddies, Secularism and ils Disconlel1ls; in Daedalus, Vol.1 32, NO.3 (2003) 1'-16 
102 Sec Carolyn Evans, Supra Note 78, P-22 
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shared values. This is the Principle of Margin of Appreciation 111 human rights law which IS 

beyond my scope of stud y. 

The above assertion may not be persuasive and satisfactory. Although re ligious freedom doesn' t 

strict ly fo rm part of seculari sm, it can never be separated fro m it, as Yared Legesse said I03 

Maurice Barbier adds freedom of conscience and wo rship (religion) are not integral part of 

secul arism, even if there is a link between the twO. 104 He adds secularism is now nothing but a 

means in the service of the above ends. lOS Both scholars argued that there is a strong relationship 

between freedom of religion and secularism. However, the later insists that these freedoms pre

existed seculari sm and can ex ist without it, as it indicated by countri es that do not practi ce 

seculari sm but which full y respect religious freedom. lOG 

Al though writers insist that freedom of religion and other related freedoms be realized/protected 

irrespect ive of the acceptance of seculari sm, I am not in that pos ition. Actually their wish is a 

pious wish. I am not challenging the good of protection of freedoms even in the absence of 

secul ari sm as constitutional philosophy. But thi s may be a mare night. Assume there is an 

estab li shed state religion which can be subs idized, positively discri minated, and take other aids 

from the govelTl111ent. In doing so, the government is discouraging the other religions and even 

utili zing public money to religious acti vity as well. 

Even the govenUllent may prohibit reli gious convers ion as did the Arab Muslim countries. I0 7 

The Prophet was believed to have said that ' he who changes hi s religion must be killed '; 

although the authenticity of thi s statement is questioned by some Muslim writers. lOS Whatever it 

may be, secularism is a guarantor of freedom of religion and from religion. But it may not 

necessarily mean that unless a country is secular it wouldn' t do so. Things are relative; so the 

ma in stand here is that a country which adopts at least some leve l of secularism has a weighty 

li keli hood to protect freedom of religion. Here we have to remind that the level of seculari sm 

can be different from country to country depending on di fferent factors as clarified repeated ly. 

103 Yarecl Legesse, Secularisl/I as al1 Umpire- Player; the Case for SlibSlal1live nelltralily, (unpublished art ic le, 2008) 
p- IOO, as quoted by Tekalign Fanla, Managing Religious Conflicts: a Study oj the Legal Framework willi 
Particular Reference to Ihe 2006 Muslilll- Chrislian Conjlict in Orollliya, (Unpub li shed LLM Thes is, 2008) 

,., See Mauri ce Barbier, Supra Note 10, P-4 
105 Ibid P-6 
106 Ibid' P-7 
107 See Tekal ign Fanta, Supra Note 103, p.43-45 
lOS M .Mahaduri, The islalllic Concept of Juslice (1984) P- I77 as quoted by supra note 78, Foot Note 40, P-27 
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2.5 Scope and Ingredients of Secularism 

In order to deal with scope of secul ari slll , we have to be clear with the definition of secular ism. 

But in the defi nitional aspect, it is very diffi cult to reach on consensus what the concept is meant 

and what it compri ses. Because, the concept is s li ppery and fragile that can change its shape. It 

is to mean that the concept of seculari sm in short is amoeba. What is expected from us here is to 

reach on at least some consensus on the shape irrespecti ve of the countries' philosophy. But, it 

sho uld not be fo rgotten that no perfect secul ar state ex ists in the world . Taking the imperfec t 

secular nature in mi nd, what is expected to see here is experi ences in the world. 

There are a significant variety of relationshi ps between re ligions or beliefs and the state. At one 

extreme, there are states in which there is no meaningful division between religion and the state; 

at the other extreme a state may dedicate itself to secul ar ends and prosecute all religions and 

beliefs that do not confo rm to state ideo logy .,o9 The fi rst category is nearl y non-secular and the 

later is similar to anti -religion. Both of these extremes are not by any means types of the secular 

model. The first case is towards unity of religion and state; and the second is towards atheism. 

The ri ght way here is to now the scope and elements of secul arism. As J.M Shelat well clarified, 

ingredients of secular government are; promoti ng individual freedom of religion, separating 

secular and non- secular functions, and non-discriminationl equality. ' IO These elements in 

organ ized way can be non-establi shment, non-interference and common citizenship. 

2.5.1 Non Establishment 

The origin of thi s concept is the Ameri can legal sys tem in I 780s. This is to denote the notion 

that the government sho uldn ' t and couldn ' t establ ish any religion. [n the ex treme cases , the state 

should not do any act which prohibit or inhibit reli gions. In United States, for this matter, the 

state is independent of any particul ar religion. '" We have to remind that acts inhibiti ng or 

prohi bi ting religious conducts may have characteri stics of non interference aspect; interfe rence 

Illay have establ ishm ent aspect. There is no waterti ght division between the two. In aggregate, 

non-establ islU11ent is all about the no n participation of the state on establ ishment of religion/ non-

109 See Michel Troper, Supra Note 32, P- 1267 
110 See J.M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, p-80 
III See Miche l Troper, Supra NOle 32, P- 1267 
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religion or religious/non-religious behaviors. However, pragmatically it may be too diffi cul t to 

do so, since the actor in rel igion and in states is the public. 

The whole concept of non-establishment is that the state should be neutral to all religions. Th is 

neutrality may be either negati ve or positi ve. If the neutrality is negative, the American model 

comes to consideration; and if the neutrality is pos iti velimpartiality, the case concerns Indian 

model. The first model concerns the state of being di stant fro m all religions. The Indian model is 

towards promoting all religions equally. But the latter case is blamed as a multiple 

establi shment."2 Helping all religions may be having many estab li shed reli gions. 

2.5.2 Non Interference Clause 

This clause can be called the free-exerci se clause in the origina l American stipulation in the First 

Amendment. The whole thing over th is issue is to differentiate state domain and religious 

domain and then protect one from the interference of the other. If one thinks of seculari sm as 

two adjacent but separate fenced-off areas, neither the state nor religion should trespass in to the 

territory of the other."3 But the case may be different in different countries. For instance, in 

America, the state is neutral for all reli gions and reli gious affairs so that free exercise clause is 

more protected- i.e. exclusion. But in Turkish and France, the state may interfere and limit the 

freedoms- i.e. exclusion. Both approaches employ the exc lusion type of neutrality. But in the 

fo rmer case the excluded party is the state. In the second case, the excluded entity is religion. 

Because of the difference between the philosophies of countries on the principle of secularism, 

the role that religion plays in most countries is different; its scope is too. It may be very bizarre 

fo r someone to hear the president of United States say "God Bless America" at the end of hi s 

Addresses to the nation; see " In God we trust" on Ameri can Currency .... "4 These and other 

rel ated sayings and conducts in secular states may be amazing. But it is under inquiry whether 

these sayings and conducts are against non interference clause. 

However, such conducts and talks are very strange to France and Turkey seculari sm. Let alone 

sllch speech and symbols, persons in public pl ace are prohibited to wear a headscarf. 1I5 Michel 

Rosenfield argued here that a militant brand of secul ar ism, promoted by France and Turkish 

112 See J.M. Shelat, Supra Note 2, 1'-27 
11 3 See Ad rienne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Vam l, Supra Note II, P-6 
"' Ibid 1'-7 
115 See ~ases ) Ley la Sahil1 V Turkey before EHRC ill Turkey and cases on conspicuoLls symbols in France 
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iaicile, often seem downright or hostil e to religious freedom. I IG This indicates that, the more 

strict the philosophy become, the more probable to trespass the ti'eedom and vice versa. 

2.5.3 Common Citizenship 

This is towards recognizing everyone as a person, irrespective of hi s religion or belief. Let 

alone a seculari st state, a state which doesn't adopt model of seculari sm may guarantee this right. 

Because, it is the pillar of right of equality. In secular states, religion doesn 't get into 

consideration in public sphere. I.e. the rights and freedoms under the constitution and other laws 

are to apply to the public where the law justified that without di scrimination. Therefore, it is 

inevitable that common citizenship be protected. If the law discriminates without justified 

grounds in the basis of religion, we can say that religion interferes in public sphere. 

A II the above elements are parts and parcels of secular state. However, the main and crucial 

e lements are non-establishment and non-interference clauses. Both elements should be 

guaranteed, protected and implemented as well. But sometimes they may contradict with each 

other. For instance, if a state allocates a budget to build a worship place or to publish religious 

books to those who are serving the country in defense force, the two values may contradict. To 

help them to exercise their freedom of religion in proper manner is achieving the mission of free 

exercise clause. However, helping religious entities, by any means , amounts to establishment of 

religion. In some cases, they may overlap. This issue will get answer in the third chapter. 

To conclude, the scope of secularism may be narrowed down or widened up depending on the 

models of secularism which countries follow. In crude generalization the models can be militant 

secularism, agnostic seculari sm, confess ional seculari sm, official religion but tolerance (unique), 

and millet based secularism." 7 Each model has its own di stinct character. Countries may adopt 

one of these models taking their history, religious composition, and other factors in to account. 

The militant type of secularism is followed by the French Republic and Turkey Republic, which 

keep religion completely out of the public sphere ." H This model of secularism may not be 

reduced to only separation of religion and state but it represents a special breed of secularism 

apart from those models found elsewhere. The version of secularism in these two states is 

116 Michel Rosenfield, Can Constitiitionalism, SecularislII Relig ion be Reconciled in an era of Globalization and 
Religious Revival" In Cardozo Law Review (2008-2009) Vol. 30:6, P-2349 
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stricter than the verSlon that most western nations, including US, have implemented. ll9 The 

scope of seculari sm here is wide and even the state may interfere on the domain of freedom of 

religion. For example, both states banned wearing of headscarf. However, religions are less 

likely to influence the public sphere. 

The agnostic secularist model is a model seeking to maintai n a neutral stance on reli gions. l2O 

This model is close to the American conception of seculari sm. The American conception of 

secularism is towards negative type neutrality/secular ism i.e. exclusion. In US model, the state is 

expected to be idle in promoting one religion or al l re ligions or reli gious practices. 

The third type is cooperative/accommodation type of secularist model. l2l This model is typically 

the Indian type of secularism. Religions in India, as repeatedl y said, are to be treated equall y. 

Impartiality does not prohib it the help/promotion of religions. If the help is apportioned without 

di scrimination to all religious entities, the state is not prohibi ted to give special help to religions. 

The only limitation on the state is to treat al l religions impartial ly. 

The fourth and fifth models are officia l religion but to lerance model and millet based seculari sm. 

These models are not as such importan t to understand the concept of secularism. Because, in 

these models, there is no meaningful separation between the state and religion. 122 These models 

have either an established religion save to lerance or a mix of state and religion. The first is 

adopted by UK and the later is natural to Israel. In the later case, the religious status may be 

counted as if it were an identity. The Jewish identity is to mean Jewish re ligion. 12l 

2.6 Secularism in Ethiopia: a prelude 

Secularism in Ethiopia has only a short hi story as it was forma ll y embraced only three decades. 

Before the 1987 Dergue Constitution, there has been no time in Ethiopia's constitutional history 

when there has not been a state religion.124 Before 1931, there was no constitution in Ethiopia, 

let alone the enhancement of the concept of secularism as constitutional philosophy. We can say 

11 9 See Adrienne t Kathrinc, Supra note I I , Foot Note 34, p-6 
120 See Michel Rosenfield, 1'-2349 
'" Ibid, p-2349 
'" Ibid p-2349 
m Clement Leslie, Ihe Rift in Israel: Religiolls Allfhority and Seclilar Democracy (ROUl Ledge Kegan Paul Ltd, 
London, 1971 ), 1'-73 
124 Fasil Nahulll , Constitlltion/or a Nalion alNations: The Ethiopian Prosp ec/ (Red Sea Press Inc. 1997) P-5 
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that before that time, state and church [religion] were unified. 125 It is less important to deal with 

seculari sm before thi s time (1931), being the governance system was not far from theocracy. 

Since there was no distinct sphere of the government or the churchlre li gion, there was a de facto 

establi shed religion system. 

The de jure (legal) estab lished religion system began in 1931. Actua ll y the 1931 constitution 

didn't say anything on separation of state and religion and even on freedom of religion. But the 

1955 revised constitution under Art 40 recognized freedom of exercising religious rites of one's 

choice. ' 26 However, this constitut ion gave special status to the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 

(EOTC). In connection to th is, the constitution stipulated that the EOTC founded as the 

established church of the empire and is as such supported by the state .127 Moreover, the civi l 

code under Art 398(1) stipulates that the EOTC is regarded by law as a person.128 

After that constitutional recognition of the EOTC as an established state religion, the emperor 

was expected to profess the Ethiopian orthodox faith. '29 And the name of the emperor was to be 

ment ioned in all religious books and services. It is not amazing if the emperor select priests and 

if 'He' is anointed by the bishops. The reason is that in the time of the emperor, there was no 

meaningful separation of state and religion. The law and the practice in this time highly 

enhanced the extreme sisterhood of the EOTC and the state. That sisterhood may have a great 

deal of consequences on other religions. 

The state of having an established religion may be hostile to other un-established religions. The 

very fac t that one religion would be considered the state religion and was given state protection 

and material assistance naturally disadvantages all the others. '3o If there is unity of state and 

religion, it may be too difficult to talk about the concept of secularism. If that is so, it may be 

again difficult to think the importance of freedom of reli gion as has been dealt in the preceding 

sections. The constitutional space to freedom of worship in the 1955 revised constitution might, 

therefore, be alleged somewhat fayade. 

115James C. N. Paul and C. Clapham, Constitutional Development of Ethiopia (Haile Sellassie I University in 
Associal ion with Oxford University Press, 1967) Vol. I, P-288 
126 See the 1955 Revised Constitution, Art 40 
127 lbid,Art 126 
128 Civi l code of Ethiopia art 398(1) 
129 Kenneth R. Redden, the Legal System oj Ethiopia, (The Machine Company, Virginia, 1968) P-19 

130 See Fasi l Nahoum, Supra Note 124, P-1 25 
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When we come to the Dergue regime, it was the first time when the concept of seculari sm as a 

constitutional doctrine got conce ived. In the 1987 Constitution, it clearl y enslu'ined slale and 

religions are separate; the legal status of religious instilutions shall be determined by law. '3' 
More over, Dergue took many measures to wards separation of religion and state . But that 

measure was not to mainstream seculari sm. Instead it was to substitute the sense of religion by 

Social ist Marxist-Leninist ideo logy. Thi s ideology was, in aggregate, against re ligion. 132 

Even religious leaders who protested against the social ist ideo logy were killed and imprisoned. 

Money religious leaders were fo rced to teach thi s philosophy in the maimer contrary to their 

reli gious tenets . 133 This was a way to athe ism. But as Shelat has sa id earlier, seculari sm is not 

necessaril y towards atheismD4 We can conclude that in both regimes, there was no sense of 

secularism, if we see them in view of stri ct criterions of secularism. 

But in the 1994 FDRE Constitution, the princip le of seculari sm got flourished. Art 11 devoted its 

fu ll space to the concept of secularism. It recognized the basic elements: non-establishment and 

non interference clauses. In the first place Art 11(1) stipulated that state and religion are 

separate. Art 11(2) enshrines in clear terms that there shall be no state religion. Art 11 (3) puts 

the non-interference aspect, which is my concern . Thi s issue, th us, is dealt in the next chapter. 

"' The 1987 Dergue Constitution, Art 46(3) 
132 Richard J. Arneson, A1arxisII1 and Secular Failh; il1 The American Political Science Review, Vo1.79, No.3 

( 1985), p. 627-640 
J]3 Addis Zemen Newspaper, January 16, 1997, P-3 Col.I ,-, 
, See J. M. Shela!, Supra Note 2, P-6 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SCOPE AND IMPLICATION OF NON-INTERFERENCE 

3.1 Non-Interference: the Notion, Meaning and Scope 

As I have clarified in the last chapter in brief, it is at least clear that secularism has two crucial or 

substantial elements. The first is Non- establi shment which prohibits establishment of religion in 

explicit sense or aiding rel igions in implicit manner. The second element is non-interference 

clause which highly relates with the trespass of the state on rel igious matters and vice versa. 

Where the state enacts a state religion or helps it in clandestine manner, it can be said the 

establi shment clause is infringed. But, it is too difficult to prove whether the second element is 

infringed. There are a lot of sophisticated complexities in the non-interference aspect. The 

problem begins from its notion and conception. 

The foremost complex ity is that it is too difficult to draw a line on the boundary between the 

state and religious matters. Nevertheless, we may not be idle to try to draw line. Unless we reach 

to some consensus on the notion, it could be difficul t to have some common understanding on 

the issue at hand. However difficult the notation is, we have to reach at least to some level of 

consensus on the meaning and scope of non-interference clause. The following few paragraphs 

are exerted to enable the reader to have at least basic knowledge or understanding on the matter. 

[n dealing with non-interference, it doesn't mean that the state couldn't regulate the religious 

conducts and religions couldn ' t participate in social affairs. When one speaks of non

interference, one doesn 't deny that the state always governs religious conduct because the state 

commands it or at least recognizes/permits it. l But, we have to remind that the scope and 

implication of non-interference depends on the models of secularism countries adopted. Given 

that it consists the position of excluding religion from the public sphere, seculari sm depends on 

the way in which that sphere is defined and hence on the conceptions of the state. 2 

I Michel Topper, French Secularism or Laicite; in Cardozo Law Rev iew (2000) Vol. 2 1: 1267, P- 127 1 
2 Maurice Barbier, Towards a Definition oj French Secularism (2005), P-1 9 
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Shelat argued that the establishment clause (in US) doesn't mean a ban against regulation of a 

conduct either by the federa l govenunent or the state goverru11ent whose reason or effect happens 

to co incide or harmonize with the tenets of one or more existing religions3 In time of problems, 

the state may not remain idle. It is inevitable to the State that it will take a measure to avert 

unwarranted or unwise interferences from' ou/siders'. The ' outsiders ' can be institutions that are 

beyond the government legislature, executive and judiciary li ke NGOs. 

Secularism in its noninterference aspect is some kind of separation of church and state, which 

serves popular sovereignty indirectly by excluding churches from the exercise of public power. 

Separation places the religion outside the realm of the secular power to a very great extent. This 

amounts to a constitutionally prescribed limit on sovereign popular power, and it reflects 

separation of powers concerns: a union of secular and eccles iastical control would equal tyranny, 

irrespective of the fact which one of these entities has abso lute power4 

Secularism in the sense of separation means that non-secular bodies shall not exercise secular 

power, not even by the grace of the sovereign. Vice versa; secular bodies shall not exercise 

ecclesiastical power (the principle of church autonomy or non-interference). This is not to say 

that secularism necessitates that the famous wall of separation never be crossed5 

As rightly pointed out by Lech Garlicki , most religions cannot be exercised in a proper manner if 

the believers are deprived of the possibility to act collectively. Thus, individual freedom of 

religion cannot be guaranteed unless there is a co llateral guarantee for the freedom to find and to 

operate a church or other religious community6 No man is an island- entire of itself; everyone is 

a piece of the continent, a part of the main so that institutional arrangement is necessary. And 

moreover, these institutions have to be protected. From that guarantee, autonomy is the pillar 

one. Religious autonomy has t1u'ee senses. These can be formal, normative and doctrinal to 

mention. 

) 1. M. Shelat , Secularism: Principles and Application, (N. M. Trippath i private Ltd, Bombay, 1972), p-50 see 
Foot note 4 1 critically 

4 Andras Sajo, Constitlltionalism and Secularism: The need for Public Reason; in Cardozo Law Review Vo1.30, 
NO.6 (2009) p-2406 

5 [bid, p2407 

6 Lech Garlicky, Collective Aspects of the Religious Freedoms: Recent Developments in the Case Law of [he 
European Court a/Human Rights, in Censorial Sensitivities : Free Speech and Religion in a Fundamentalist World 
(Andras Sajo ed. 2007), p-218, 219 
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Religious autonomy relations in the formal sense are relations between a faith community and 

some other publ ic or pri vate party, such that the fa ith community has what Hohfeld called 

"immunity" and the other party has a Hohfe ldian "disability".7 The faith conununity's immunity 

from a suit and the other party 's want of power to sue or take j uri sdiction to adjudicate that case 

may be comparable interests from two forces. Thus, we may not expect either complete 

immunity or complete disability. 

The normative concept of autonomy is towards the idea rel igious institution ought to enJoy 

immunities from certain forms of regulation. And govenU11ent ought to be di sabled from 

requiri ng or inquiring into certain form of religious life or religiously motivated conduct because 

such arrangements promote moral or political-moral autonomy or some conception of it. 8 The 

main source/j ustification for such autonomy is a grounded norm-moral, political or legal unlike 

fo rmal autonomy. The later is only jurally based relation (thi s can be conscientious objection). 

The third phase of the autonomy, doctrinal concept, is as to administration of the relations 

between religion and other parties. The modes of balancing, ranking orders, priority of the 

autonomy in bearing a decision are concerns of the doctrinal autonomy of religions. Here the 

formal or normative reasons may be weighed and so that reaches on decision which takes 

priority and prevails over the other. Both the autonomy and disability are qualified. But to the 

maximum possible, the govenU11ent and religions have to be inter-independent. 'Jnter

independence' is a phrase used by professor G. Scharffs to conceive an autonomy or mutual 

respect between religion and state9 

As the above mentioned scholar clarified well the "inter-independence" aspect is to be 

contextualized. Professor Scharffs observes that one of the strategies that will often be adopted 

under a conception of "inter-independence" is heightened scrutiny, where under the autonomy 

interests of individuals will be weighed against the autonomy of interests of the State. tO So we 

have to pay attention to the context in which individual autonomy-the autonomy of the state and 

7 Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning (Walter whee ler 
Cook ed. 1923) P.8-9, 36,50,63 Quoted by Ronald R. Garet, infra note 8, p-1355 

, Ronald R. Garet (Prof), Tlu'ee Concepts of Church Autonomy; in Brigham Young Uni versity Law Rev iew (2004) 
(here in after BYU L. Rev.), P- 1356 

9 Brett G. Scharffs (Prof.), The Autonomy a/Church and Stclle (2004) in BYU L. Rev., P- 1253-8, 1311 as Quoted by 
Ronald R. Garet Supra Note 8 

10 Ibid as Quoted by Ronald R. Garet in Supra Note 8, Foot Note 12, P-1 307 
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the religion-are at stake. In such case, we have to strike a balance between the autonomy of the 

state, the individual and the religious entity. 

To the contrary of the above arguments, Professor Hamilton strongly argued that 'church ' 

[religious} autonomy shouldn 't be encouraged ,l l The arguments are from the angles of rule of 

law, republican duty and the no harm princi pie. The first argument is that in the presence of 

secular law applicable to all, religious entities should not be immune from that law. If they are 

immune from the govern ing law, it is against the idea or ideal of rule of law. The second is that 

the republican form of govermnent is all about public interest than private interest (including 

religious entities) . Thus, to immune religions is against the public interest. Thus to immune 

religions is against the public interest. Thirdl y, he rests on the premise that the exercise of rights 

doesn't extend to hanning others as happened or to happen in securing religious autonomy. 

F or the above mentioned reasons, Professor Hamilton contends that autonomy or immunity of 

any institution-including re ligious institutions from the rule of law is intolerable. '2 But Ronald 

R. Garet argues otherwise alleging that immunities are some what recognized in public law for 

different public goals; and these immunities may not be necessarily against the idea or ideal of 

rule of law. I) Analogously, immunity issues can work to church (religious) autonomy. True, 

however, that some versions of immunities for religious entities are strongly disanalogious. '4 

As to the second ground (being a republican) of Professor Hamilton to oppose religious 

autonomy, Ronald R. Garet responded that we may not get a public right (Public good) unless 

there is a private goOd. '5 Right that in our world there are so many diversities in political 

philosophy, moral ideals, religious values and others too. In presence of such diversities and 

diversified interests, we may not think of always that the state should protect only the common 

interest of the public. Since difference is natural , the state should accept to treat such distinctness 

and promote pluralism. Were the ideas, values and philosophies in this globe identical or similar, 

there would be a challenge to democracy and any other life stance. Democracy may not flourish 

in the absence of opposition and expression of diversified ideas. 

II Marci A. Hamilton (Prof), Religious institutions, the No-harm Doctrine, and the Public Good; in 8YU L. Rev" 
(2004), P-1099-1216 

12 Hamilton (Prof), Ibid, P-1112 
13 See Ronald R. Garret, Supra Note 8, P-1 365 
14 Ibid, 1'-1365 
"lbid,p-1265-67 
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The no-harm doctrine of Professo r Hamilton is aga in challenged here. Almost every ri ght covers 

conduct that is not purely self-regarding; instead consequences for others include injurious 

effects .16 Much of the legal system consisted of rules that allowed people to harm others and 

enabled policy makers to see clearl y that there were good reasons to allow people to act in ways 

that harmed the interest of others. 17 

State of Separation is built on a concept of the constitutional di stinctiveness of religions and 

religious institutions. However, thi s di sti nctiveness doesn' t have to be an all or nothing 

proposition. Clarified otherwise, the di stinctiveness is not absolute. Instead, separation- a sense 

of boundary between state and some aspects of institutional behavior- functions much like the 

constitutional right of privacy as a check on totalitarianism. IS Totalitarian regimes typically try 

to control intimate aspects of their subj ects' li ves . If the right of privacy, at least in part, 

insulates the realm of the sprit from state control , the constitutional distinctiveness of religious 

insti tutions-those that nUliure the sprite directly-rests on comparable foundation. 19 

When we say non-interference, we may not always mean that the religion is immune from any 

law at all. Non-interference clause does not provide immunity from conformity of law on the 

grounds of a religious equality and freedom from coerced conformity20 If the law immune them 

at all, there may be a great deal of negative consequences on the public and at state in extreme 

cases. They may go against the ri ghts of the being or take measure to coup against the 

govern ment. Religion coupled with race and ethnicity, tops the charts as a source for abusive 

paradigms. It is at least nominally at the center of conflicts across the Middle East?1 The main 

challenge for constitutions, then, is to accommodate the diversity of religions or religious views 

in a secular shell. 

The state should make reasonable efforts for accommodation. Accommodation can be defended 

on personal autonomy grounds. Further, for the same reasons of personal significance church 

16 Ib id, P-1 368 
17 Joseph Singer, the Legal Rights Debate in Analytical Jurisprudence FOIII Bentham to Hohfeld (1982); in WIS. L. 

Rev. P.975,985; as quoted by Ronald R. Garet, in Supra Note 8, Foot note 37, P-1 368, 
18 

Ira C. Lupu (Prof.) and Robert W. Tutt le (Prof.), Sexual Misconduct and Ecclesiastical Immunity; in BYU. L. 
Rev.( 2004 ), P-1807 

19 Ibid, 1807 
20 See J. M. Shelat, Supra Note 3, P-35 
2! Edward Wong, th e Conflict in Iraq: Government, Top Iraq Shiites Pushing Relig ion in Cons/ilu/ion, N.Y Times 

Feb 6, 2005 $ 1, P- I as quoted by David Gray, in Infi'a Note 34, Foot Note 4 1, P-35 
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autonomy (as an instrument of free exercise of religion) is to be protected, including exceptions 

(immunities) to general rules, e.g., in employment, or in matters of religious truth that might 

otherwise amount to harassment. 22 But what happens if such an overprotected entity enters the 

public sphere, especially with the intention to reconquer it and will claim that its positions be 

treated as at least one of the possible grounds for legislation? 

Having in mind the patrolling duties of secularism in a constitutional system, a constitutional 

jurisprudence should respond to non-secular constitutional arguments in order to sustain the 

fundamental constitutional values behind secularism, namely popular sovereignty in a polity of 

(mentally) autonomous critical citizens.2J In most democracies, Political power is largely 

dispersed, and ordinary citizens have, at least formally, ultimate political authority and the right 

to express themselves in the process of governance24 Thus, the laws themselves should be 

enacted at the will of the people and for secular justification. Both liberal social contract theory 

and utilitarianism provide a justification for the government and its powers and an explanation 

for the citizen's duty to obey that are independent of religious truth 25 

The principle of separation is not inconsistent with the sovereignty of the state26 The church 

though separate and autonomous is still within it. Some of its affairs, secular in nature, are liable 

to be regulated by the municipal laws. It is only the religious belief which is accepted as the 

individuals ' private activity and not a public business; one's right to practice is exercisable 

within the frame work of the laws of the state27 

As Michel Rosenfield aptly expressed, it is one thing to up hold the principle of secularism and 

quite another to define it precisely and lay down ways of implementing it. Nevertheless, 

Constitutional accommodation of secularism and religion would depend above all on achieving 

the following essentials: 

First, it is imperative to set a clear and workable divide between Faith and Reason. 

Second, it is necessary to elaborate a conception of secularism that is truly areligious and 

22 See Andras Sajo, Supra Note 4, p-242 1 
23 Ibid, P-2421 

24 Kent Greenawalt (Prof), Religiously Based Premises and Laws Restriclive of Liberty; in BYU. L. Rev. (1986), 
P.250-51 

25 Ibid, P-250-51 
26 Evelyn Hanshaw, Ollr Federal Constitution, a Programmed Approach (0 the Constitution of the USA (Prentice 

Han Inc. 1965), P-14 
27 See Shelat, Supra Note 3, P-32 
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that neither favors nor disadvantages any religion or the non-reli gious. Tllirdly, a way 

must be found to institute a public sphere that is clearly ancl firmly delimited from the 

private sphere ancl that is entirely amenable to the rule of areligious secularism. Las/ly, 

the pr ivate sphere must be populated by reli gious and non-religious ideologies that are 

susceptible of being veritab ly treated equally-i.e., of benefiting of substantive as opposed 

to merely formal equal treatment and that are amenable to confining their expression and 

activities within the precincts of the private sphere. 28 

3.2 Implication of Non-Interference: State vis-a-vis Religion 

3.2.1 State Non-Interference on Religious Matters 

Secularism has become to mean that the state had no business to intervene 111 the relations 

between man and his God, even if the motif for the intervention was to give aid and comfort to 

the man in those relations 29 The state should not be an author or co-author of religion or non 

religion. Thus, it can' t and should not involve in ilU1ovation of religion. Thus, at times the state -

the legi slature, executive and judicial authority-should limit itself to permitting of the 

organization and practice of religion and it neither commands nor prohibits that30 

Religious freedom in most countries is either part of liberty or freedom or non discrimination so 

that no person could be arbitrarily or unreasonably deprived of that right by the state31 To limit 

religious freedom, there should be well-grounded rationale. Legally prescribed limitations, 

Necessity and Proportionality aspects are the crucial prescriptions to limit freedom of religion. In 

the clash of conflicting interests between the state and the individual's conscience, the state must 

show a compelling interest before restricting the free exercise of religion32 This assertion is a 

concern of individualized freedom of religion. But it has a lot to do with institutional 

independence of rel igions. Because, their institutional independence is a corollary freedom. 

28 Michel Rosenfield, Can Constitutionalism, Secularism Religion be Reconciled in an Era of Globalization and 
Religious Revival? in Cardozo Law Review (2009) Vo1.30:6, P-2339 

29 See Shelat, supra note ... P-I 0 
30 Badrinath Rao, The Variant l\1eanings of Secularism in India; Notes towards Conceptual Clarifications ; in 

Journal of Church and State (2006) P-SS 
31 See Shelat, Supra Note 3, P-32-3S 
32 Leo Pfeffer, Brief for Synagogue Counsel of America and National Community Relations AdvisOlY Counsel; as 

quoted by J. David Holcomb, in Inn'a Note 127, Foot Note 164, P-79 
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There is always a tension between the secular law to be applied uniformly as the sovereign law 

and the religions to seek immunity from legal regulation and sanction. There are also parties 

who have a claim from religious institutions on the basis of the formal/secular law. This 

pressure is understandable, but an optimal legal arrangement should balance the concerns of the 

li abi li ty system that liability be fairl y and efficiently placed, on the one hand, with constitutional 

concerns regarding structural autonomy of religious instituti ons, on the other]} 

Religion may be a dangerous beast, and in rare company it has ability to inspire and justify the 

targeted violence that is a hall mark of abus ive regimes34 I.e. religion may justify war and for 

that matter the constitutional preference for seculari sm seems to gain some traction. Thus, the 

state is expected to govern religious conducts in view of the general public interest. But, it should 

take care about the conscientious objectors. As to conscientious objectors, an expansive view of 

the free exercise clause is recommended. The case like leav ing Jehovah Witnesses not to be 

recruited for military service is protecting conscientious objectors. 

Recently, religious institutions have been participating in business to keep tbeir economical 

independence so that they need to be governed by some sort of corporate law. As religious 

entities arguably held in society do not enjoy blanket legal immunity from litigation, the need to 

incorporate has evolved from a tool of convenience into a business necessity3; This aspect of 

regulation by the state law doesn' t amount interference. Because the participation is purely 

secular so that it could be regulated by the secular law. 

To conclude, state interference may be manifested by action or inaction. The first aspect is 

intrusion of the state on the matters which otherwise would be internal affairs of religions . The 

inaction aspect on the other hand is the state of being idle in the maters it should perform for the 

well implementation of religious freedom and autonomy of religions. 

33 See Ira C. Lupu, Supra Note 18, P- I 795 
34 David Gray(Prof.), Constitutional Faith and Dynamic Stability: Thoughts on Religion, Constitutions, and 

Transition to Democracy; in MARYLAND L. Rev., Vol. 69:26, (2009), P-35 
35 Elizabeth Glngerich, Unraveling the Establishment Clause: Legal and Other Practical Concerns for the Church 

'Business' ; in Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion Vol. 10, No. 39 (2009), P-3 
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3.2.2 Religious Non-Inference on State Maters 

Constitutionalism exists only where political powers do not ground their public affecting 

decisions on transcendental concerns. When constitutional law insists on secularism, it insists on 

the possibi lity of a reason-based political society36 Views may be seen to rely on faith. But the 

public should not present arguments based on faith which defend itself from critique. Because, 

religion will run the danger of having to rely on a 'Just because 1 believe' argument37 

Turkey has strongly secularist constitution whose 'armed forces ' have gone to some length to 

defend the state from religious influence38 The constitutional preamble includes a paragraph 

that says as required by the principle of secularism sacred religious feelings shall in no way be 

permitted to interfere with state affairs and POlilics3 9 Ataturk's policy on secularism was to 

remove religion from the public realm and reduce it to a matter of faith and practice of the 

individual, so that the principle of freedom of religion was to protect ' individualized religion' 

only. 4o 

The Turkish constitution again prohibits the exploitation or abuse of religion or religious feelings 

fo r the purpose of personal or political influence or for even particularly basing the fundamental 

social, economic, political and legal orders of the state on religious tenets4J More over political 

parities are prohibited from adopting programs that confli ct with the "principle of secular 

republic. ,,42 However this may be misleading. 

It is true that religion may serve fundamental identity needs of the individual; as such beliefs and 

related emotions are worthy of protection. But thi s is not a sufficient ground to allow the re

colonization of the public sphere by sentiments of pride and indignation and concepts of self

development in an organized form 4 3 Further, there is a public order concern here: strong 

36 See Andras Sajo, Supra Note 4, p-240 I 
37 Andrew J. king (Prot), Accommodating Religion and Len-v in the Twenty-First Century; in U. MD. L. 1. Race, 

Religion, Gender, and Class Vol. 6:7 (2006), p-1 8 

38 Carolyn Evans, Freedom of Religion under the European Convention on Human Right ;( Oxford University Press, 
2002), P-19 

39 Ibid, P-19 
40 lstar B. Gozydin, A Religiolls Administration to Secure Secularism: The Presidency of Religious Affairs oj the 

Republic oj Turkey; in Marburg Journal of Rel igion, Vol. II , No .1 , (2006) p-I 
41 Turkish Constitution (1982/87), Art 24 
42 Ibid, Art 68 
4J See Andras Sajo, Supra Note 4, p-242 1 
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religions are often count themselves as if they were mi ss ionary and command to save the souls of 

olhers and the whole world by imposing their own val ues on the rest of the society, not allowing 

accommodat ion fo r other beliefs and life fo rms. This may have a vast consequence. 

Ne ither citizens nor officials should aim to prohibit actions in a liberal society just because they 

believe the actions are wrong from a religious stand point44 For instance, President 1. W. Bush 

j ustified hi s recent veto of funding from Embryonic Slem Cell Research on non religious grounds 

although it is widely believed that the basis for hi s decision was religious grounds in nature45 In 

his veto announcement, 1. W. Bush stated that the bill crossed "a moral boundary that our decent 

society needs to respect. ,,46 Hi s veto message didn ' t implicate religion but stated that the bill 

wo uld manipulate human life and violate dignity 4 7 

At the extreme case and to our surprise, framed displays of the Ten Commandments were 

removed from the interior wall s of a county court house in Kentucky48 To strict separation 

advocates, this act is appropriate. Because they advocate that the religious values shouldn't 

intrude the state/secular values and places at extreme case. Actually this has a great dea l of 

advantages and rationale as well . Symbols in public place may irritate some groups not adhered 

to such symbol. 

In theory, Pfeffer believed that, religious references such as court oaths that include "so help me 

God" and coins that declared " in god we trust" may violate the sprite of secularism49 However, 

he viewed such symbols and utterance to be large ly ceremonial ; more importantly, as a practical 

matter they were too diffi cult to challenge 50 But, the fact that it is difficult to challenge does not 

relieve the state of infrin ging of the principle of no-interfe rence at least in theory. 

" See Kent Greenawalt, Supra Note 24, 1'-246 
45 Lucia A. Silecchia, Faith in the Public Square: Reflections on its Role and Limilationsjrolll the Perspective of 

Catholic Social Teaching; in U. M D. L. J . RACE, RELI GION, GEN DER AN D CLASS Vol. 6 No. 69 (2006) as 
quoted by Andrew J. king I n Supra Note 37, 1'-1 7 

46 Charles Babington, Slem Cell Bill eelS Bush 's Firsl Veto; Wasil. POSI July 20,2006 A4 as quoted by Andrew J. 
King, in Supra Note 37, Foot Note 45 , p 17 

47 M.E Spregel Meyer, Slem Cell Veto Isn'l End, De Gette Vows Rocky Mounta in News (Denver. Colo.) July 20, 
20064A as quoted by Andrew J. king in Supra Note 37, Foot Note 46, 1'- 17 

" Mc Cremy Counly V ACLU of Kentucky, 545 U.S. 844/ 2005 
49 Leo Pfeffe r, Church, State and Freedom (Rev. ed. Beacon press, 1967) 1'-240, as quoted by Andrew J. king in 

Supra Note 37, Foot Note 254, 1'-91 
50 Ibid P 238, in Andrew J. king, FOOl Note 256, 1'-91 
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Secularism by no means precludes the religious person to engage in political activities not as a 

religious person but as a citizen in line with equality of citizens51 The extreme case is in Japan. 

Japan constitution intends to guarantee freedom of rel igion and separation of religion and state. 

Exceptionally, this freedom of re ligion is understood to include a right of political participation. 

If religious adherents refrain from interfering with public welfare, they do not violate the 

constitution when they seek to rea li ze their religious goals by participating in politics 52 

Consequently, Japans religious associations can become political powers. 

Mostly non-profit organizations are exempted from the general governing law of tax liability. 

Religious institutions are treated in same manner. But the tax-exempt-status is not without limit. 

In US, political participation of religious entities can deprive such status. Even implied political 

endorsement could undermine the 'Churches' non-profit status. 53 In US history, the only church 

stripped of its exempt status was a small New York Church which purportedly ran ads in its 

bulletins in 1992 spurning Bill Cl inton onl y several days before the 1992 presidential electionS4 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) stripped this church of its tax exempt status retroactive to 

January 1, 1992. 

Consti tutional arrangement is not an act of faith. The Lemon test requires that for a statute to be 

constitutional , it first . .. must have a secular purpose; second, its principal or primaty effect 

must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion; finally, the statute must not foster an 

excessive entanglement of government with religion 55However, Natural law may oblige us to 

refl ect moral ethic independent of religious interpretations 56 We could refer to such a natural 

law as a non- religious or secular ethics57 Every intrusion in secular laws, secular administration 

and secular adjudication may not be alleged an interference of religion. Because there are issues 

neither religious nor secular but norms or morals from a natural law. Where these moral norms 

influence the secular state, we may not say always that religious ethics intrucle the boundary of 

secular aspect. 

Sl D. Giannela, the Strict Neutrality Principle; in Harvard L. Rev. Vol. 81, No.3, (1968) P-154 
" Keiko Yamagishi (Prof.), Freedom oj Religion, Religious Political Participation and Separarion oj Religion and 

State: Legal Considerations Falll Japan; in BYU L. Rev. (2008), P-920-21 
" See Elizabeth Gingerich, in Supra Note 35, P-6-7 
54 Branch Ministries Inc. V. Richardson, 970 F. Supp. II (D.D.C-1 997) 
" Lemon v. Kurtz man, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 ( 1971) ;For Canada, see Chamberlain v. Surrey School District, No. 

36 (2002) 4 S.C.R. 710 (Can.) 
5. John P. Reeder Jr. , What is a Religious Ethic> in Journal of Religious Ethics Vol. 25, No.3 (1997), P.169-173 
" Ibid, P-169-173 
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3.2.3 Status of Atheism in Respect to Non-Interference 

While, as a purely political matter, few constitutional movements can declare open hostility to 

religion, there seems to be a good case for setting a tone with constraint and then letting religion 

die a natural death58 This is towards atheism or non-religion at al l. Some may declare one 

religion as a state established religion but treat others equal. Other states may declare one 

religion as a state religion and neglect other religions and atheists in any way. The first example, 

as dealt in the second chapter of this paper, is United Kingdom. The examples to the latter case 

can be the Arab Muslim countries. 

But everyone has to beware that Secularism is the guarantor of both freedom of religion and 

freedom from religion 59 When we talk about freedoms, we are al ways at the position that every 

one has the right to both sides of such rights: to have or not to have. Freedom of religion, thus, is 

towards both to the freedom of having or not to have a bel ief on supreme divine. Therefore, the 

state should take care as to non-believers in each of its acts related to individualized or 

institutionalized freedoms. 

Ideally the public sphere should be neither religious nor anti-religious, but areligious6 0 

Nevertheless, religious convictions may influence moral perspectives which in turn influence 

opinions about desirable law. Many laws derived from religious convictions in this way will 

restrict the liberty of others who do not share the convictions61 No one asserts that any aspect of 

liberty or freedom has no place in religious conviction. But the main question is whether that 

conviction influenced the law or the practice without secular purpose. 

The absence of plausible independent secular ground to laws often be directed against other 

religions and atheists. This puts in danger the equal citizenship of believers and non-believers; 

further the case will inevitably violate the neutrality of the state62 Therefore, the absence of 

neutrality of the state on such issues amount interference on atheists' freedom not to believe. 

58 See David Gray, in Supra Note 34, P-36 
59 Esra Demir, Secularism and the Distinction between Freedom of Religion and the Right to Manifest Religion 

(2000), P- l 
60 See Michel Rosenfield, in Supra Note 28, P-2334 
61 See Kent Greenawalt, in Supra Note 24, P-246 
62 See Andras Sajo, Supra Note 4, P-2426 
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3.3 Inter-Independence: Mutual Respect of State and Religion 

3.3.1 State Matters V Religious Matters: The dilemma 

Dichotomizing secular issues from spiritual ones is eas ier in theory than in practice63 For 

example, in western hi story, of which the United States is a product, religion and government 

have to be distingui shed or distingui shable in theory; in actual fact they are linked in a variety of 

ways and to vary ing degree64 However, we shouldn 't keep our hands bent and with no try to 

draw considerable boundary. 

In 16th c., Martin Luther understood the notions of spiritual and secular matters and the terms 

acqu ired meaning. He conceived that the former is earthly life and the later is about life in 

heaven65 To him everything in the world related to every material aspect even by the religious 

entities was secular aspect, thus, was exclusively the task of secular political authority66 But, it 

is too difficult to say everything related to the soul is spiritua l so that be left to the religion itself. 

In 20thc, however, the meaning of the usual German word for spiritual , geistlich. seems to be 

confi ned largely to what in English would be called "Clerical" or "priestly,,67 

In the broadest sense of the word- ' spiritual' or' spiritual law' -to be sure, virtually all our laws 

may be said to have a spiritual aspect, virtually all our laws are intended to promote right 

conduct; virtually all have a moral dimens ion; virtuall y all purport, at least, to foster ri ght 

relations among people. Yet some laws are so much more spiritual than others that the 

difference in degree becomes diffe rent in kind68 Actuall y the boundary between the sacred and 

the profane, the moral and the political, the spiritual and the secular, the material and the 

psychological, the body and the soul , the time-bound and eternal, the dimensions of life are in 

dialectical tension69 

OJ See Badrinath Rao, Supra Note 30, P-20- P-49 
'" Edd Doerr, The Importance a/Church -State Separation; in Barry F. Se idman and Neil J. Murphy (eds.) Toward a 

New Political Humanism (New York, 2004) P- I 
65 Harold 1. Berman, The Spiritualization oj Secular Lmv: the impact of the Lutheran Reformation; in J.L. and 

Rel igion, Vol. 14 (2000) P-3 16 -516 
66 Ibid P-3 16 
67 Ibid' P-34 1 
68 Ibid: P-347 
69 Ibid, P-348 
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The other challenge to define the boundary is the fact that the role of rel igious institutions has 

been becoming dual. They may and can perform purely reli gious phenomena or non-profitab le 

funct ions which are beyond spiritual ones. When these institutions perform funct ion 

indi st ingui shable from other segments of the non-profit world , the law should treat them as their 

secular counter parts are treated; when, however, religious institutions act in uniquely religious 

ways, making cOI'U1ections with the world beyond the temporal and material concerns that are the 

proper jurisdiction of the state, the legally distinctive qualities of such institutions emerged70 

In aggregate, religious maters are those matters wh ich are highl y related to the internal 

organization and conducts of the religion. These maters are neither temporal nor secular in effect 

and justification. But secular maters are matters highl y related to temporal life and whose effect 

and rational is highly connected to the modern state fo rmation and popular sovereignty. 

Sometimes state matter and religious matters may overl ap or contradict each other. This is 

because; first we can't with scientific precision delimit the true and proper activities of the two

the 'church ' and the state . It wo uld be impossible to draw a clear cut like between the proper 

activities of the two. Secondly, while the 'church' and the state are abstract entities, the people 

in them are the realities so that it is impossible to estab li sh a dichotomy in them, as citizens and 

as member of religious sects. 7J 

3.3.2 Legislative Laws vise-a-vise Spiritual Laws 

John Rawls urge us to bui ld our constitutional principles on some foundation other than 

theological conceptions of autonomy because such conceptions are the wrong places to look for 

political arglunents in a republican government which under modern condition adhered to 

reasonable pluralism72 And it has to give priority to popular sovereignty on the laws which are 

expected to regulate public relations as a whole. Thus, the laws to be adopted are those which 

can apply for all without sectarian assumption unlike religious laws. 

Where a state decides to submit itself to certain religious rules, one might think that this 

constitutes a clear case of religious domination of the state. Yet the domination is unilaterally 

70 Ira C. Lupu and Robert W. Tuttle, [he Distinctive Place of Religiolfs Entities in 0111" Constitutional Order; VI LL. 
L. Rev, Vol. 47 (2002) P-92 as quoted by Ira C. Lupu and W. Tuttle, in Supra Note 18, Foot Note 56, P- 1807 

71 See LM. Shela!, in Supra Note 3, P-34-35 
J2 John Rawls, the Idea of Public Reason Revisited; in U. CHI. L. Rev. , Vol. 64, (1997), P-765 as quoted by Ronald 

R. Garet in Supra Note 8, Foot Note 23, P-1 36 1 
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insti tuted by the state-it onl y ex ists by virtue of a legal norm, created by the state and thus the 

power of religion is the consequence of legislation by the state73 But to thi s wri ter, thi s assertion 

is not persuasive. Because, the very initial to adhere to religious views without secular purpose 

is against principle of seculari sm irrespective of being the decision is made unil aterall y. 

The frequent sub-text in constitutional debates about religion is that constitutions should, on the 

whole, be secular documents, descripti ve of secular insti tutions, and fundamentally protective of 

norms and practices susceptible to secular justification.74 The assumption is that constitutions 

could do just fine without the good will of religion. While religion and constitution are odd 

couples, indeed the fact is that they live together in some form everywhere constitutions found 7 5 

The lega l norms the state produces should not be inspired by religious norms. They do not make 

themselves the propagandists of a system of values76 A religiously motivated law that 

undermines democracy or that CaImot be translated in a way that fi ts into democracy remains 

problematic. A specific version of plurali sm is localism, modeled partly on Yoder77 In the Yoder 

case, the Amish and Mennonite communities sought exception from the state compulsory 

schooling laws, being their fai th tradition teaches a much more insular or sectarian ideal. If the 

to lerance of Yoder is applied broadly we run the ri sk of societal and national disintegration. 

Laws adopted by the government should rest on some secular objectives; they should seek to 

promote some good that is comprehensible in secular terms. 78 The most debatable issues of 

legislation in the contemporary globe are prohibiting homosexuality and abortion. Many argue 

both of these issues are not public issues so that should not be criminali zed. 

Cri minal izing homosexuality can be opposed : one, such matters of individual choice is none of 

the states business79 The basic idea as to Locke is that a government should protect the rights of 

individuals against infringements by other. 8o Since consenting acts by two people that do not 

infringe the rights of others, and since people do not need the protection of goverrunent against 

13 See Michel Troper, Supra Note I, P-1 270 

74 See David Gray, in Supra Note 34, 1'-26 
75 Ibid P-27 
76 See Michel Troper, in Supra Note I, P- 127 1 
77 Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 ( 1972) 
os See Kent Greenawalt, Supra Note 24, P-25 1-5-2 
79 Ibid, P-252 
80 Ibid, P-252 
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their own inclinations to perform such acts, no occas ion for criminal penalties 8 1 The second 

argument against restrictions, found most fam il iarly in john Stuart Mill' s "on libelty" urges that 

people should have the power to live their own lives as they wish, so long as they do not harm 

others82 If they are denied thi s power, the regime of penalties and inhibitions of desire will 

inevitably cause suffering and frustration. 

The third argument against prohibition rests on actual and likely patterns of enforcement. Efforts 

to enforce such laws are unavoidably in effective and convictions are rare83 I am not arguing 

that homosexuality should be encouraged. But what I am insisting is that the inhibition of acts 

should be based on secular justification rather than fearing the divine punishment. The divine 

punislU11ent may not be all agreed. 

Actuall y, some proposed secular justification as to the criminalization of same-sex intercourse. 

These justifications can be: the act is psychologically self-destructive, the need to protect family 

protection of children from sexual advancements by adults, physical dangers of unrestrained 

sexual relations, HIV/AIDS and the general moral 84 Kent Greenawalt insists that with the 

exception of the criminal prohibition of incest, which one believed supportive on rationale 

secular grounds, the author' s judgment was that the "rational secular argument against 

prohibiting private sexual acts among adults are far stronger than the rational secular 

arguments in/avor o/prohibition. "s; The only reasons may be however religious or moral ones. 

Kent adds the aim to fo rbid homosexual acts on the above grounds is at odds with basic premises 

of liberal democracy. We may start with proposition that a liberal society has no business 

dictating maters of religious beliefs and worship to its citi zens86 It can't preclude acts of 

workshop that causes no "secular harm" deepening on what religious truth constitutes. Thus, we 

can conclude that liberal society should not rely on religions to prohibit activities that either 

cause no secular harm or do not cause enough secular harm or warrant their prohibition87 

81 Ib id, P-252 
82 Ibid,P-252 
83 Ibid, P-252 
84 Ibid P-253 -4 
" Ibid:P-254 
86 Ibid, P-255 
81 Ibid, P-255 
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To conclude, the analysis can be generalized a simple belief, whether religiously based or not, 

that acts are morally wrong is never an appropriate ground for prohi bition. To support 

prohi bition in a liberal society, one must be ab le to point to some genuine damage or danger to 

indiv iduals or society88 The bar on legislation extends to some non-religious as well as rel igious 

views of wrong. But because a non religious mora l view is much less likely than a religious one 

to have notion of wrong that can be detached from notions of ordinary harm, the bar mainly 

concerns religious reasons fo r prohibition89 

The other issue regarding the trespass of religion in the public sphere is the case of abortion. The 

relevant but contesting case was Roe v. Wade90 Many debates and arguments were exerted 

towards the issue from the religious personalities, morali sts, poli ticians and secular rationali sts in 

the time of the decision of the court or after then. Most religions bel ieve that ensoulment is the 

beginning of life .91 But it is difficul t to know the clear cut time when the fetus got ensouled. 

Medical doctors insist that life begins immediately after fertilization92 But the issue is whether 

any thing which has life be protected by law. 

Religious viewers and morali sts prefer to protect that life. But such views are not always 

acceptable. Because, our publ ic morality- the moral standards we mention for everyone, not just 

the ones we insist on in our private li ves- depends on a consensus view of right and wrong in 

simple sense93 Moreover, the values derived from religious bel ief will not and should not be 

accepted as part of the public morality unless they are shared by the pluralistic community 01 

large, by consensus 9 4 Even the consensus may not be sufficient. The reason is that Nazism, 

Fascism and slave trade were accepted by the majority as good in hi story. 

In democracy, things are to be adopted by majority after their secular rational justifies that9
; 

Democracy may not kill it self. When there emerge a situation which can kill democracy, it will 

" Ibid 1'-259 
89 Ibid: 1'-259 
90 Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113 ( 1973) 
OJ See Kent Greenawail, Supra Note 24, 1'-299-95 
92 Dr. Seyoum Anton ios (Med. Dr), Panel Discussion on "Pro-Choice V. Pro-life: Abortion a Choice or Nor' On 

Oct. 29, 20 10 
9l See Kent Greenawa li, Supra Note 24, P-267 
" Address by Governor Mario Cuomo to Ihe Department of Theology at the University of Noh'e Dame (Sep 13, 

(1984) Reprinted in N.Y. Review Books OC125, 1984, P-32 as quoled by Kent Greenawali, in supra note 24, FOOl 
Nole 39, P,267 

" See Kent Greenawail, in Supra NOle 24, P-267 
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defend itself from that action- i.e. mililanI democracy. I. e. in the guise of democracy, anything 

which can be accepted by majority vote may harm at least the minority. Thus, we may not be 

expected to accept every thing which is supported by the majority unless that acceptance is 

justified by rational grounds. 

Some tried here to support their argument in rational j ustification to accept or oppose the 

prohibition or restriction of abortion. Michel Tooley argues that a thing can't have a ri ght to life 

unless it is capable of having an interest in its continued existence, that it can't have such an 

interest unless it is capable of conceiving a continuing self, and that, therefore, neither fetus nor 

new born babies have a ri ght to life. 96 This argument may mislead many. Since the right to life is 

a natural ri ght which one be possessed by a mere birth, it might be silly to fai l to protect that 

ri ght. Actually, Tooley's argument may serve for issues in private law. 

On the contrary, the Supreme Court in the Roe v. Wade case has fixed "the chance of life outside 

the womb" as a criterion to legal protection of the fetus.97 But this parameter is not objective 

and easily conceived. The main issue here will be to get answer to the question when could a 

fetus have a chance to live outside the womb. 

In general, the debates deferred from pro-life advocates and pro-choice advocates. But, the 

main issue is which should prevail. The first group wants a protection of life from the moment 

of fertilization. The pro-choice advocates that the mother has full right to abort or to deliver the 

child conceived as of right. This issue was at the peak of the 1984 US presidential election 

debate. A Democrat, Walter Mondale explained that the Republican platform's position that 

federal judicial appointments should be "pro-life" embodied a religious test of office; President 

R. Regan responded that abortion was a constitutional, not a religious, issue.98 

Both groups may have many justifications. But the reason can ' t be based on a mere religious 

ground. By default, the rational justification may overlap with religious justifications, or at 

extreme case the religious value may be grown to moral-values and supported by relevant 

majority consensus. Thus, it may be tolerable to restri ct abortion by the secular. 

96 Michel Tooley, In Defence of Abortion and Infanticide; in J. Leignberg (ed.), The Problem of Abortion (1984) p-
120-33 as quoted by Greenawalt in Supra Note 24 , P-267 

97 See Roe v. Wade, in Supra Note 90 
98 Presidential Debate ofOct, 7 1984, at Louisvi lle, KY, Reprinted in N. Y Times Oct 8, 1984, B4 & B5 as quoted by 

Kent Greenawalt in Supra Note 24, Foot Note 24, P-295 , 
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The problem is here. Certain reasons that seem to sati sfy the public reason requirement might be 

problematic, being hypocritical. A position that claims that it argues against abortion in the name 

of protecting the health of women while in reali ty is concerned about the sanctity of life is not 

honest, and abuse of the argument, and lack of honesty, shall not be judicially rewarded99 

Likewise, in the gui se of pub lic reason, nationa l religious holidays and Sunday observance are 

typically justi fied as sati sfy ing the need of week ly rest and family togetherness. However, Andra 

Sajo rightly expresses that the fact that the national holiday or the Sunday/Sabbath overl aps with 

a religious dictate is simply not addressed. 100 

Any application of federal and state statues and administrative regulations to church operations 

in US ostensibly triggers the assumption that such interference is violative of first amendment of 

the consti tution .lol The proscription of state regulation of religion's secular internal affai rs, 

however, has been obfuscated. l02 For instance, matters of worke r safety, financial accountings, 

academic performance in parochial schools and student truancy of same represent just a 

sampling of governmental regulation on religious affairs. 10] 

To conclude, to utilize the potential role of re ligions to the maintenance of dynamic stability, 

constitutions should not establ ish or endorse a single rel igion, and constitutional authorities 

should avo id adopting religiously based truth claims as state policy in the absence of compelling 

I . 'fi . 1M secu ar J USh lcatlons. 

3.3.3 Sta te Executive vise-a-vise Religious Executive 

Secularist precaution is primaril y concerned with the maintenance of public reason as a 

foundation of pol itical and policy decis ions. This cannot be abandoned for the sake of 

accommodation of less aggressive religious positions. Otherwise, seculari sm will be undermined 

by a fimdamental paradox: when we provide protection to religious beliefs and practices we run 

the ri sk that we abandon the demand for public reason. The unconditional prevalence of freedom 

99 See Andras Sajo, in Supra Note 4 , 1'2424 
'00 Ibid, p-2423 
101 See Elizabeth Gingerich, in Supra Note 35, P-4 
102 Ibid, 1'-4 
103 Ibid, p-5 
'04 See David Gray, Supra Note 34, p-37-38 
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of reli gion is also unsustainable. After all , it is not true that all sincere reli gions or beliefs deserve 

equal protection in their manifes tation, whatever manifestation is dictated by the religion. 10; 

Secularism, in its interference aspect, is to mean politica l authority should not promote particul ar 

religious views, that religion and state should be substanti all y separate, that government officials 

should not dictate the decisions of religious organization, and that religious authorities should not 

possess secular political power authority by virtue of their clerical position.,06 

The right to designate leaders and spokes persons fo r the fa ith is one of the corollaries of 

freedom of religion. Non-interference aspect precludes the state from instituting a system of 

licensure fo r the clergy or other servants in rel igious entities . I 07 In an established church system, 

refusa l to certain laws may have consequences. For instance, a secular minister of church and 

education in Norway dismissed a clergy man from his state post who refused to carry out certain 

of state functions in protest of a new, liberal abortion law. lOS This indicates that the state has the 

abil ity, at least in some circumstances, to require a Minster either to behave in a certain way or to 

resign though the issue involves a pure religious matter. 

In establi shed church system, the state is given a considerab le ri ght to interfere with the 

organization and even religious requirements of a slate religioll. '09 In particular, the state will 

have a role in setting criteria for employment and di smissal of employees of the church. In 

England, as regards the appointments of ecclesiastical office, the power rests in the sovereign. 

The Church of England being of the established church of the realm can advice the crown 

concerning the appointment or disposal of any offi ce or preferment in the Church of England. I 10 

3.3.4 State Judiciary and Religious Dispute Resolution 

It is undeniable fact that religion and religious entities are established to distinctive purpose 

beyond the temporal aspect of the globe. In their exerci se of that freedom (liberty), the state is 

expected to guarantee a protection to them to achieve the alleged purpose. That guarantee may 

be either to refrain from interference or let others not to interfere. The regular courts are at 

,os See Andras Sajo, Supra Note 4, p-24 19 
106 See Kent Greenawalt, Supra Note 24, p-25 1-52 
107 See Ira C. LlIPU, Supra Note 18, P- IS09- IO 
108 See Carolyn Evans, Supra Note 38, r-S5, F OO l Note 9 1 
109 Ibid P-S5 
11 0 See J.M. Shelat, Supra Note 3, P-41 
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optimal duty to enforce such right (freedom). Where the state or other parties interfere on the 

free exercise forum , the court is expected to avert that intrus ion so that the religious entities can 

exercise their right free ly or settl e internal disputes by themselves. At the other side, courts are 

expected to entertain religion-neutral issues in religions and religious insti tutions in view of 

neutral secular law. 

There are many corollary freedoms which need distincti ve protection in relation to freedom of 

religion. These freedoms are mostly linked to decision making. From these freedoms, the pillar is 

the ri ght to settle, free from state interference, internal di sputes whose resolution depends up on 

j uclgments about theological princ iples or issues of religious poli ty. I II 

Non interference clause prec ludes both federal and state goverr1l11ents fo rm any act of censorship 

to religious creed . They can 't do any judicial inquiry into the truth or falsity of religious 

views.ll2 While the civil power (court) exerci ses complete control over all matters, whether 

temporal or ecclesiastica l, it refrains from exercising any ecclesiastical functions; the sovere ign 

is the supreme governor of the realm in all sp iritual or temporal causes. 11 3 

In US, courts for many years have applied the doctrine of ministerial exception to a broad variety 

of norms that otherwise govern the employment relation. With respect to employees in a 

position of spokes person for the faith- member of the clergy, professor of theology or canon 

law, director of religious music, and other pos itions defined by jilnction rather than title

religious organization are immune from claims that would entail judicial evaluation of an 

employee 's performance or a prospective employee's quali fications. 114 This immunity is 

quali fied. If the claim doesn't entail j udicial eva luation of employee's performance or a 

prospective employee's qualification, the regular courts can entertain such cases. 

The other instance is a rule barring courts from settling church property di sputes by asking which 

fact ion has departed from the teachings of the [religion] is a religious autonomy doctrine in the 

formal sense. I.e. a free exercise interest is ecclesiastical self determination. I IS Now again, we 

have to take caution that the 'seIJrule ' is not an absol ute autonomy. Consequently, to decide a 

111 See Ira c. Lupu- Supra Note 18, P-I B08 
112 See Eve lyn Hanshaw, in Supra Note 26, P-1 4 
11 3 See J.M . Shelat, in Supra Note 3 ,P-41 
114 See Ira C. Lupu elal, in Supra Note 18 , p- 1811 
115 See Ronald R. Garet, in Supra Note 8, P-13 55 
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case before it, a court must strike a balance between state autonomy, individual autonomy and 

"Church" autonomy. I 16 

The essence of " inter-independence" may not do we ll in striking issues where mutual respect 

failed. For instance, in the Yoder case, the Amish and Mennonite communities sought exception 

from the state compulsory schooling laws, being their faith tradition teaches a much more insular 

or sectarian ideal. I 17 In such case, the judiciary is duty bound to weigh the interests of the state, 

the religious institution and the individual interests of the parents and the child. 

[n the late 1970s in USA, court decisions indicated precluding civil courts from adjudicating 

disputes, concerning both property and personal, ar ising from with in a particular faith 

community. I 18 But by the turn of the millennium, several of the building blocks in the edifice of 

separationism have crumbled, and a competing paradigm of neutrality or even-handedness 

between reli gion and secularity had taken center stage.119 The developments become manifest in 

a number of discrete moves in the Supreme Court. 

The first and for most is that the court in Jones v. Wolf uphold the authority of lower courts to 

adj udicate internal church dispute in those situations in which religion neutral legal principles 

permit judicial resolution wilhout involvement in matters of the theological prinCiple or 

ecclesiastical structure. 120 More over, the decision in Employment Division v. Smith l21 

narrowed or eliminated the free exercise doctrine calling for strict judicial evaluation of burdens 

imposed on religious freedom by religion neutral, generall y applicable legal norms. 

3.4 Overlap Between State and Religious Matters: Corporate Social Responsibility 

The tensions between religion and politics in the first instance are the result of their different 

aspiration. As political and 'economic beings ', we are forced to concern ourselves with 

proximate causes, with sustaining our individual and communal lives on earth; as religious 

beings we are drawn to a concern wi th the possibility that our life stretches beyond thi s time and 

place, that we are part of a larger project or destiny that we cannot understand, arising in a 

116 Brett G. Scharffs (Prof.) P-1 25S-13 2S as quoted by Ronald R. Garet, in Supra Note S, , Foot Note-19, P-1 360 
J!7 See Wisconsin v. Yoder, Supra Note 77, P-207 
I" See Ira C. LuPu etal , in Supra Note IS , Foot note 39, P-I S02 
119 Jones v. Wolf443 U.S 595 (1979) 
120 See Ira c. Lupu, in Supra Note IS, P-IS02 
12 1 Employment Division V Smith 494 U.S. S72 (1990) 
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hidden beginning and bearing us to an as yet unlmown destination. 122 In the former case, we 

dwell in this world ; in the latter, we are wayfarers who pass through it. In both instances, 

however, we are compelled to act here and now on the earth . 

Since the soc ieties in the legal system and the religious institutions are similar, both the state and 

religion may have contributions to the society. Thus, one can bel ieve that, while the state is 

necessaril y always conceptually separate from religion, from a legal and practical point of view 

on the contrary, no separation is poss ible. i2J This is to mean that there are so many issues where 

rel igion and state intersect. Welfare services provided by religious organizations may be 

accessible to all citizens equally though the task of we lfa re is state's duty in principle. 

Secularism does not rule out that there is place for religions in public life, and to some extent 

even in government activities . 124 In the case of government welfa re and cultural services where 

no government power or constraint is used, and where the goal of the service is purely secular 

(even if it overlaps with some religion dictated duty), there can be place for denominational 

service provisions. As long as the service provided is not conditioned on religious criteria that 

would amount to the ecclesiastical use of public power, it can be tolerable. 

Religion and politics are necessari ly entangled, and it is thus inevitable that groups with different 

ideological/theological beliefs will attempt to use poli tical power for their purposes. As a 

practical matter, concerning our own survival and well being, we seek to eliminate the factors 

that cause suffering and death and increase the factors that provide happiness and long life.125 

Religions are not beyond this fact. Consequentl y, they may struggle for survival and for that 

matter may entangle in state matters. The idea of a secular society in which religious groups are 

excluded from bringing their moral convict ions into the pol itical realm seems to Michel Gillespie 

as awful as the notion of a theocracy in which only a single sect is allowed to participate in 

poli tics. 126 It is social fact and inevitable that religions could participate in secular maters which 

benefits the whole population. Even, they may exert a pressure on political debates and marches. 

122 Michael Gillespie, Beyond Secularism: The Inevitable Entanglement of Religion and Political Life (Duke 
University, 2008), p-S 

123 See Michel Troper, in Supra NOle I, P-1 270 
124 See Andreas Sajo, in Supra Note 4, 1'2407 
" 5 See Michael Gillespie, in Supra NOle 122, P-4 
126 Ibid, p-24 
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Some strongly argued that while religious bodies have the right to speak out on moral or 

political issues, the state must provide a secular jusl ification for its legislation. 127 The religious 

institutions may not be prohi bited from that participation. But the state should take care as to the 

influence by such religion. Parti cipation in public di scourse is not the same as deciding a pub li c 

pol icy on religious grounds, and promoting that particularistic agenda through law. There are 

many instances where policy proposals reflecting religious positions are accessible, tolerable and 

even acceptable to non-sectarian members of society. 128 But, their purpose is duty bound to 

sati sfy secular mission. 

The separation of church and state, for instance, has not limited the church's active role in US 

politics as James E. Wood Jr. has said. He aptly expressed that the courts have never denied the 

righl of the churches to participate actively in public life. 129 He adds separation of church and 

slate was never understood 10 exclude religionji-om public life ... rather United States has a long 

tradition of religious groups actively engaged in Ihe political process seeking to influence 

politics and the legislative process. IlO 

Pfeffer strengthens the above assertion. While in principle church state conflicts have and will 

arise when religious institutions participate in the political activism, the church is not necessari ly 

wrong in entering politics. III Pfeffe r adds: 

There is nothi ng which can prevent mini sters from usi ng their Sunday ceremonies to urge 

their parishes to vote again st a bingo referendum or to urge the president not to send 

ambassador to the Vatican .... Nor is there anything in the laws wh ich can consti tutionally 

prevent priests from denyin g the sacraments to citizens who vote for communist candidates 

or even to legislators who vote in favor of bi lt h-contro l legis lation.132 

On the other face, some argued that standing outside the political process, religious groups can 

function as both advocates of social policy and critics of secular order. To mention otherwise, it 

is onl y from a counter cultural position that religion can influence the state without being co

opted by it. Thus, religious groups must take a position limiting them if they wish to influence 

127 J . David Holcomb, Religion in Public Life: the 'P/efferianlnversion' Reconsidered, in 25 J.L. and Religion 57 
(2000), P-82 

128 See Andras Sajo, in Supra Note 4, p2426 
129 See James E. Wood as quoted by J. David Holcomb in Supra Note 127 Foot Note 268, P-93 
130 Ibid Foot Note, 268, P-93 
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government policy. 133 Alexis De Tocq uevi lle warns that the church cannot share the temporal 

power of the state witho ut being the object of a portion of that an imosity which the latter exits. 134 

Vi ncent M. Di Lorenzo raises very important question saying: was there noting relevant that 

religious leader or group had to say on corporate social responsibility? He was surpri sed by the 

fact that most scholarly wri tings are merely doctrinal in that they examine only what the law 

permits rather than intending to examine why the law permits ... or to explore what the law 

should be. 135 In recent t imes, however, religious men and religious entities have been 

participating in public and political agendas as this scho lar noticed. The following instances have 

been mentioned as significant instances. 

In 1986, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops wrote a letter entitled "Economic Justice 

for All" and latter wrote a companion letter entitled "Decade after Economic Justice for All" in 

1995. 136 The whole idea behind these documents is summarized as follows: 

The economy exists to serve the human person, not the other way around. Economic life 

shou ld be shaped by moral principles and ethi cal norms. Economic choices should be 

measured by whether they en hance or threaten human life, human dignity and human 

rights ... The moral measure of any economy is how the weakest are faring. The measure of 

our economy is not only what it produces, but also how it tOllches human life, whether it 

protects or undermines the dignity of human person, and how it promotes the common 

good. All owners of capital must contribute to creating a more just society. Wide spread 

distribution of property can help avoid excessive concentration . of economic and Poli tica l 

concentration. Government shou ldn ' t replace or destroy sma ll er communities and 

individual initiatives; rather it should help them to contribute more effectively to socia l 

wellbeing and suppleme nt their activity when the demands of justice exceed their capacity. 

Governments must prov ide Regulations and a system of taxation which encourage firms to 

preserve environment, employ disadvantage workers and create jobs in depressed areas. ll7 

There are these and other different perspectives in the above mentioned documents. The whole 

point, however, is ensuring social justice rather than promoting free market. One may not agree 

133 See Selechia as quoted by J. King Holcomb, in Supra Note 127, Foot Note-41 , P-16 
IJ4 See Alexis De Tocquevilie as quoted by J. King Holcomb, in Supra Note 127, Foot Note 42, P-17 
135 Vincent M. Di Lorenzo (Prof), Legislative and Public Policy Debate: Should the Social Viewpoint of Religious 

Group Play No Role? In MARGINS Vol. I :48, P-489 
136 Ibid, Foot Note 12 and I 3 
137 Ibid, p_ 493-96 (foot not omitted) 
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with or endorse thi s position. But it is undeniable fact that a large number of people could 

endorse thi s position. Therefore, representation of large constituency for such viewpoints 

sign ifies the relevancy of such partic ipation in public debates. 138 

Commentators agree that the right to free speech permi ts religious groups and leaders to present 

their views to government decision makers such as the legis lature and executive. 139 It would be a 

hollow ri ght of free speech in the po litical arena if rel igious groups and leaders could speak but 

decision makers were absolutely fo rbidden to listening former 's position. 140 This is to mean tbat 

the influence of religious groups to their viewpoints is permiss ive as it can be looked into by the 

decision maker; but the decision maker should not necessaril y deny that view of point. 

But we can ' t assure that the above position is always true and certain. Sometimes the views by 

religious groups may be endorsed by the legislature. For instance , in one case in US, the 

Supreme COllli has sustained legislative enactment, even when the state legislature cited 

religious view points as a primary justification fo r the enactment. 141 Yet it has also ruled such 

enactments unconstitutional when based so lely on religious view points. 142 From tbe above 

assertions, we can understand there is uncertainty in decisions. Even constitutional lawyers 

di sagree too the matter. Some opine that religious view points should never form the sole basis 

for legis lative decisions. 143 Others urge that religious viewpoints should fo rm the basis, in whole 

or in part, fo r legislative decisions generally or for some purpose of legislative decisions. 144 

Remind that not every viewpoint put forth by religious group or leader is a religious vIew 

point. 145 The difficulty is, off course, in defining what constitutes a religious belief. Vincent M. 

Oi Lorenzo preciously concluded that we shouldn't kill the message because of the messenger146 

Science or law can benefit from the viewpoints of religious groups or leaders. This is certainly 

true, fo r example, when such groups or leaders are addressing social issues on the basis of social 

138 Ibid, P - 496 
139 Stephen L. Carter, the Culture of Disbelief( 1993), P-I 06 
140 See Vincent M. Di- Lorenzo" in Supra Note 135 , P-497 
141 Bowers v Hardwick, 478 U.S 186,2 11 ( 1986) 
142 Edwards v Aguilard, 482 U.S 578, 585 ( 1987) See Foot Note 26 o[Vincent M. Oi Lorenzo, in Supra Note 135 
14 3 Michel J, Perry, Religion in Politics: Constitlllional Clnd Moral Perspectives (i 997), P-36-38 
144 Carter- P-III-12, as quoted by Vincent M. Oi Lorenzo, in Supra Note 135 , Foot Note - 29 
145 See Vincent M. Oi Lorenzo, in Supra Note 135, P-498 
146 Ibid, p_ 498-500 
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view points. The perspectives are both novel and representati ve of abroad constituency. As a 

result, they can enrich the academic and publ ic policy debate. 

The strike between religious rite and non-religious one is di ffi cult. If we do not demarcate these 

issues objectively, it may be difficult to ensure the implementation of non-interference clause. In 

one case decided by Supreme Court of Japan, there was a difficu lty to identi fy which acts were 

religious and which rites were cultural. The case was between Kakunaga and Sekiguchi.147 

Prior to the building of the Tsu City Gymnasium, the mayor of Tsu, kakunaga Kiyoshi arranged 

to a ground breaking ceremony on January 14, 1965, with the local Shinto priest officiating. The 

ceremony performed by the Shinto priests was ' trad itional' ; they petitioned the gods for their 

approval praying for the constructio n to go smoothl y, without incident or mishap. The city paid 

the priests Y40, 000 with city fu nds for their services and paid another Y3 , 663 in offering. 

The court held that complete separation between religion and state is virtually imposs ible in an 

actual system of government. 148 It added even if the ceremony was perfo rmed in the style of an 

ex isting religion, as long as it remains within the bounds of we ll established and widely practiced 

usage, most people wou ld perce ive it as a secularized ritual without religious meaning, a social 

fo rmality that has become customary at the start of construction works. 149 Professor Keiko 

Yamagishi urges that Japan should have specific act or proclamation to demark these two values 

. . I 150 
III opllma manner. 

As earlier said, it is tempting to conclude that religion is a dangerous beast, given the hi stories 

related to it. But, the hi story of religion in the world is not all bad. Religion and religious 

fig ures are prominent in the pantheon of peace makers: from Gandhi to Martine Luther King, to 

Desmond Tutu and Alex Boraine. lsl More privately, religion is a common motivator for acts of 

charity and love too numerous to li st. Religion, then, is an important player in the construction 

and maintenance of dynamic stability.152 Thus, it may be difficult to make religions out off the 

domain of all secular maters. 

' 47 Kaklll1aga V Sekigllclii, 3 1 MfNSHO 533 (Sup. Ct. July 13, 1977) 
148 See Keiko Yamagishi, in Supra Note 52, 1'-932 
149 Ibid, 1'_ 935-940 
150 See John P. Reeder Jr., in Supra Note 56, 1'-37 
'" See David Gray, in Supra Note 34 ,-1'- 378 
' 52 See J. David Holcomb, in Supra Note 127, P-378 
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3.5 Interference related to Religion-based Schools, Universities, and Charities 

Secularism has a lot to do with the above institutions. These areas are gray and sensitive where 

secularism has many influences and implications. In aid ing religious schools, both clauses- the 

non establishment and Fee exercise- could be violated at the same time. The funds are not only 

establi shing religions but also are a violation of the free exercise of religion since they force 

people to pay what constituted a religious tax . Tax aid to non-public religious schools would 

necessarily either increase taxes on tax payers or decrease support for public education. 

For instance, it is already well known that US public schools are seriously under funded and that 

with in virtually every state funding for public education has long been inequitably di sturbed. 15l 

The Fleishman report to the New York governor Nelson Rockefeller more than 30 years ago 

concluded that it would be cheaper for the state to supp0l1 the non public schools. 154 This 

indicates that the funding of religious schools inevitably harms the public schools which are 

mainly and substantially administered by public money. 

While there may be a free exercise right to someone' s chi ldren to parochial schools, it doesn't 

follow that the state must fl.md the schools. For tax payers, to support religious education that 

may be contrary to their own faith, may be counted as a violation of the free exercise of 

religion.15s Because, they are obliged to pay additional tax to make others' religion flouri shed at 

the expense of their conscience. Pfeffer feared that granting fimds to parochial schools for even 

basic services such as text books and transportation costs (justified on the child benefit theory) 

would open the door to other types of aiel and eventually direct subsidization. 156 

Religious teaching in curriculum is the other controversial issue. In US, public Schools are not 

in a position to give religious courses in the formal curri cula. The principle is that public schools 

should serve a uniquely public function. 157 But, in Turkey, there is an obligation to arrange a 

religious course in the curricula of public school s; and that is necessary evil. In the militant type 

of seculari st state, Turkey, religious teaching in public schools is not only permissible but 

'" See Edd Doerr, in Supra Note 64, P-6 
15' Ibid, Foot Note 15, p-6 
15' See Andrew J. King, in Supra Note 37, p-61 
156 See Pfeffer, in J. David Holcomb in Supra Note 127, Foot NOle 23 , P-61 
15' See Edd Doer, in Supra Note 64 , Foot Note 33 , p 1-4 
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mandatory.IS8 The case stretches from the e lementary schoo l till universities. The Turkish 

government feared the fundamentalist religious schoo ls which it alleged against the security and 

moderni ty of the country. Thus, prohibiting re li gious teaching in public schools may make 

students go to such f1111damentalist religious schools and may learn fundamentalist ideals. 

As to chari t ies, especiall y religious chariti es, Edd Doerr strongly reminds that there is no doubt 

that re ligion-related charities have done enormous good in America and elsewhere. IS9 Let alone 

charity organi zations which are mostly establi shed for welfare purpose, mere reli gious entiti es 

are becoming players of pivotal rol e in social affa irs. Thus, it may not be surprising to protect 

them. But the protection needs caution. The reason is that under the gui se of charity organi zation, 

the state may interfere in pure religious maters. On the other face, the re ligious charities may 

execute their religious mission in the coat of charity. 

In US, Charities receiving tax-aid were required by the civ il rights laws, to avoid discrimination 

in hiring and providing services and to avo id proselytiz ing. 160 However beginning with Pres ident 

George W. Bush, efforts are being made to eliminate the non-discrimination requirements either 

by law or executive order, and to allow these chariti es to promote religion itself if they wish. 161 

But thi s has a great deal of negati ve effects as the Texas fundamentali st writer Marvin Olasky 

well expressed: 

Pres ident Bush's charitable choice expansion would clearly violate the church state 

separation principl e; it would have government pay re ligious groups for what they have 

always done 0 11 thei r own; religious minorities could suffer discrimination under the plan; 

participating churches could lose their ' prophetic edge' and become domesticated branches 

of the civil bureaucracy; government will be forced to choose among competing re ligious 

programs, with the most politi call y connected getting more than their ' fair share ' , non 

sectarian secular programs could become second-c lass and underfunded; the promoters of 

'charitable choice' often use the idea for parti san politi ca l advantage; pres ident Bush has 

used di shonest tactics and appeal s to religious prej udice to win support for his program. 162 

15S Adrienne Katherine Wing and Ozan O. Vaml, Is Secularism Possible in a A1ajorily /Wuslim CountlY? The Turkish 
Example; in Texas International Law Journal, Vol. 42, No. I (2006-07), P-28-3 1 

15' See Edd Doer, in Supra Note 64, P-8 
160 Ibid P-8 
161 Ibid' P-8 
162 Alb~rt 1. Menendez and Edd Doerr, the Case Against Charitable Choice: Why President Blish's Faith-Based 

Initiative is Bod Public Policy (S il ver Spring , MD: Americans fo r Religious Liberty, 2001 ) as quoled by Edd 
Doerr, in Supra Note 64, Foot Note 22, P-8 
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3.6 Legal Pluralism and Non-interference: The Compatibility of Religious Courts 

Depending on the societal composition, countries mostly adopt a legal and institutional 

mechanism. One form of such mechanisms is legal plurali sm by which disputes can be sett led in 

respect of religious/customary courts and regular ones in their respective jurisd iction. Its 

justifications and rationale are different fro m state to state. The main question here is not as to 

these justifications; instead it is towards the compatibility of these courts to the principle of 

secul arism. 

As to the case of religious courts, the African Commission Court of Human Right stated that it is 

fimdamentally unjust that religious laws should be applied against non-adherents of the 

religion. 163 The court insi sted that eve/yone should have {he right to be tried by a secular court if 
slhe wishes164 Actually this argument is not against legal pluralism. Instead, the problem is 

judging non-adherents by religious courts. I.e. the adherents of religion are not obliged to be tried 

in secular neutral laws and courts. The sin, accord ing to th is argument, is to apply religious laws 

and religious court procedures for all the citi zemy . In such case, the supreme sovereign is a 

divine power rather than the people. 

Contrary to the acceptance of legal p luralism, many argue against such concept. If the state 

allows cu ltu ral and religious gro ups complete freedom to define fami ly and inheritance matters, 

those groups may trample on the rights of individuals within the group and may discriminate in 

ways that are unacceptable to the society. 165 Cultural or reli gious groups may not be permitted to 

stop people from hav ing access to laws and procedures that are available to all. Some extremists 

urge that legislative reform is needed to prohibit religious organizations from purporting to 

exclude the jurisdiction of the courts in family ane! inheritance law matters. 166 

The employing of religious law in fami ly proceedings wou ld deprive women of rights that are 

avail able to them in the civil courts. There is a serious issue as to whether a woman's consent to 

such arbitration is freel y given. There is again a real issue as to whether genuine consent is given 

16' Amnesty International and others V Sudan (2000) AHRLR 297 (ACHPR, 1999); in Heyns and Killander (eds. 
2007) compendium of Key Human Rights Docu ments of the AU (3,d ed. 2007) p-176 

16' Ib id, p-1 76 

!65 One Law for All: campa ign against Sharia courts and tribunals, p-I 
16' Ibid, p-7 
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in a case where a woman is clearl y acting against her own interests. 167 Whi lst religious freedom 

is a private affair and should be protected, such protection must be subject to the fundamenta l 

human rights principles. 168 No one can be deprived of her/hi s civil right and liberty even in 

her/his own consent. 

Tolerance and accommodation of minority groups who seek to engage in alternative dispute 

resolution must be balanced against a firm commitment to indi vidual autonomy and principles of 

justice, fa irness and equality for all. The fundamental tension that must be addressed is between 

respect for a minority group and protection of a person's individual rights within that minority. 

But, legal pluralism is not challenged for the only reason that it is against the above principles. 

Us ing public money to non secular sectarian purpose is questionable. 

The other challenge is its being source of competition. In Canada, for instance, there was an 

arbitration law that permits binding religious arbitration. It was used by Chri stian religious 

courts. In 2003 the Ontario Islamic Institute of Civil Justice announced its intention to establish a 

sharia court that would offer binding family arbitration to Ontario Muslims; there was a 

govenunent proposal to allow thi s. 169 However, after much campaigning by women's rights 

groups, in 2005 the government of Ontario decided to ban all religious courts/tribunals from 

deciding fami ly and inheritance law matters on the basis that there was a serious risk to the rights 

of individuals within minority groups. As part of the process, a public education program was 

launched to make vulnerable women aware of thei r rights under Canadian family law. 

From the above assertions, we can understand that there may be a competition to have religious 

courts by denominations. If this is so, the whole rel igious sect may claim to enact legally 

establ ished court. In such case, the whole population may consent that its dispute wi ll be settled 

by such courts. In this time, it is inevi table that the powers of regular courts-the list dangerous 

branch-could be stripped. Then, the regular courts may be left with little power. Ethiopia is not 

far from this problem. Most religious entities in Ethiopia have been claiming a status of legally 

established religious court. This claim is akin to the EOTC. This issue is di scussed in the next 

chapter. 

167 Ibid, p-6 

168 Ibid, p-I 
169 Ibid, p. 5-6 
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The controversy on religious courts is not new to Nigeria too. Conflicts over the status of sharia 

law have dominated constitutional politics and ethno- religious relations in Nigeria for decades. 

Most recently, the adoption of stringent Shari a Codes by 12 Musl im-Maj ority-States in Northern 

Nigeria, beginning with Zamfara in 1999, was particularl y contentious provoking broad concerns 

about the viability and survival of Nigeria's innovatively structured multi-ethnic federal 

system. 170 

The 1999 Nigerian constitution provides in its Section 10(1) that the government of the 

federation or of a state shall not adopt any religion as state religion. But the recent introduction 

and implementation of the Sharia criminal legal code in the above mentioned states created 

complications on the neutrality of the state; Omotola strongly argued that the politics of Sharia 

contradicts the secular c1ause. 171 

Some of the areas in religious dogmas or traditions are in a conflict with the secular law. For 

example shari a law is incompatible with the fo llowing va lues: 

First, the Sharia law orders uneq ual d ivision of estates between male and fema le children. 

Secondly, the state of Custody of ch il dren is quest ionable. O ne of the com mo nly used doctrines 

removes boy ch il dren from the ir mother and g ives them to the ir father at the age of 7 in the 

event of d ivorce. G irl chi ld ren are removed at puberty. In some cases, the mother loses 

residence in the event of remarriage. Thi rdly, Mai ntenance; the N ikah or marriage contract 

contain s pre-set rules for the amo unt of payment on di vorce. Aga in thi s does not reflect 

indiv idual requ irements or c ircum stances. Fourth, the ev idence of 1V0men before the religious 

cou rt is worth ha lf that of a man. F ifth, Bigamy is permi ss ib le. 172 

Here what can be argued is that religious courts may be impOitant to the satisfaction of the 

religious community. But, the problem is that it is inevitab le to them to get funded and to 

propagate religious creeds in the secular sphere. For religious entities, it may be tolerable for the 

sake of reciprocity. A religion may tolerate the establishment of one's religious court since the 

next step could be to the former. However, we have to be curious as to the status of atheists. 

They have ' nothing' to get from such arrangement. It is debatable whether they can settle their 

170 R. T. Suberu , Religion and Inslitllfions: Federalism and the Management a/Conj/icts Over Sharia in Nigeria; 
Journal of tnlernationa l Development, Vol. 2 1 No. 4, p. 547-560 

171 Omo10la, Jeremiah Shola, Secularism and the Politics 0/ Religious Balancing in Nigeria (2009), p-7 
171 See One Law for All , in Supra Note 165 , pJ-4 
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disputes in respect of their view. But, if we recognize each religious or agnostic value in public 

sphere, it is inevi table that the sovereign would be the re li gious or non-religious entities rather 

than the real sovereign- the people. 

If we recognize religious courts and fund those by public money, we are denying atheists to 

freedom of conscience. Because, in doing so, the state is obliging them to pay tax fo r 

propagation of religion which is against their creed. Indirectly, the state enhances the values of 

religion against non-rel igion, thus, interferi ng on religious freedom. As I have repeated ly 

clarified, using publ ic fu nds fo r sectarian rel igious conducts is against the neutral ity principle of 

secularism. Funding rel igious courts is not far from this fact. 

3.7 Legal and Institutional Mechanisms to Umpire Dispute Respecting Interference 

A dispute in federal systems is unavo idable in contesti ng for powers. The dispute may come 

from the conflict of separation of power or contest fo r imposing some force on one level of 

government or branch of govenullent. What is sa lient in federa l systems is to enact a body which 

can umpire the constitutional matters or disputes. 173 Thi s institution can alleviate a dispute 

between the new or old legislations and practices of governmental organs as well with the basic 

and supreme law, the constitution. 

Likewise, religions and government have a claims and competition for 'power' in secular states. 

The competition may not be similar with the contest fo r power of conquering of sovereignty or 

separation of power in strict sense. But, it has some sense of contest for power of governing own 

issues by own selves. For that matte r, it is inevitable to have a di spute to li mit or demarcate their 

respective issues. Consequently, it could be proper to have legal and institutional arrangement to 

enable them to umpire or solve the disputes . 

3.7.1 Dispute Between Religions/Non-Religions and the State 

The main dispute between state and rei igion may be emanated from the problem of drawing a 

line between state maters and religious maters in legal as well as in pragmatic state of affairs. 

For that matter, countri es may dec ide to enact appropriate laws and institutions to umpire the 

di spute in light of their hi storical and philosophical aspects. Unless this is so, it is unimagi nable 

to realize the religious and belief freedoms and corollary of same. 

"' R. Wat!, Comparing Federal System, (McGill Queen's University Press, 3,d Ed. 2008 ,) P-1 59 
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At the outset, the concept of secularism should be conceived in well manner by the citizenry. 

Where secularism is not rooted in the po litical institutional ization, capable of generating 

sustai nable social capital, it may be difficult to achieve the purpose alleged. 174 If there is no sense 

of trust among the citizenry, the essence of seculari sm may fai l. In such case, both parties claim 

entanglement to the other's domain. The trust can be bui lt in legal and institutional arrangement. 

The legal means stretches from the constitution to specific laws which govern the relation of 

state and religion. Mostly constitutions put provisions governing the re lations between religion 

and state. Thus, it de limits the boundary between these 'Fonts '. Moreover, international or 

regional treat ies and Human Right Courts may recommend doing so as the European I-Iuman 

Right Court did. 175 

And the institutional mechanism may be to enact appropriate constitutional interpreter or an 

executive organ which can do on the performance of religions. This institution is under duty to 

review subsidiary laws and executive acts in view of the constitution. Keeping in mind of the 

necessity of umpiring body, constitutions may adopt different mechan isms for reviewing the 

consti tutionality of laws and decisions of the government organs as well. 176 Consequently, 

countries may decide to enact appropriate body to do so in light of their historical and 

philosophical aspects. 177 Moreover, Countri es may be led by competence, efficiency or other 

parameter beyond the hi storica l and philosophical aspect. 

For that matter, there are tlu'ee we ll-crystall ized models of constitutional interpretation Jl1 our 

world, which can be US, European and Swiss Models. 178 But, we also had unique model, among 

other federations, in making the federal second chamber, HOF, as the so le guardian of the 

,7< See Omolo l. 1. Shoal, in Supra Note 17 1, p-2 
175 in its Recommendation 1804 (2007) on Stale, Religion, Secularity and Human Rights, the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Council of Europe "reaffirms that one of Europe 's shared values, transcend ing nat ional 
differences, is the separation of Church and State. This is a generally accepted principle that preva ils in politics 
and institutions in democratic countries." In Eur. ParI. Ass., Recommendat ion 1804: State, Religion, Secularity 
and HUll/an Righls, 27'" Sess., Doc. No. 11298, p-I . 

176 Getachew Assefa, Yehigmengis( TirgwlI Be Ethiopia: Alekalay Eyita (Constitutional Interpretation in Ethiopia: 
general perspective); in Womber (2 nd half yr, 2007) P -67 (translation mine) 

177 Assefa Fiseha, Constitutional Adjudication in Ethiopia: Exploring the experience of !-IoF; in Mizan Law Review 
Vol. I ; No. 1 (June 2007), P-6. 

178 Ibrahim Idris, Constitutional Adjudication under the 1994 FDRE Conslitl/lion; in Ethiopian Law Review VoL I 
No. 1, P.6S. 
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constitution1 79 What is undeniable here is that each model has its own di stinct feature and 

procedure . Irrespective of these differences , however, most countri es in the world have been 

practicing some form of Constitutional Review. True that it is not the place here to deal such 

issues. This writer is inconvenient in time and space to dea l with all salient features of each 

model and each system in each country in thi s scope-wise Thesis. 

In aggregate, the state could not judge in its own case. The state should not decide on disputes 

between it and religions as to their domai ns. In other words, the state should give that power to 

decision makers which are independent organs. Unless that is so, it is inevitable that one will 

interfere in the domains of others. 

3.7.2 Dispute Between Religions or Non-Religions 

These disputes may be inter-religious or inter-nan-religious tensions. The main responsibility to 

settle these disputes res ides on the state under which the believer and the religious institutions 

are residing. There is no, at least in formal sense, other inst itution to take that 'responsibility ' 

other than the sovereign. Thus, it will take the pivotal role in umpiring such tensions. 

The first issue to be rai sed here is the case of religious truth. The theological arguments in favo r 

of rel igious freedom often begin wi th the assumption that their religion is the true religion. 180 

The truth of any particular religion is, however, a matter of considerable debate and contention. 

Truth, if we seek, is one and single; it cannot be two or more. One plus two carmot be tlu·ee and 

four at the same time. But in reli gious phases both can be true. The state or other organs are 

expected to tolerate such ' truth ' despite its dubiousness. 

The state, as the only sovereign, may not leave each 'truth ' unregulated at least in time of 

manifestation. If it accepted each view in public sphere, there wou ld be a question of reliability. 

There may be no truth at all , if the religious dimensions are different. Look statements like " 0 

DO 0 0 0 0 DOD DOD" (there is nothing called as Trinity) . 181 On the contrary, there are 

religious truths towards the Holy Trinity. If we seek the truth, it will be difficult to choose from 

179 See R. Watts, in Supra Note 173, P- 159 
'" See Carolyn Evans, in Supra Note 38, p-28 
'81 Aba Samuel , OITlOaJ OITlD DITL~ .IJ[ ? (I s there religious lolerance in Ethiop ia?) Addis Ababa, Mega 

printing (2000),p. 129 (trans lation mine) 
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these two. State cannot dec ide on religious truth. If it decides that, it wi ll inevitably interfere in 

interpretation of internal religious creeds. 

The other di spute between religions may be getting legal personal ity. The contesting issue is who 

should get legal personality. In the Holy Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church (Metropolitan 

fnokenliy) v. Bulgaria, the applicants, who represent one of the two competing groups wi thin the 

Orthodox Church, complained that by the Religious Denominations Act of 2002 they could 

participate in the administration of that religion or could establish independent religious entity; 

however, in the following years, the Bulgarian Government fo rced the Orthodox community to 

reunite under the leadership of Patriarch Max im and deprived the applicant organization (the 

rival leadership) of any control over part of the community' s affairs and property. 182 

The Court (Ellr. Ct. H. R) found a vio lation of Arti cle 9 of the Convention. Indeed, neither the 

unity of the Church, even though it was a matter of the utmost importance for its adherents and 

for Bulgarian society in general, nor the Government's purported aim of securing respect for the 

precepts of religious canon could justify State action impos ing such unity by force and 

disregarding the position of numerous Christian Orthodox believers in Bulgaria who supported 

I I· .. 183 t le app Icant orgal1lzatIon. 

My concern here is not to prove the truthfulness or fa lsehood of religious creed or religious 

va lues. The role of the state, too , cannot be to do so. The main duty of the state is to tolerate 

those views unless the all eged truths do not harm the pUblic. To do so, the state is expected to 

treat all religions stmting fro m granting legal personality. It cannot decide on the unity of same. 

3.7.3 Intra Religion Dispute: Employment, COlTuption and other Disputes 

Unlike inter-religious tensions, intra religious disputes are very sensitive issues. To deal with 

such disputes may be counted as even to open the Pandora 's Box. As to the immunity from 

judicial determination of theo logica l princip les; i.e. to resolve intrafailh disputes, no comparable 

doctrine of inU11Unity exists in other organizations, non profit or other. 184 Otherwise mentioned, 

the internal disputes in one rel igion are mostly immune from other external or state organ. But 

182 Holy Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church (Metropolitan Inokel1liy) v. Bulgaria, App. No. 35677/04 , 2009 
Eur. CI. H. R., http://cll1 iskp.echr.coe. inl/lkp 19 7/search .asp?skin~hudoc-en 

183 Ibid, P 149, ISS 
184 See Ira C. Lupu, in Supra Note 18, P-1811 
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th is may have serious consequences. For instance, the disputes in religious faiths may be against 

the national security, public safety and other interests (e.g. to defend the pu blic from any corrupted 

practices.) 

As can be observed from the last sections, in US, there is a concept of ministerial exception. In 

the late 1970s, the communities of religious entities were immune even from criminal li ability. 

But after 1990s, the immunity from criminal liability was eroded. In Ethiopia, again there are 

cases where the religious institutions have been treated di ffe rently from other institutions. Such 

cases can be employment issues l 85
, disputes on manageri al hierarchy in religious entities. 186 An 

employment relation between religious organizations and employees, where their task or duty is 

related to spiritual aspects of the former, is left to the religious entities themselves. The 

appointment and withdraw from manageri al task is again left to them. 

As to institutional arrangement, countries exceptionally may establish governmental institutions 

to oversee the di sputes in religions. For instance, in Turkey, the pres idency of religious affa irs 

took the power to see these issues. 187 Ethiopian approach, in formal sense, seems similar to the 

Turkish approach since one of the Directorates in the Ministry of Federal Affairs took that 

power. These and other relevant issues are thoroughl y discussed in the next chapter. 

185 Proc lamation No. 377/2003 Labour Proclamation No. 377/2003, NEGARIT GAZETA, alt3 (the Council of 
Ministers may, by regulations, determine the inapplicabili ty of thi s Proclamation on employment relations 
established by rel igious or charitable organizat ions 

186 See FORE Supreme Court cassation dec ision 0 11 Deacon Jvlihret Birhanu eta! V Ham erWorq St. Many Church, 
Casso/ion File. No. 18419 

187 Istar B. Gozydin, a Religious Administration to Secure Secularism: The Presidency of Religiolls Affairs of the 
Repl/blic of Turkey; in 2006 Marburg Journal of Religion, Vo l. I I, No. I, p-I-8 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE CASE IN ETHIOPIA: PROSPECTS AND CHALENGES 

4.1 Legal Frame Work on Non-Interference 

In state formation, society is the first and at the peak which is to play the pivotal role. Then the 

society will give the power to administer itself to the government by virtue of the social contract 

theory. To enable them to regulate the conducts of the government, they need some form of 

agreement or contract; if that contract is not performed well , the power giver, the public, can 

take even by force. I The main point here to stress is as to the need for some level of contract 

which could bind the govenunent/state and the public. 

That sort of contract can be either constitution or other higher law with simi lar level of 

constitutions. To be specific and implement these higher laws, proclamations by the legislature, 

regulations by the executive can be issued or enacted. These laws regulate the relation between 

the state and the people. Relation between the state and religions is one of the areas which need 

regulating laws. For that matter, many countri es have constitutions and legislature made laws to 

govern the relations between the state and the public respecting religions. 

In general terms, the legal framework of countries to regulate the interaction of the state and the 

publ ic can be constitutional and other laws to give effect to the constitution. Ethiopia is not far 

from this arrangement. In Ethiopia there is the supreme law of the land and other parliament

made laws to guarantee regulation of rights. 

Thus, I will scrutinize and summari ze these issues in relation to Ethiopia to help the issue being 

dealt be clear - i.e. non- interference aspect of secularism. The first sub section wi ll examine the 

consti tutional aspect; and the second one is devoted to other laws subordinate to the constitution 

and helps the former be implemented in healthy mode. 

1 James C. N. Paul and C. Clapham , Constitlltional Development 0/ Ethiopia (Haile Seliass ie I University in 
Association with Oxford University Press, 1967) Vo l. I, p-1 21-126 
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4.1.1 Constitutional Framework Respecting Non-Interference 

The FDRE constitution is very generic that two-third of its full text (provisions) is devoted to 

Human Rights. From almost Art 7-44, there are a bundle of fundamenta l rights and freedoms. 

Moreover, the constitution under Art 13(1) obl iges all organs of the government to respect and 

enforce these rights and freedoms (chapter-three)2 This sub provision doesn't give minimal 

concern to other chapters in saying "chapter three". Because, the supremacy clause, Art 9, 

rightly declare that all citizens, organs of the state, political organizations, other associations as 

well as their officials have the duty to ensure observance of the constitution and to obey iI.3 

Fortunately, Ethiopian constitution recognizes and guarantees freedom of religion under Art-27. 

This fact was dealt in section 2.6 of chapter two. Freedom of religion is mostly claimed as 

private; especially in Ethiopian constitution, since this freedom is enslu'ined under the category 

of fundamental rights and freedom s, the freedom is principally claimed by individua1.4 What 

ever its brand may be, in Ethiopia, there is a wide range of freedom to exercise the right save 

permissible limitations. 

However, my main focus is not the state of and the scope of freedom of religion. Instead, the 

main deal of this thesis is towards the institutional aspect of religions beyond the individualistic 

value. Actually, it may be difficult to put a watertight divi sion between individualized freedom 

of religion and institutional independence of religious institution. 

Interference on institutional arrangement of religious entities may be blamed as if it was against 

principle of secularism but it might not be against freedom of religion . Because the interference 

may be positive to the advancement of religious freedom at private level but degrades the 

institutional independence. For instance, to make an explicit budgetary arrangement for building 

of worsh iping places may be against the principle of seculari sm but may have a rationality to 

advance exercising of freedom of religion. In the same manner, interference on private level of 

freedom of religion may not be necessarily against secular principles. There is a negative 

FDRE Const itution Proclamation No. 111995, Art 13( I) 
Ibid, Art 9(2) 

4 Fasil Nahoum (Dr.), HigeJ/lengist Ena Mengisl Behaimanot Zuria ( Constitution and Government about Religion) 
(Translat ion mine) (a Paper Presented in Country-Wise Conference on Religious Issues in Collaboration with 
Min istry of Federal Affai rs, (2008)), P-8 
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interference (failure to do) in religious freedoms but may not necessaril y be against the principle 

of non interference aspect of secularism. Failing to help the public to implement human rights 

like freedom of religion is against freedo m of religion but it may be consistent with the principle 

of seculari sm. 

Despite conceptual and technical distinctions, freedom of religion has corollary ri ghts from 

which seculari sm in its non-interference aspect is the basic one. I. e. protected individuals can 

establish equally protected entity. Ethiopian constitution, for that matter, gave a high level of 

spot in express manner that religious entities/communities are equal. s Fasi l Nahoum aptly 

expresses that FORE constitution under Art-3(2) has given an honorab le and in precious space to 

religious institutions6 

This can be observed from the above mentioned sub article-i.e. Art-3(2), which deals the 

Ethiopian honorable and dignified Sovereignty mark- the Flag. It says the national emblem on 

the flag shall reflect the hope of the Nations, Nationalities, Peoples as well as religious 

communities of Ethiopia to live together in equality and unity. 7 We can see here that religious 

communities are compared with and put together with the highl y respected, sovereign and corner 

stones of the federation- Ethiopian Nation's Nationalities and Peoples. This indicates that how 

much a crown bench is given to religious communities. 

The equality aspect has a great deal of va lues and related massages. The main message of 

equality is firs tly non-discrimination- either positively or negatively. Non- discrimination in the 

positive aspect is to treat all religious enti ties equall y; if the government gives a tax-free land to 

one of the religions but fail s to do so to the other, the govenU11ent is treating religions 

discriminatorily so that contravenes the secular clause. Nondiscrimination in the negative sense 

is to mean to be neutral from direct or indirect help for all religions. In strict sense, it seems to 

exclude all acts which can advance religions. In thi s case, the state is expected to do that 

'exclusion' neutrally to all religions without preference to one or some rel igions. 

5 See FDRE Constitution, Supra Note 2, Art 3(2) 
6 See Fas il Nahoulll , Supra Note 4, P- 2 
7 See FDRE Constitut ion, Supra Note 2, Art 3(2) 
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Beyond the equality aspect, Ethiopian constitution guarantees the religious self-determination, 

not actually up to secession. This is to mean that Ethiopian laws incl uding the supreme law of 

the land recognize not only equal ity of religions but they al so grant due concern to religious 

institutional autonomy in their own ' territoIY'. But that autonomy does not include an abso lute 

immunity from the laws of the country. For this matter, the constitution enshrines Art- I I (3) 

which reads: The state shall not inteljere in religious malleI's and religion shall not interfere in 

state affairs. This sub provision has a far-reachi ng consequence that guarantees the autonomy of 

religions. So many issues, howeve r, may be rai sed here. What does non interference imply? 

What are state matters and religious ones too? 

When we talk about the autonomy of religions, it should not be forgotten that the people is 

sove reign. In Ethiopian context, the Ethiopian Nations Nationalities and People are the holders 

of sovereignty; the supreme power resides in them 8 Thus, it should be reminded that no 

sovereign is other than the NNPs of Ethiopia in the nobler approach of Ethiopian constituti on. 

Constitution adopted by the Sovereigns is the supreme law of the land. Fortunately, Ethiopian 

constitution declared itse lf that it is the supreme law of the land; any law, customary practice or a 

decision of an organ of state or a public official which contravenes thi s constitution shall be of 

no effect9
. Thus, a religion cannot claim immunity from rcgulation by the laws of the nation 

(from which the constitution is the supreme) alleging that the laws of the state is not compatible with 

its creeds and traditions. 

Thi s may not be always true. The reason is that there is a concept of conscientious objection. As 

to thi s aspect, Ethiopian constitution has a clue in Art 17(4) (b). It says '10rced or compulsory 

labour" shall not include, in the case of conscientious objectors, any service exacted in lieu of 

compulsory military service. to This indicates that some reli gious creeds or traditions can be 

tolerated so that they can be immune from regulation by publ ic laws. This, however, cannot be 

always true. It is in an exceptional case. If we accept the case as a principle, the supreme law 

may be religious creeds and trad itions rather than the consti tution and other state laws. 

B Ibid, Art 8 
9 Ibid, Art 9(1) 
10 Ibid, Art 17(4) (b). 
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Now it is worthy to see the issue prone to debate in thi s time and at the time of the drafting stage 

of the FDRE constitution. The debate may continue even fo r the future unless some sort of 

solution is articulated. One of the debates was as to the emblem to affix on the Flag which 

indicate the equality of religions. The debate in the Constituent Assembly had two directions. 

One group supported and stuck that the emblem in the Flag should contain a message which 

indicates equality of religions. I I The other group exert that the reflection of religious equality in 

putting symbols on the emblem of the flag would undermine the public.12 

Ato Daniel Belayneh, who was representative of Region 14, strongly opposed the 

affixation/reflection of religious symbols on the emblem. (There was an allegation that religious 

lIIarks like cross, 1II00n and star were to be ref/ected on the ell1blell1 to indicate equality). The reason as 

he clarified was that it could be too difficult to think all religions would fly the Flag which 

contains a symbol of other religions. 13 Ato Daniel added that to put a reflection of all religions on 

the emblem of the Flag might advance the recognition of new satanic religions l4 which are not 

advised to flourish in Eth iopia. He was against the atheistic values. 

Finally Art 3 (2) of the constitution enshrined in the shape as it has now. The Constituent 

Assembly decided on thi s sub provision as 517 votes in favor. I 5 While that much debate on the 

reflection of the emblem on religious equality, no issue was rai sed as to what "equality" mean. 

Having that problem unsolved, the Constituent Assembly turned its face to the non-interference 

clause-one sect of secularism. The fi rst two sub-provisions under Art 11 were not prone to 

debate . But the non-interference aspect was much contested area. Shaleka Admase Zeleke 

regarding this issue said that art 11 (3) implies that state is governed by a constitution but 

religions are governed by god's law 1 6 This saying may not answer the issue at hand in direct and 

explicit manner. But indirectly, it can have a good response to that case. If state is governed by 

constitution, it can ' t be governed by religious laws as to its matters. And if religions are led by 

II H.E. Ato Kuma Demeksa and Advocates of Such Stand, A Speech in The Constitutional Assembly of Ethiopia; 
in the Minutes of the Consti tutional Assembly, ( 1994), Vol. 2, P-S 

12 H.E. Ato Yohans Assefa, A Speech in Supra Note II , Vol. 2, P-2 
]] H.E. Ato Daniel Belayneh, A Speech in Supra Note II , Vol. 2, p-3 
14 H. E. Ato Daniel Belayneh - Ibid 
IS The Minutes, Vol. 2, P-I 0; 5 17 Votes in favor, 4 Votes in opposition and 4 Votes abstained 
16 H. E. Ato Shaleka Admase Zeleke, A Speech in Supra Note II , Vol. 2, p1 3-14 
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god' s law, they may not be regulated by secular law as to their maIlers. The respective laws may 

not be fit to regulate the matters in the other entity. 

To strengthen this idea, one of the members of the Constituent Assembly, Ato Shemsedin 

AIU11ed, expressed that the main point to give emphasis here under Art II (3) is on ly to show the 

state is secular and religions are eternal/spiritual. J7 The proper provision to regulate the 

individua l's religious freedom is dealt somewhere in the constitution i. e. Art 27. 18 This indicates 

that the relation here is between the state and religions as an entity but not between the state and 

individuals. Therefore, when we say state matter and religious matter, it seems a matter which is 

highl y related to the domain of being entity. But this may mislead us. Because the matters in 

entities are, at the same, time matters to individuals. 

As to non-interference, Ato Ali Abdo said that: when we say the state shall not interfere on 

religious affairs, it is to mean the state as a state can't do religious tasks and government 

workers/employees are expected to manifest their religion beyond the working hours of their 

regular service. On the other face, to mean religions shall not interfere in state matters is to mean 

that a religion can't force others to accept its creeds in condemning the governmental ones. 19 The 

second aspect is as to the sovereignty question; i.e. Religion cannot and shouldn 't be sovereign. 

The approach in the contemporary Ethiopia, as Fasil Nahoum said, doesn't make a state an 

advocate of atheistic values; it does not mean 100 that the state propagates one's religion.2o 

Instead the declaration of Art-I I (3) is only towards the neutrality of the state from religious 

values. 21 

In general, the recognition of separation of state and religion in constitutional frame work helps 

both entities could discharge their respective duties. Moreover, it helps each can journey the 

farthest possible in liberal sense in its domain. 22 Whatever opinions have been observed from 

scholarly writings or from the Minute of the Constituent Assembly, it is still difficult what the 

scope and implication of non-interference clause is. 

17 H.E. Ala Shemsedin Ahmed, A Speech in Supra NOle II , Vo l. 2, p- 14 
18 1-1. E. Ato Shemsedin Ahmed, Ibid, 
19 H. E. Ato Al i Abdo, A Speech in Supra Note II , Vol. 2, p-IS , 
20 See Fasil Nahoum, in Supra Note 4, p-6 
21 Ibid, p-6 
22 Ibid, p-6 
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4.1.2 Other Laws Respecting Non-Interference 

It is indisputable that constitutions use economical and precIse language. True that, most 

constitutions stipulate main principles and major issues. The parliament/legislature then is 

expected to proclaim specific laws which are relevant to execute the constitutional provisions. 

These laws in broad sense can be either private laws or public laws. The first category can 

regulate the private relations; and the latter governs the relation between individuals with the 

state on behalf of the public. 

In Ethiopian context, private laws can be laws like the civil code, family code, and law of 

contracts and others which regulate civil or individual relations. And the Criminal Code and Tax 

law which regulate the relation between the pub li c and individual persons (legal and physical ) 

are some of the public laws. Both categories of laws have something to say on religious 

institutions and their statu s. 

The 1960 civil code of Ethiopia, declares that there shall be no interference with the exercise, in 

accordance with the law, of the rites of any religion or creed by residents of the Empire, 

provided that such riles be not utilized for political purpose or be not prejudicial to public order 

or morality23 This code stipulates smartly the non-interfe rence aspect of secularism. But this 

provision doesn' t see the bi-lateral inter-independency. It onl y proclaims religious freedom and 

limits. It doesn't deal the state of interference of religions on the state in unequivocal manner. 

Other provisions of the civi l code which deal with "autonomy" of 'religious institutions' are 

Articles from 394 to 482. Art 398(1) stipulates that the Eth iopian Orthodox Church is regarded 

by law as a person24 But churches, religions, associations other than the Ethiopian Orthodox 

Church shall be subject to the special laws concerning them25 Failing such special laws, these 

groups shall be deemed to be 'associations' fa lling under the provisions of this chapter dealing 

with associations?6 The part dealing with associations is Chapter II of BOOK I, Title III of the 

Civ. C. 

23 The Civi l Code of the Empire of Eth iopia; Proclamat ion No. 16511960, Negarit Gazeta Extraordinary (1960), 
Art-IS 

" Ibid, Art- 398(1) 
" Ibid, Art 407( I) 
26 Ibid Art 407(2) 
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We can see here that the EOTC is a privileged church over other religions. Other religions are 

deemed to be mere associations unless special law is proclaimed fenacted to the effect that they 

can be treated as religions like the EOTe. Unfortunately, no other law has been enacted to such 

effect till thi s moment. Therefore, these religions are being seen as if they were associations and 

be governed by the Civi l Code and the 1966 Association Registration Regulation.27 This have 

many negative effects on religions as can be dealt in section 4.2 .1. 

Theoretically, the problem was not tangible to other religions alone. Because the rights vested to 

the legally established state rel igion, EOTC, were to be prescribed by administrative laws.28 It 

seems true that it was with difficulties in decid ing internal matters. Because, it seems only those 

rights vested by the governors as to the wish of the latter were the only rights to exercise by the 

church. As to the above provision, its powers were not expected to be inherent to the nature of 

the church. Getting this fact in consideration, it may be too silly to think that EOTC was treated 

in equal mmmer with other religions. Because, thinking like this may be amazing since the 

EOTC and the state were thought "consanguine in blood and flesh" . Therefore, to this writer, it 

is persuasive to think that the rights and duties prescribed under the administrative law were 

secular matters to be exercised by EOTC in addition to the religious affairs. 

Recently, Ethiopian laws have been granting due space to reli gious equality and some level of 

autonomy to them. For instance, the federal and state family codes recognize religious marriage 

irrespective of the identity of a religion29 The criminal code accepts the equality of religions30 

The Charities and Societies proclamation (CSO proclamation here in after) clearl y stipulates 

equality of religious entities31 But the surprise is that the practice and the laws applicable in 

1960s have been continuing to serve in this time even after the declaration of honorabil ity and 

equality of religions. 

27 Association Registrat ion Regulation, Legal Notice No 32111966; Negarit Gazeta (1966) 
28 See Civ. Code, in Supra Note 23, Art 398(2) 
29 Proclamation No.2 13/2000, the Rev ised Fam ily Law, Federal Negarit Gazeta (2000), Al1 3 and almost all of state 

in their family code recogn ize so 
30 The Cri mina l Code of The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Proclamation NoA 1412004, preface 
31 A Proclamation to Provide for the Registration and Regu lation of Charities and Societies, Proclamation No. 

621 /2009; Neg.rit Gazeta (2009), Art 14(4) (k) 
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4.2 State Interference on Religious Matters 

4.2.1 Legislative Interference on Religious Matters 

Art 9(2) of the FORE constitution clearly says all ... organs of the state ... and as well as their 

officials have the duty to ensure observance of the constitution and to obey it. The legislature is 

one of the organs of the state so that it should di scharge its duty. The House of People 

Representati ves (HPR here in after) has the power of legislati on in all matters assigned by the 

FORE constitution to federal j uri sdicti on32 In regional states, The State Council has the power of 

legislation on matters fa lling under State jurisdicti on. 33 In exercising the above powers, both the 

HPR and the State Council s should give due concern to the duty to ensure the observance of the 

constitution. 

Non-interfe rence clause enslu'ined under Art II (3) is one of the basic principles of the FORE 

consti tution. Thus, HPR, State Council or other body which take power to legislate/enact a law 

by representation/delegation 34 may not overlook the above duty. Actuall y, the limitation clause 

under the ri ght to freedom of reli gion under the FORE constitution provides a better justification 

in limiting legislations regarding religion in Art-27(S)3j But thi s limitati on does not regulate the 

relation between the state and religions in di rect and exp li cit manner. It appl ies mostly to 

individualized manifestati on of freedom of religion. 

Anybody with legislative power is, therefore, expected to see its prospecti ve laws in view of the 

constitutional provisions (non-interference clause in this case). However, laws, as will be dealt, 

have been observed intruding on religious maters. The fi rst laws to be dea lt in this section are the 

1960 Civil Code and the 1966 Association Registrati on Regulation. 

As mentioned a bit earlier, the 1960 Civil Code stipulated the EOTC in a privileged position over 

other religious entities. The other religious communities have been treated as if they were 

associations. But treating reli gious institutions as mere associations have a great deals of 

32 See FORE Constitution, in Supra Note 2, Art 55(1) 
3l Ibid, Art 50(5) 
" Ibid, Art 77(1 3); Counci l of Mi nisters (CoM) may enact regulations pursuant to the power vested by HPR. 
35 Ibid, Art 27(5); it says Freedom to express or manifest one 's religion or belief may be subject only to such 

lilJlitations as are prescribed by law and are necessGlY 10 pro/eel public safety, peace, health, education, public 
morality or the jimdamental rights and freedoms of others, and 10 ensure the independence of the slale from 
religion. 
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negative consequences as has been seen in chapter two of this paper. After the enactment of CSO 

legislation, Charities and Societies are being registered and their conduct is regulated by same. 

But religions are left with no relevant and updated law. The former law continues to apply. 

That law is the 1966 Association Registration Regulation. That regulation was issued by the 

Ministry of Interior pursuant to the authority vested in it by article 479 of the Civil Code of the 

Empire of Ethiopia. It has been continuing to apply on the registration of associations since no 

law is enacted for such purpose. In the 1966 Association Registration Regulation, there are so 

many instances where the state could interfere on religious matters. 

For instance, the Memorandum of Association should and shall contain the criterion for the 

qualifications for membership in the association including any fees and dues payable by 

members36 Secularism mostly leaves the internal organizations and the criterion to membership 

to religions themselves. If the sate assesses the criteria of believers to be a member, it is 

investigating the creeds of religions. The worst thing is again manifested here by requiring the 

Memorandum of Association of religions to contain the qualifications for membership regarding 

the fees and payments. This may mean that the members may be obliged to pay some amount of 

money or other payment to be a member. If such elements are absent, the legal personality may 

not be granted at all. This provision inevitably will let the executive to intrude to the internal 

affairs of religions. 

The other instance where this law intrudes or permit let others intrude is the case where the 

manner of election or appointment of the directors and agents of the association should be 

mentioned3 7 The case by itself is not bad. But the main question is what the state shall do when 

the procedure of appointment of such personals are not specified or infringed. There is a 

situation where the office shall advice the founders in writing as to the relevant defects and such 

remedial measures in respect thereof as may be necessary. J8 In such case, the registration office 

may give reconU11endations on the arrangement of religious internal matters as it needs rather 

than the need of religious institutions. Ultimately, the executi ve will inevitably intervene on the 

J6 See Association Registration Regulation, in Supra Note 23 , Art 6(4) 
31 Ibid, AI1 6(7) 
lB Ibid, Art 8(2) 
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appointment and election of directors and officers, if that association (rel igion JJ1 our case) 

doesn' t apply the alleged procedure. 

Worst of all again is the registration body may deny the registration where the particulars of the 

memorandum of association are alleged fa lse or misleading39 This indicates that the registration 

institution may investigate the truthfulness or fa lsehood of the particulars in the memorandum of 

association. The particulars in the memorandum of association may be either acquisitive or 

spiritual. The fo rmer types of particulars are mostly weighed in view of rational minds and 

s cientifically. But when we come to the spiri tual ones, they can be transcendent truths whose 

truthfulness can only be clear to the believer. For instance, the religious institution can mention 

its main objective and mission is to see Jesus Clu'ist be here in the earth leaving the heaven in 

near futu re. But the truthfulness or fa lsehood of thi s and other particulars calIDot be proved by 

the registration agency. If they try otherwise, it is inevitable that the institution interferes in the 

interna l pure matters of the religious organizations; i.e . interpreting religious creeds. 

Art-IO(I) of the above mentioned regulation also obliges the religious board of management of 

an association shall notify the office in writing of the time and location of any general meeting of 

the members ofthe association, not later than seven days prior to the date of such meeting.4o This 

situation is again an intrusion of state in internal arrangement, how and when to bear a meeting. 

Every Association shall keep adequate accounts and records of income and expenditure and shall 

make the same available to inspection from time to time or at any time up on request by a duly 

authori zed official of the office. 4l This act may be tolerated since it defends religious institutions 

from corrupted deeds extending in this time.42 But thi s regulation doesn't work to all religions. 

For instance, it does not apply to the EOTC being it is a legall y established Church, as some said. 

On behalf the Charities and Societies Registration Agency (CSOA here in after), Ato Bzouyene 

Gebre-Egziabher clarified that thi s regulation is onl y applicable to other religious institutions43 

Thus, the EOTC may not be expected to be audited or to renew its li cense of legal personality. 

39 Ib id, Art 8(2)(a) 
40 Ib id, Art 10(1) 
41 Ibid, Art 12(1) 
42 Confidential interview with one of the fi gure officials in EOTe 
43 Interview with Ato Bzouyene GebreEgziabher, A Lega l Advisor of the Comm issioner and Officer of Monitoring 

and Evalu ation in the Charities and Soc ielies Agency, (Sep. 15, 20 10) 
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Reporting is also an obligation to other re ligions save EOTC .44 This seems against the 

constitutional principle of religious equality. 

The office of registration has a right to supervise the management of associations.45 In thi s case, 

the offi ce even can order the convocat ion of a general meeting; i. e. the office can call a general 

meeting on behalf of the members where the board of management fa ils to do so by a written 

request of 10% of the members46 A superfluous provision is included in the Association 

Registration Regulation which declares where any substantial portion oj the members thereoJ 

have been convicted by a competent court oj any crime arising out oj or in connection with the 

activities oj the association, the association shall be dissolved47 Again here the regulation 

permits the executive to interfere on the arrangement of meeting as to how and when to do so. 

This fact is incompatible with the mission of religious insti tutions. The number of members in 

religious institutions doesn' t substantiall y affect the mission of rel igions unli ke other business or 

non- profit organizations. 

The other law which has re levance to the issue being dealt is the Flag proclamation. We have 

seen earlier the issue of religious equali ty in the last section that the emblem of the Flag has 

contai ned a message to treat religious communities equall y. To enforce such and other Flag

related issues, the Flag Proclamation No. 654/2009 was proclaimed. 

The proclamation has scope of app lication within the territorial boundary of the Federal 

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia includ ing Regional States and Administrative Cities.48 

Therefore, it is indisputable that the proclamation applies to all physical or artific ial persons with 

in Ethiopian territory or outside of Ethiopia in the conditions stipulated under Art 3(2) of the 

proclamation. 

The first issue is as to the honorability of the Flag. Art 17(1), regarding this issue, says any 

Ethiopian national have the responsibility and duty to pay due honor to the Flag oj the Jederal 

44 See Association Registration Regulation, in Supra Note 23, Art 13 
" Ibid, Art 14 
46 Ibid, Art 14(1) 
47 Ibid, Art 15(3) 
48 The FDRE Flag Proclamat ion , Proclamation No. 65412009, Negari t Gazeta (2009), Art 3( 1) 
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democratic republic of Ethiopia.49 Giving such level of honor to a Flag and to impose such duty 

on religious organization may be aga inst the internal dogmatic or tradition of religions. As to the 

interview with Ato Abiy Agena, a Jehovah Witness fo llower, the state of giving high standard of 

honor for non- Divine aspects is agai nst the wi ll of God. He adds: 

giving ultimate respect and honor to "temporal thingsl\ whatever their mi ss ion is, is 

counted as if we be lieve in "gods" or ' idols' whi ch is innicting to the believers. Beyond 

that, being Flags are manifestations of sovereignty (territorial integrity) it is aga inst our 

be liefwhile ou r belief is "boundary-Iess. " so 

The proclamation has detailed rules as to the particulars of the Flag to fly in different instances. 

One of such specification is that in public holydays, the size of the Flag fl own in the streets shall 

be size No.5, i. e. 90cm X 180 cm5
] Eth iopian law recognizes rel igious holydays as public 

hol ydays. In such ceremonies, the religious entities may fly Flags or symbols in the streets or in 

their buildings. For instance, the religious entities which are to celebrate at least their own 

religious ceremonies may fly different types Flags. But What if, on the contrary, fail to comply 

with the prescribed requirements? 

The Flag Proclamation insisted that the Flag is single. Art I (i declares the unity of the Flag52 

There is only one Ethiopian Flag no other. What if religious institutions use the Green, Yellow, 

Red Flag without the emblem? The answer is in the proclamation itself. Art 23 stipulates to use 

the Flag without its emblem as provided under the proclamation is punishable for 5000 birr or 

rigorous imprisollli1ent up to one year5
) This penalty wi ll be twofo ld where the infringement is 

committed by a legal person, i.e. up to a fine of 10,000 birr5 4 

But as to one confidential interview with EOTC priest and gospel preacher, religions may have 

spiritual interests and meanings on the colors and shapes of the Flag. For instance, he said, the 

Orthodox Church uses the Green, Yellow and Red co lored Flag to memorize St. Marry as called 

" Ibid, Art 17(1) 
so Interview with Ato Abiy Agena, A Jehovah Witness Church Pastor in Piazza Atbia, (Oct. 4, 20 10) 
51 See Flag Proclamation, in su pra note 48, Art 11(7) 
" Ibid , Art 16 
53 Ibid , Art 24(2) 
" Ibid , Art Art 24(3) 
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Belt of Merry (yemariam Mekenet, in Amharic); thus, it may be unreasonable and forced 

intrusion of the state in the affairs of the religion5
; 

Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation No. 590/2008 is the other 

law which should be left uncovered here. It regu lates even religious conducts, writings and other 

audio video deeds of the religious organs. Actually, it is di sputable that whether this law is 

applicable to religious Media. But since the law does not put an exception;S6 we should not make 

an exception by ourselves. Thus, it is presumed that thi s law applies to all persons in the empire. 

I f that is so, it is inevitable that thi s law regulates rel igious Media. 

Actually, most religious Media have committed many infringements of law57 But infringement 

of law may not suffice to justify the regulation of religious media by the above proclamation. 

Regulating their conduct by a proclamation which serves for the secular freedom of expression is 

somewhat unreasonable. Their purpose is different one another. Even the rationality of freedom 

of expression may not serve to the religious media. The main rationale to justify freedom of 

ex pression are assuring self fulfi llment, truth finding, parti cipating in deci sion making and to 

build peaceful and stable society58 However, the main rationale behind religion is transcendental 

one which mainly sti cks with revelation or to be ri ghteous before God or other supreme being. 

However, even in cognizance of such difference, the government has been observed regulati ng 

the spiritual presses in accordance with the press proclamat ion. For instance, on February 16, 

2008, Islamic newspapers Ai Kidus and Selfefia were closed and the publishers imprisoned 

alleging that they have infringed the Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information 

Proclamation and the criminal law of Ethiopia5 9 If this case continues unalleviated, the 

consequence may be devastating to religious entities to propagate their religion. 

5S Anonymous interview with the 0I1hodox church servant 
56 Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation No. 590/2008 has put an exception to that 

effect nowhere in the entire proclamation 
57 Religious Medias and infringement of Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation No. 590/2008 

available at http://www.ethiopianreport0Lcom/illdcx .php?option=com contcnt&view=art icle&id=2526:20 1 0-06-
20-14-46-13&catid= 130:2009-11-°3-08-46-54& ltem id=615 

58 Craig R. Ducat, Constitutional Interpretation ( 16" ed. 1998) p-912 
;9 Universal Periodic Rev iew 2009, ETHIOPIA 
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4.2.2 Executive Interferences on Religious Matters 

As clearl y stipulated in Art 13(1) and Art 9(2) of the FORE constitution, the executive IS 

expected to ensure the observance of the constitution and it should obey the constitution. Since 

Art I I (3) of the constitution is one of the constitutional provisions, the executi ve has to observe 

the implementation of that sub provision in discharging its duty. The executive is expected not 

only to ensure the observance of the constitutional provisions but it also should refrain itself 

from interference on religious matters. 

In a secular state, ne ither of the organs can inhi bit nor advance any religious dogma, faith or sect 

of reli gion60 In the case at hand , the executive is not expected to clo so. Again it should not 

censor religious creeds6 1 But the practice in Ethiopia is very perplex ing. 

The problem begins from the registration ancl renewal of certificate of legal personality. The 

laws to apply for registration and regulation of religious conducts are the 1960 civil code and the 

1966 Association Registration Regulation 32 1/66 62 I have clarified a bit earlier that these laws 

are not compatible with the purpose and objective of religious organizations. 

Now what I have to see is the situation in the executive i.e. the CSOA. This agency is doing on 

registration of rel igious organizations in addition to other chari ties and societies. It is not clear in 

the proclamation whether the power to register re ligious organizations is granted to it. The CSO 

proclamation clearl y stipulated that the religious organi zations are excluded from this 

legislation63 But it does not say anything as to the power of the agency respecting religious 

entities . However, we cannot deny the fact that there is no insti tution companionable to this deed 

other than thi s Agency. 

[n order to carry out registration, the CSOA has adopted internal working rules. These working 

ru les contain so many pre-condi tions for the registration of religious communities. Assessing the 

60 Eve lyn Hanshaw, Our Federal Cons/iflllion, a Programmed Approach 10 the Constitution of the USA (Prentice 
Han Inc. 1965), p-14 

61 Ibid, p-14 
62 Internal Working Rule of CSOA, See Annex 2, p-I 
63 See CSO Proclamation, in Supra Note 3 1, Art 3(2) (a) 
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religious entity's compatibi li ty with the Agency's internal working "rules" IS the mall1 

undertaking here in the Agency. 

From the specified preconditions, the most debatable and handy to my objective are the 

following. The fi scal year of the religious organization, the criterion for membership, the ri ghts 

and duties of members, the state of termination of membership, Bank-account signers are 

expected to be specified in the memorandum of association64 

Meeti ng, election and procedure of decision making are expected to be specified in the 

memorandum of association65 The government shouldn't be expected, in secular state to know 

how religious leader are elected. The government may not be expected to require the democratic 

nature of electoral process. All of these preconditions need internal assessment of religious 

organization. Religions may say the leader will be elected after one sees a hallucination or 

daydream. 

The amazing thing here in the deed of thi s agency is that it orders how to amend and disso lve the 

religious organization; the amendment of memorandum of association and the dissolulion of the 

religious institution are to be effected by two Ihird II1cu·orily vOle of the General Assembly.66 This 

seems very comical. The government is deciding how to di ssulve religious entities whi le that 

decision could have been decided by the religion itself. 

The Agency working rules conti nue to intrude to the internal affairs of religions. It declares that 

the religious institution can't and should not make relations with institutions whose purposes and 

objectives are not similar with the former; the rule prohibits any relation, cooperation, or the 

giving or receiving of material or money67 These bodies may be political parties/organizations, 

or those who can have a danger to the security and peace. For the sake of national security, 

rights may be limited. But, in doing so, the limits should be prescribed by law, necessary and 

proportional. However, mere receiving of money from any where may not be necessarily against 

the security or peace of the country. 

64 Pre-Conditions for Registration ofReligioLis Organ ization, see Annex 1, p-I 
65 Ibid, p_1 
66 Ibid, p_1 

67 See Annex 2, in Supra Nole 62, at poinI2(c), p-I 
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The other duty on religious organizations is to make a report of annual performance and aud it in 

a month after the end of the fi scal year68 This reporting system may be protective of the 

fo llowers from unwanted embezzlement. But that rationality may not serve for all religions. The 

EOTC is not duty bound to do so. As to thi s issue, Ato Bzouyene replied: 

all knew that re ligions are equal; but one can 't deny that the EOTC is recognized by law 

as a lega l person; one may not expect the EOTC to be registered aga in . Consequently, it 

has not been registered from 1960 till thi s time. But others are not in the same position. 

Therefore, they are expected to be registered 69 

But, to this writer the reason is not sati sfactory. Because to be recognized as a legal person is not 

and can' t be a factor to preclude auditing or reporting of annual performance. The only reason, 

as Pastor Ayitegeb clarifi ed is to give unique respect to the major or old/historical religions70 

This reason gives sense to this writer. The EIASC til l 2004 has not been registered but with no 

ramification. 71 The reason was, as to the 2004 Ethiopian International Religious Freedom Report, 

their protest to the Prime Minister Office72 Had the only reason for registration and reporting 

been non-recognition by law as a legal person, the failure to renew and report by the EIASC 

would have consequence. It seems for this reason that Hajji Seid Asmare said the Islam religion 

is being treated satisfactorily since ever they have been treated before73 

A mere failure to report annual performance and audits may have a great ramification to new 

religions. But, it has nothing to do with the "historic" religious entities -EOTC and Islam. But 

thi s kind of treatment against supreme law of the land may have far reaching negative 

consequences. The state shouldn ' t treat some as if they were 'step children' but others as ' real 

children' . This type of di scriminat ion doesn't go with the const itutional declaration of equality of 

religious entities. Let alone the govemment, physical persons could not treat 'i ll egitimate ' child 

and adopted child unequal with the child in regular marri age in succession laws74 

68 Ibid, at point 3, p- I 
69 Interview with Ato Bzouyene Gebre Egzeabher, in Supra Note 43 
70 Interview with Pastor Aytegeb Birhanu, the Seventh Day Adventist Church Pastor in the Main Center(Stadium), 

(sep. 16,2010) 
71 Ethiop ian International Religious Freedom Report (2004), p-3 
72 Ibid, p-3 
73 Interview with Hajji Said Asmare, Head of Monument Protection and Publ ic Relations in EIASC, (Oct. 8, 20 10) 
74 See Civ. C. in Supra Note 23, Art 836 
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The other point as to the practice of the CSOA is to order the religious institution to publicize the 

name in news paper75 The main rationality to this publicizing is to know whether there is an 

opposition to the establi shment of that new religious organization. As to Bzouyene G/Egziabher, 

the very purpose is to know whether that reli gion is reall y new. He, in clear marU1er said that: 

to publicize in news paper will help the existin g religions from overtaking of their name 

and thei r good will by the new comers. No reli gion can be establi shed in the name of 

others . And if the a ll eged new re li gion is 'secessionist' from the existing religion, the act 

of publicizi ng will help the ' rampa nt' religion whether the fo rmer was seceded in 

peaceful means without embezzlement, corruptio n or other mi sconducts. Tn the later case, 

the agency co uld not register th e secession ist religion, lin less the rampant religion 

. d I 76 penmtte to (0 so. 

By this case, the Islamic League of supreme council was dismissed. The main reason was that it 

got legal personality with the same name of the Ethiopian Islamic Affairs Supreme Council.77 

After it got legal recognition, its certi ficate of legal personality was revoked by the CSOA where 

the EIASC alleged the fo rmer acquired the latter 's name. 78 To me Islam and Islamic league as 

nomenclature are different. The first is a general terminology to the Islamic religions. And the 

later is a league in that terminology i.e. specific issues which can' t fit with the Islamic League 

might have gotten a space in the general terminology. In such situation to have different and 

independent institutional arrangement is necessary. 

Had the argument of the CSOA been true, the institutions li ke protestant, catholic or orthodox 

ent iti es couldn't have been an institution independent of one another. They are parts of 

Christianity so that no differences would be possible as the case at issue. But, for different 

dogmatic and traditional differences, these entiti es under Chri stianity have got independent legal 

personality. The case is not different for the Islamic one. In Islamic religion, there are sects like 

Kharaj ite, Shiite, and Sunni M uslims. So it would not be amazi ng if that is true in Ethiopia. 

In like manner, there could be an Islamic sect which has a difference from the recognized 

Ethiopian Islamic Affairs Supreme Council. But, Muslims like Hajji Seid Asmare insit that the 

75 See Annex 2, point 10, p- 5 
76 In terview with Bzouyene GebreEgziabher, Supra Note 43 
77 Ibid 
78 Ibid 
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only legall y recognized Islamic religious Institution is EIASC; every institution which needs to 

be under the Islamic dogma and practice are expected to be registered under the wi llingness of 

EIASC79 But to me it is unwise to accept such reasoning. If that was true, no religious pluralism 

would be in the globe. 

For instance, in orthodox Clu'istianity, there may be difference on dogmatic and practices so that 

one may need to depart itself from the ex isting or ' main' religion. In that time it could be unfair 

and absurd to deny its difference and deny recognition. If that is so, to make that position under 

the main "branch" is against the institutional ri ght of new religions. If difference was not 

recognized, all religions in this time wou ld have been under one institutional umbrella. Thus, we 

have to take care about thi s issue in giving legal personal ity. 

Really, it can be amazing to say two religions or business organizations can have identical 

names. But, we have to take concern as to the objective and purposes of these institutions. They 

are very di fferent. The first are not establi shed for profits but the later. However, if the names of 

the religious organizations are identical, the right to sue and the duty to be sued may be prone to 

difficulty. Their similari ty may mislead everyone. 

However, the effect of mi sleading is highly and substantially different in religious organizations 

and other organizations - especially business organizations. In business organizations, the main 

goal of the institutions is to get profit so that their profit shouldn ' t be affected by unfair 

competition. The good will of businesses has significant meaning to them. However, the main 

goal of most religious institutions is to get the believers reve lation and sit in the right side of the 

divine in the forthcoming world or forever. Thei r good wi ll doesn' t have strict relation with 

their objective. 

As a tradition, Ethiopian religions which have much number of fo llowers affix the name 

'Ethiopian' before their name. For instance, EOTC and EJASC are the principal ones which affix 

the prefix "Ethiopian" before their principal name. This seems the main factor which misleads 

these religions to count them selves as if they were the only religions. This perception has been 

developed true for most followers in the Islamic and Orthodox Clu·istianity. 

79 Interview with Hajji Said Asmare, Supra Note 73 
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This perception seems being accepted even in the Seventh Day Adventi st Church in Ethiopia. It 

has opposed the estab li shment of the Oromyian Seventh Day Adventist Church 80 For that 

matter, the CSOA rejected the granting of legal personality alleging that the only Seventh Day 

Adventi st Church is the one establi shed before81 

[n aggregate, if the state accepts the majority religion 's argument and rejects the legal personality 

of the new religious institutions, iI is impliedly deciding on dogmatic and traditional issues of 

religions. In such case, the state is deciding on religious entities what to follow and how to 

follow. In rejecting the recognition of legal personal ity of the new religions for the above 

reasons, the state is recommending the ' new' religions to accept the existing majors' dogmas and 

practices and act same. 

The other issue as to the executi ve interference on religious interFerence is deciding directly the 

dogmas and religious verses. In Waghimra Zone82
, there has been persisting dispute since 1990 

between the Orthodox Church followers in Serer Bale-Egziabhere local church. The issue was 

that group of the loca l church called 'evil eye' (,budas' in the loced tradition), couldn 't serve in 

the local church as priest, deacon or in other capacity. The reason was that these groups can ' t 

serve in the church as dictated by the biblical verses83 The other group strongly opposed that the 

bible doesn' t recognize such discrimination and what is specified verse by the first group is an 

"old testament" verse84 Actually [ have no detailed knowledge on bible. But the main issue here 

to me is who should solve such di sputes. 

For about 15 years the local church has been closed. For alleviating such problem, the 

government took measures like advancing the societies consciousness teaching its being 

trad itional of the above perception. And more over, it interprets the bible as to the concerns of 

the crafts men in dispute. For that matter, the Zonal Office of Communication prepared a 

module on October 2007 on the interpretation of the bible as to the issues in hand85 Moreover, 

on January 2008 the same executive organ printed out a module to mainstream the equality of 

80 Interview with Pastor Ayitegeb Birhanu, Supra Note 70 
8! Interview with Buzouyene GebreEgceabher, Supra Note 43 
82 Waghimra Zone is one of the Administrative Units in Amhara National Regional State 
8l Priest Gebeyaw Belete, the Representative of Rampant Group of Serer Bale-egziabher Local Church 
8'1 Ata Misgane Tegegne, the Representative of Secessionist Group of Serer ba le-Egziabher Loca l Church 
" Be EdeTtibeb Balemuyawoch Lay Ya lewun Hualaker Astesaseb Lemastekakel yewota Ekid (a Plan to Alleviate 

the Problem Related to Back Ward Outlooks towards Crafts Men) (trans lat ion mine) (Oct, 2007) 
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persons 111 what ever Issue and where ever and the biblical interpretation on the all eged 

problem. 86 

Both documents were as to the meaning of the crafts men in the bible and status of them in the 

Chri stianity faith. Finall y, these documents Iwritings concluded the bible stands for equality and 

discrimination is impossible. After then, on May 7 of same year, the government officials 

including the head executive of the Zonal Administration held a meeti ng in the locality and to ld 

the community accepts the governmental decision so that the crafts men should serve in the local 

church as a priest, deacon and in other capacities; the community strongly opposed the 

allegations of the local government87 A day after that meeting, the local government militia 

armed with necessary equips took journey to the locality to execute such decision88 After then, 

the locality armed with traditional equi pments and guns blocked the goverru11ent force and front 

was formed. Thanks to the wise man, the leader of the government force, of the mili tia gives up 

the miss ion and gave surrender so that the front cooled down without any loss of life or bodily 

harm. 

[ am not interested here in analyzing the situation of the front. But the main and immediate 

cause for this conflict was the governmental interference in interpreting the dogma of the bible. [ 

would prefer if they (crafts mean) were treated equally wherever. But, the implementation 

couldn 't be achieved in such measure and arrangement. One, that kind of measure may aggravate 

the issue and vio lence would persist. Two, such kind of issues are to be left to the religious 

institutions as religious matter. The rel igious institution could solve the dispute in amicable 

arrangement. If not, the other group may establish another local church and the government 

should he lp them to do so. For instance, the government can help the group by enabling them in 

registering as an independent religion and in lending tax free land. But I am not saying other 

measures shouldn't be taken. 

The other thing relating to the executive interference is sponsoring ceremonies of religious ho ll y 

days. Nowa day, most religious ceremonies are being broad casted in goverru11ental Media. That 

includes making religious ceremonies transmitted in audio- video Medias live. For instance 

86 Wagh imra Ene Ede Tibeb,(Waghimra and crafts deed) (translation mine) (Jan. 2008) 
87 May 7, 2008 - Meeting was he ld in Hamllsit 
S8 May 8, 2008 - Armed Militia Marched to the Area - i. e. to Serer 
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Meskkel ceremony (the finding of true cross) and most Muslim ho lydays are permitted to be 

transmitted in electronic media. If such is true for the Muslims and Orthodox CIU'istian and is 

celebrated in special cooperation with the government, other new religions may inevitably claim 

so. But, the government may unable to do fo r all having scarcity of money, time and premises. 

In the above case, the publ ic premises such as the stad ium and other public places are to be 

closed. Moreover, the Medias for public service are occupied by ceremony of one or some group 

of the community. But, we have to be aware that the public needs the media and the premises for 

public purpose. In such case, the public interest should prevai l. Actually, to lerance ob liges us to 

remain si lent on such practices. But, tolerance presupposes reciprocal benefit. 

Governmental organs may argue that these kinds of ceremonies are source of govermnental 

revenue in connection with tourism. But that rationality should have worked for all religious 

ceremonies of all religions. If that kind of special treatment is to some religions but to others, it 

can be inevitable that other religions may fight for that level of acceptance so that dispute may 

arise. Moreover, it is interference in the religious matters of newer religions. Because, the state 

is impliedly making hierarchy of rel igions. 

Again that type of support is against the followers of non-religious values. Their place, their 

money, their time are "stolen" by the govenmlent for religious purposes. But no reciprocal 

benefit is to atheists. Their public money should have been used properly for public purpose. 

Executive speeches and religious symbol are the other interference on religious domain. In 

relation to this, President Girma Wolde Giorgis the state of saying 'May God bless Ethiopia' 

(0000000 000000 DODD ) in the opening and completion of his speeches either in 

parliament or in other occasions may be against secularism in broad sense. The idea may be 

inflicting to members if there is a member who adheres to non-religious value. It even may be 

against religion adherents where their Supreme Divine is not God. 

The issue worth noting in thi s subsection is the interference of the executive is participation on 

the appointment of religious leaders and participation in internal di sputes of religions. In the Full 

Gospel Church, the Ministry of Justi ce totall y di smi ssed the leaderships of the church and call 
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two different leadership 's General Assembly together, on the same decision 8 9 The federal 

govenU11ent interfered during 2003 in the internal affairs of the EIASC by participating in the 

installation of EIASC officials following an internal power struggle; a Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs representative attended the election sessions to demonstrate the goverlUllent's interest in 

the issue90 In the di sputes of the EOTC at Synod level, the participation of Ministers like 

Seyoum Mesfn and Dr. Shiferaw Hailemariam in the session was questionable. 

Burial ceremony and procedure is the last issue worthy noting here. How to bury a corpus is an 

issue to the religious entities. Where to burry is again an issue to religious insti tutions. Even 

after the death of a person, religions have an interest on the corpus to the sake of revelation in the 

transcendental world (life after death). But there is an issue of scarcity of land; especially in 

cities . Thus the govenUllent may have a regulation to that action. Thus it may take a measure to 

burn the corpus. Andras Sajo argues that people are buried for centuries not because it facilitates 

resurrection but for public health reasons91 As to him, it could be possible to burn or enact a law 

to regulate how and where to burry. The time is now. The land in cities is becoming too 

expensive to provide to funeral purpose. 

If the goverlUllent does not regulate that, the tensions on the place and conduct of funeral 

ceremonies may reach climax. For instance Muslims, "along with members of the Ethiopian 

Orthodox Church" attacked a Christian man 's funeral and subsequently fill ed in the plot where 

he was going to be laid to rest92 After the fam il y appealed to the local govermnent, no actions 

were taken to allow them to conduct a proper fu neral and burial. Because of that hosti le 

environment, the family was forced to journey "96 k.l11 from its home" in order to bury its 

beloved one. The case was similar in Waghinu'a Zone. 

89 Letter of Ministry of Justice; as Quoted by Tekalign Fanta, Managing Religious Con fli cts: a Study of the Legal 
Framework with Particu lar Reference to the 2006 Muslim-Chris tian Conflict in Oromiya (AAU, unpublished 
LL.M Thes is, 2008) foot note 60, 1'-42, 

90 See Eth iopia; In ternational Freedoms Report, Supra Note 71, 1'-3. 
9 1 Andras Sajo, Constitutionalism and Secularism: The need for Public Reason; in Cardozo Law Review Vo l. 30, 

No.6 (2009), 1'- 240 I 
92 Un iversal Periodic Review 2009, ETHIOPIA, Supra Note 59 
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4.2.3 Judicial Interference on Religious Maters 

The first law which permits court to interfere on religious mat1ers is the Civi l Code. Under its at1 

403 it stipulates that bodies referred in Chapter [ of Title II Book I obliges them to be liable for 

any damage arising from that fau lt or act of their organs or servants in accordance with the 

provisions of the title of the civil code relating to extra- contractual liability and un-lawjid 

Enrichment. 93 Therefore, the religious organizations are liable for the acts they committed or 

fai led to act. This state of liability may not be criticized. But there are situations where the 

implementation of some provisions becomes difficult. 

For example a religious news paper writer on behalf of hi s/her religion may be alleged to have 

defamed some other religious leader. Let say some one writes there is no God at all but 

believers in Orthodox Tewahido are following that vacuum '. An adherent of One - God may say 

there is nothing as said trinity; how does one equals with three? This kind of assettions may be 

defamation to adherents of Christianity. But we have to remind that the religious creeds in our 

religion are always true. Sayings against such 'truths' are defamation. By religious facts, there 

are many controversial issues. 

Whatever their complexities may be, defamation under Art 2044 of Civ. Code is committed 

where a person by his 'words, his writings or by any other means acts in such a way as to make 

another living person detestable, contemptible or ridiculous and to jeopardize his credit, his 

reputation or his jilture 94 Having fu lfilled such cumulative requirements, the truthfulness of the 
9' 

alleged statements is the very defence of the alleged defendant. ' But the defendant should 

adduce a proof of the accuracy of those charges against him. To do so, what he may adduce is 

the holy books or traditions of his religion. In such case, the COUlt as an interpreter of the law 

will assess the admissibility of such proof. In this time, it is inevitable to intrude to the dogmas 

and traditions of religious communities. We can say, therefore, the legislature leaves a loop hole 

to the judiciary to intrude in religious affairs. 

9l See Civi l code, Supra Note 23 , Art 403(1) 
" I bid Art 2044 
95 Ibid: Art 2047 
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The other principal and perplex ing issue is the recognition of religious courts. The constitution 

has principally recognized the judiciary as the prime di spute settler. Judicial powers, both al 

fede ral and stale levels, are vested inlhe courls96 But Art 78(4), Art 78(5) and Art 34 (5) of the 

constitution have a clue as to the probability of the establ ishment of religious and customary 

courts. And more over Art 37( 1) which deals about ri ght of access to justice as one ground to 

have religious or other judicial organs other than the judicial branch. These sub provisions are 

here put in the shape they had in the constitution to suit the reader: 

Art-78(4) 

Art-78(5) 

Art-34(5) 

Arf-3 7(J) 

Special or ad hoc courts which take j ud ic ia l powers away from the regular courts 

or institutions legally empowered to exercise judicial [unctions and which do not 

(ollow legally prescribed procedures shall not be established. 

pursuant to sub-Article 5 of Article 34 the House of Peoples ' Representatives and 

State Councils can establish 01' give official recognition to religious and 

CUStOIl101Y courts. ReligiOUS and customOlY courts that had state recognition and 

jill1ctioned prior to the adoption of the Constitution shall be organized on the 

basis of recognition accorded to them by this Constitutiol1. 

This Const itution shall not preclude the adjudication of disputes relating to 

personal and family laws in accordance with religious or custol11G1Y laws. with 

the consent ofthe parties to Ihe dispute. Particulars shall be determined by law. 

Everyone has the right to bring a jusliciable maier 10, and to obtain a decision or 

judgment by, a court of law or any other compelent body with judicial power. 

Some argued that all the sub provisions mentioned above have to be interpreted narrowl y and 

consistentl y as they are exceptions to the principle. Therefore, the establishment of religious 

courts has to fulfill the requirements under Art 78(4) (i.e. take judicial powers away from the regular 

courts or institutions legally empowered 10 exercise judicial jill7ctions and which do not follow legally 

prescribed procedures shall not be established). Let alone religious courts which are sectarian and 

may be contrary to the secular principles, special or ad hoc courts are prohibited to be 

establi shed, if they took Judicial power and do not follow the legally prescribed procedures. 

96 See FORE Constitution, Supra Note 2, Art 79( 1) 
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Permitting religious courts to entertain secul ar matters is impliedly accepting reli gious laws in 

the legal system. If that is so by public money, there is a deed of injustice where the religious 

laws are against the constitutional principles. But I am not only concerned with the 

consti tutionality of the establishment of these institutions. But once they are establi shed, they are 

expected to act as if they were judic ial organ. If they interpret the dogmatic value of the religion 

having entertained the secular maters, we can say the judiciary is interpreting the reli gious law 

by the sponsorship of the state. 

Whatever the dispute is perplexing the Sharea court is the first and primary in Ethiopia in getting 

legal recognition by Federal Sherea Courts Conso lidation Proclamation No. 118/99. But in 

decision making, it is inevitable that a difference cou ld arise. The main issue here, therefore, can 

be who should decide on diffe rence of dogmatic Islamic laws in the Sharea court. Can, for 

instance, a plaintiff in religious courts apply to CCII HOF for interpretation? The only provision 

wh ich shade a light to the issue at hand is art 20(6) of the above proclamation. It says; 

the Chief KadP', on hi s own initiative, or suggestions made to him by divisions of the 

COUlt or up on petitions made by palt ies to a di spute, direct cases invo lving a basic 

difference between divisions of the fede ral supreme court of Sharea, as regards 

interpretat ion of Islamic Law, to be heard by a di vision composed of not less than five 

kadis98 

Let the initiative or suggestion got acceptance and more than five kadis mere composed 

and interpret the Islamic Law. The problem is here; in ties the decision is to be in 

majority being this is a decision making process . Unfortunately, the kadi s can be atheist 

or adherents of other religion but may have suffic ient knowledge to sharia law and 

recruited or appointed as Kadi . Such Kad is may interpret the Sharia law but against the 

majority of the Muslim community or the Uolama Council of Islam, the highest Islam 

law interpreter. 

As to the dogmatic interpretation of lslamic Laws, Hajji Seid Asmare, the head of public 

relations in the EIASC (Ethiopian Islamic Affairs Supreme Counci l) bitterly opposes the above 

97 Kadi Means a Judge appointed and sitt ing at any level of courts of Sharea, See 31t 2(1) of Federal Courts of 
Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No. I 88/99 

98 See Sharia Courts Proclamation above, Art 20(6) 
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approach. The power to interpret religious laws and their implication shouldn't and can't be left 

to only fi ve judges (kad is) which can be completed onl y in simple majori ty vote99 In the EIASC, 

there is one Counci l which dea ls the interpretation and implications of Islamic Laws. This 

council is a group of "scholars" in Islamic Holy Books and laws called the Uolama Council 

(00000 0 000 0/00 ) .1 00 While th is Council is in life, the government/legis lature shouldn't 

give such power to the kadis at the cost of the Islamic decision making on own matters. 

As to the interpretation of religious dogmas, the worst of all , even beyond the above case is that 

the determination of criteria fo r appo intment. Any Ethiopian who is trained in Islamic law in 

Islamic Educationallnstitulions or has acquired adequate experience and knowledge in Islamic 

law ... 101 But the principal actor to appoint Kadis is JAC (Judicial Administration Council). 102 In 

doing so, it is inevitable to test the candidate as to his knowledge of Islamic law. To accept or 

reject, JAC is expected to search fo r knowledge of the candidate by comparing what the Islamic 

laws say and how much he knows too. 

The other issue is as to the Witches . Witches have been accused and imprisoned in the past fi ve 

years. One of their charge is they simulated the pub li c sayi ng " We can fly, we can cure HIV, we 

are even source of revelation." 103 If the public belief that 'fact ' , the truthfulness of the question 

(the issue) are not to be examined by the courts/ goverlUllental organs, unless their deed or 

manifestat ion is against the publ ic interest, health, moral and other li mitations. If we, in strict 

sense, want to limit manifestation of freedom of re ligion, the limit is to be on the believers. We 

can't sue "God" or Angles . 

4.3 Religious Interference on State Matters 

In chapter three, I have dealt with issues related to religious interfe rence on governmental 

matters and what they mean. In conclus ion, the religious creeds and practices shouldn't 

intervene on state matters laws, executive deeds and courts. But in Ethiopia, there are instances 

where such interferences are persisted. 

99 Interview with Hajj i Said Asmare, Supra NOle 73 
100 Ibid 
101 Sharia Court Proclamation, Supra NOle 97, An 16(1) 
102 Ibid, Art 17 
103 Tamrat Gelleta and other Witches have been accused and pun ished for thei r al legation; See Google Amharic 

Newspaper reprinted on Oct. 20, 20 I ° 
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Firstl y, it could be better to see religious influences on legislation. As I have seen in the 

literature, homosexuality, abortion and bigamy in laws should be prohibited or permitted by due 

rational ground. Whatever it may be, our law prohibits the fi rst two acts in the name of morality 

and permit bigamy in some cases; however, ultimately the reason is the religious creeds.! 04 

Homosexuality is not to be prohibited for rational grounds dealt in chapter three of thi s paper. 

Actually the philosophy of countries on the moral standards and morality is different. The public 

morality in US and other developing states li ke Ethiop ia is very apart. The consciousness of the 

traditionali st and reli gious strictest people and li beral one on such matters is again different. 

Therefore, we could not claim that the practice in US should work here in Ethiopia. We can 

predict how much the people could become aggressive and how to respond to the issue. 

The law and the government are expected to regulate the conducts of the citizen. But what we 

have to remind is that the ultimate power resides on the NNPs of Ethiopia. This in practical terms 

means that they can influence the laws and decision of the state. The ultimate concern for group 

ri ghts in Ethiopia may indicate that the influence of religious entities as an entity may obtain a 

due respect by the goverrunent in opposing homosexuality. More over about above 95% of the 

population is adherent of religion. For that matter, the majority inev itably wi ll decide on the 

opposition of homosexuality. In such case, we can say that the public decides on the issue for 

whatever reason. We should accept that decision being majority deci sion is the prime instrument 

in democracy. 

Although laws are enacted wi thout rational ground, it could be necessary evil to accept that law. 

But accepting that law may not mean the law is independent of religious influence. And 

ultimately we cmmot say religion interfered in state matter. Fortunately, the Ethiopian criminal 

code recognized the criminality of homosexuality. Art 629 of this code clearly expresses 

whoever performs with another person of the same sex a homosexual act, or any other indecent 

act, is punishable with simple imprisonment.!05 

The other issue is abortion. The provisions of the criminal code to regulate abortion are here 

specified to ease the analysis. Art 545 of the criminal code declares that the intentional 

I().I FDRE Criminal Code, Supra Nore 30, Art 629, 545 and 650 respec! ively governs Homosexual ity, Abortion and 
Bigamy 

105 See FDRE Criminal Code, Supra Note 30, Ar!629 
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termination of a pregnancy, at whatever stage or however effected, is punishable according to 

the following provisions, except as otherwise provided under Article 551. 106 The only conditions 

are here provided under Article 551: 

(1) Termination of pregnancy by a recognized medical institution within the Period permitted by 

the profession is not punishable where: 

a) the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest; or 

b) the continuance of the pregnancy endangers the life of the mother or the child or the health 

of the mother or where the birth of the child is a risk to the life or health of the mother; or 

c) where the child has an incurable and serious deformity; or 

d) where the pregnant woman, owing to a physical or lI1enlal deficiency she suffers /i'OJn or 

her minority, is physically as well as menially unfit to bring up the child. 

(2) In the case of grave and imminent danger which can be averted only by an immediate 

intervention, an act of terminating pregnancy is not punishable. 

Art 552. - Procedure of Terminating Pregnancy and the Penalty of Violating the Procedure: 

(1) The Ministry of Health shall shorlly issue a directive whereby pregnancy may be terminated 

under the conditions specified in Article 551 above, in a manner which does not affect the 

interest of pregnant women. 

(2) In the case of terminating pregnancy in accordance with sub-article (1) (a) of Article 551 the 

mere statement by the woman is adequate to prove that her pregnancy is the result of rape or 

incest. 

Restricting abortion is very difficult. The first reason is that it may be difficult to prove when the 

fertilization begins. Even if the time is lmown it will be difficult to demark the time when the 

fetus will get protection. Let accept that life begins at the moment of feliilization and that life be 

protected. In this time the life of the mother should be compared with the life of the guest fetus . 

If that is so, we can argue that the mother can decide on her own guest and her life. The second 

reason is that a woman may say the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest benefiting from Art-

551( 1). Because in the case of terminating pregnancy in accordance with sub-article (I) (a) of 

Article 551, the mere statement by the woman is adequate to prove that her pregnancy is the 

result of rape or incest. It seems only either for paper value or to satisfy religious adherents that 

this provision got space in the criminal code. 

106 Ibid, Art 545( 1) 
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Although abortion should have been left to the free choice of the mother, the state had put 

restricting law. But the stipulation is inevitably viewed in the eyes of religious organizations. 

Most religious leaders believe that had the law permitted the free choice of the mother regarding 

abortion, the religious entities might have been disappointed. l O
) I think the most fright of the 

legislature was the potential aggressive response of religious entities that made the state to 

restrict abortion. 

Bigamy is again prohibited in Ethiopian law. Whoever, being tied by the bond of a valid 

marriage, intentionally contracts another marriage before the first union has been dissolved or 

annulled, is punishable with simple imprisorunent; or, in grave cases, and especially where the 

criminal has knowingly misled his partner in the second union as to his true state, with rigorous 

imprisonment not exceeding fi ve years . lOS Any unmarried person, who marries another he knows 

to be tied by the bond of an existing marriage, is punishable with simple imprisonment. 109 

Art 651 exceptionally leaves a loop hole and exposed itself to religious creeds. It says the 

preceding Article shall not apply where bigamy is committed in contormity with religious or 

traditional practices recognized by law. llo The state of being a rel igious adherent who accepts 

bigamy may relieve some one from criminal liability. This is again religious interference in state 

laws. 

The other case is religious interference on the legal framework of rel igious public holidays . Most 

holydays are religious in Ethiopia. lll Most holy days are traditionally accepted Orthodoxy or 

Islamic ones. The problem is not onl y the case that public hol idays are based on religious 

grounds. But there are so many associated problems. The basic one may be the question of 

treating religions non-di scriminatorily. Every religion may not have respective holly days which 

can be nearly impossible. If each has a public holiday, it will be difficult to carry out any public 

work in the country. Its consequences are more considerable for developing countries. 

107 Interviews with religiolls leaders like Pastor Ayitegeb, Pastor Abiy Agena and Priest (Kess is) Belay Tegegne 
have responded that the state took a curious caution before doing tha t. But if the state permitted free choice, it 
wou ld be very difficult to accept that. Thus, religions would have fou ght for the sacred life of impetus. 

108 See FDRE Crim inal Code, Supra Note 30, Art 650(1) 
\09 Ibid Art 650(2) 
11 0 Ibid, Art 651 
111 Public Holly Day Proclamation No. 16174 
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In the Seventh Day Adventist Church, workers don't work on Saturday. And students don't 

attend classes on this day. Worst of all the students don ' t take a national examination. For 

Seventh Day Adventist Church, the situation has very grave consequence. In each year, the 

followers of this religion could be neglected from the Nationa l Examinations of the country 

where that was to be conducted on Saturday; about 10,000 followers have been reported missing 

the exam, while the Examinations were on Saturday. 112 Let alone interferences on daily account 

of the state, they do not claim even one day in a year. This has mass ive and voluminous effects 

on the adherents of this religion. 

In addition to the above problems, most religious students in higher education claim to build 

worship places and even made the premises of the campus as a worshiping place. For example, 

the Addis Ababa University Muslim students ' claim for that effect was a perplexing question. ll3 

If the government accepts their claim, it wi ll inevitably accept the question of others. If that is so, 

the public center will potentially be the source of fundamentalism and education centers will be 

centers of religious propaganda rather than being center of scholars. The ceremony of Ethiopian 

Orthodox Church believes of Easter in Cafeterias and singing! praying in the Cafeterias of 

Higher Institution every yeaI'I 14 is again a fact wh ich undermines the principle of secularism. 

These facts have myriad of far-reaching consequences. 

Tn the first place, these practices contradict Art 90(2) of the constitution which prohibits religious 

influence on education. Two, it may be very clear that other religions claim so and at last, the 

institution would inevitably be a religious institution. Moreover, tension prevails. It is undeniable 

fact that Ethiopian constitution guarantees the right to establish worshiping institutions. I IS Using 

this right, every religion can establish and propagate its belief in the permitted worshiping places. 

Actually the problems are being observed even in the religious private schools. Most religious 

private schools are counting themselves as if they were the inherent parts of the religion so that 

are doing in accordance with creeds of their religion. 

11 2 Interview with Pastor Ayitegeb Birhanu, Supra Note 70 
113 Addis Zemen Newspaper, Tahsas 12, 2002, E, C No.1 02 
114 Eye Observation When r was in Dire Dawa having accomplished my LLB, thi s fact has been repeated yearly 
lIS See FDRE Constitution, Supra note 2, Art 27(2) 
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Religious symbols in public institutions are not again far from criti cism. Religious symbols in 

the governmental institutions are being blamed that they made the government premises a 

religious entity. Secularism relies on the material and spiritual aspects . Thus the premises 

themselves have to be free from being a church. Many blame that the crosses around the 

compound of the palace of the Ethiopian Prime Minister and other public places should be 

'changed in to ruins'. The presidents saying 'God bless Ethiopia' at the end of inaugural 

ceremony of the parliament and hi s being a president is blamed as religious interference on 

state matters. 

Death penalty is to be signed by the president. However there has not been any death penalty 

since the presidency of Girma Wolde-georgis. Death penalty has been persisted unexecuted for 

abo ut eight years. The rumors are that the final decision maker to execute death penalty, the 

president, is adherent of religion. As to one confidential interview the president's decision is 

mostly influenced by religious creeds. 

But as it is dealt in the main part of this paper, the justifications to decide state matters should 

have been established on objective, rational and secular grounds. The main justifications to 

punish criminalists l16 are to save the public as a whole in the public interest. Thus, a person with 

non-rational if not irrational, ground should not dismiss the court decision which passed many 

procedural guarantees to the accused at the cost of the public interest. I don't know why that 

power is given to the president to be led by his lonely conscience. In fact, this needs other 

independent research. 

But the crucial and the critical issue to thi s writer is once the power to decide on some maters is 

given by legal and practical arrangement, the decision is expected to be executed in rational 

ground. The basis should not prone to non-rational ground like "because 1 believe like that". 

This kind of argument is not rational, if not an irrational at all. But it may be difficult to demark 

which value influences someone in decision making. 

Again, as to the religious interference on the state matters may be observed in courts. One, they 

have being observed to make oath in Bible and Kura'an. Secondly, religious courts, even without 

116 e~~ ~ l/!~ililNiV~ W<'!~I3'/:l U'~ (basic principles of crimina l law) (translat ion mine) (1994) p 15-20 
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legal recognition have been entertaining secular mattes like family cases .1I7 Some practices 

indicate that marriage related issues where the marriage is concluded in accordance with the 

religion of both or one of them are to be settled by religious courts. The "defacto religious 

court" in EOTC is deciding cases related to marriage according to the Orthodox dogmas and 

traditions (kurban) . 118 Amazingly the above religious 'court' has been deciding cases in relation 

to religious marriages without legal prescription. 

In aggregate, religion shall not interfere in state matters doesn't only imply the action of religion 

on state matters but, the state shouldn 't let religion interfe red. Because the sovereign is not 

religious community; rather the state is the only sovereign representing the people. The state 

unilaterally may permit religions to interfere in the formers domain. But that does not relieve one 

from the blame of violation of the non interference clause. 

4.4 Overlapping Matters 

Although state and religion are from different philosophies and arrangements, both have a task to 

do on the public so that it will be inevitable to intersect somewhere. I 19 Ato Kefialew Azeze in the 

invited speech in the Meskel Ceremony at l61h Sep 2003 (E.C) on the stage said that the non 

interference clause doesn't preclude both the state and religions in working together. He clearly 

admits that keeping their boundary, they can participate and be united in a shared agenda. 120 

Non-interference under Art 11 (3) is that both parties have to make their deed differ their 

respective role.121 One, not to influence the other or not to be obstacle to the other, should 

exercise its power or discharge its duty in the boundary respective to it. 122 

The expression saying "the hope of .. religious communities of Ethiopia to live together in 

equality and unity" under Ethiopian Constitution is a constitutional philosophy that got the 

historical pluralistic tolerance of Ethiopian religions. Fasil Nahoum strengthens this assertion 

that the above saying doesn' t ' concern only the hi stori es of religious institutions' tolerance but it 

highly concerns the religious institutions 'should ' unit for common purpose and shared miss ions 

11 7 Ethiopian Orthodox Church Religious or Spiritual 'Court! has been doing so. 
"' Interview with Priest Belay Tegegne, the Presiding 'Judge' of the EOTC Religious Court (Oct 23, 2010) 
119 See Fas il Nahoum, in Supra Note 4, p- 6 
120 Kefia!ew Azeze, V ice Mayor of AA Administrating , Addresses in Meske! Ceremony (Sep.16, 2003 E.C) 
121 See Fasi l Nahoum, in Supra Note 4, p- 7 
122 Ibid, p_? 
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to serve the publ ic and enhance cohesion in the people. In such case, thi s non-minimal 

constitutional philosophy invites and offers the way that religious communities could be partners 

wi th each other. 123 

Pastor Ayitegeb said that everything in the globe is not beyond the perspective of religion and 

every practice is not beyond Ten Commandments of the Holy Bible. Therefore, it can't be said 

that religions should be idle in issues which are not religious. The goverrunent is also in that 

traclc For truth, love, justice and peace, both the government and religious institutions can do or 

stand together. This has a special emphasis particu larl y to the Seventh Day Adventist Church. 

The church focuses even on the temporal life like health and education in equal level of deeds fo r 

the soul. 124 

Many people in most religions believe that religions should only do preach in their worshipping 

places. 125 But to the seventh Day Adventi st as well as to other religions, the idea of separation 

should be understood in well - crafted maImer and reasonably. Imagine, Pastor Aytegeb said, the 

religious parti cipation only in the theological aspect of holy books; but unless the believer could 

translate that to practice, there would be no revelation; to get transcendental life in heaven, the 

religious institutions and believers should do good thing in earth. 126 For instance not to kill , not 

to th ief, not to commit adultery, to respect elders .... The state has due concern to all of these 

issues. Thus overlaps could be inevitable. 

Can religious leaders /pastors criticize the state in the process of teaching religion? Or can they 

do in organized manner? Shaleka Admase in the debate of the Constituent Assembly insisted that 

non-interference doesn' t and shouldn't preclude the re ligious communities to oppose secular law 

even the constitution, if the later is contrary to religious laws; thus , the religious entities should 

not remain sil ent when the state enacts or proclaims satanic law contrary to the religious laws. 12l 

The government in committing injustice, killing and other cases which discourage love and 

aggravate violence, the religious insti tutions have to fight the government or other parties at least 

in words in persuading them. 

123 Ibid, p- 13 
124 Interview with Pastor Ay itegeb Birhanu, Supra Note 70 
125 Ibid 
126 Ibid 
127 H. E Sha leka Admase Speech in Ethiopian Conslitutiona l Assembly, Supra Note II, p- 13 
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This can be observed from the pre-election advice to the political paI1ies to accept the "result" of 

the election whatever it be. In the appeal of religious leaders made peaceful respect of the 

electoral procedure, the EOTC didn ' t participate, indicating her hesitancy to involve in political 

matters. 128 Its hesitancy is well-rationalized as to me. Because, the appea l to implement political 

documents may reach to the support of political views. 129 The procedure as many opposition 

parties understand was a road to the realization of only EPRDF's mission. IJO If religions 

participate in such issues which are purely political , the government or other opposition party 

may use them to materialize their mission. In doing together, the state and the govenunent may 

face collision. For instance, for the state justice may be to give for whom the things are owned. 

But for religions, justice may be to give equal share to everybody. 

4.5 Institutional Problems 

By institutional problems, I am saymg problems related to alleviating/umpiring the di sputes 

between state and religion, inter-rel igious and intra-religious. In this time, disputes between the 

government and religions, either in higher or local level, disputes between religions and disputes 

in religions themselves is being extended. 

As to the disputes between states and religions, it could be easy to say there is no institution 

well-crafted to solve these problems. These disputes can be legal as well as pragmatic. As to the 

problems of laws (interpretation aspect), HOF is under the ultimate power aIld duty. A1123(1) of 

the CCI proclamation No. 250/200 1dclard that any person whose fundamental right andjieedom 

has been inji'inged by any level of the government may bring his case to the CCI for 

constitutional interpretation. 131 But there is no case brought to the HOF on the disputes between 

state mater and religious matters. The only case in relation to this issue brought to CCI was by 

Kad ija Bashir. The case was brought by EWLA (Ethiopian Women' s Lawyer Association) . The 

128 Weeks before the 2010 Election, Religious Entities and Figures were Begging Political Parties and the Public at 
Meskel Square to accept the result of Ihe elect ion in piece. But as one of the figures of the EOTC confidentia lly 
!Old me, the EOTC rema ined silenl and didn' t pal1icipate in that March since it thinks that a po litical 
participation. 

129 See anrea sajo, 
130 For instance, Some Political Parties didn't sign! 
131 Proclamation NO.2501200 I,Counc il of Conslitutional Inquiry Proclamation, Federal Negarite Oazeta(200 I) 

art23( I) 
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case was decided by this organ as the di sputes should only go to the Sharia court if and only if 

the parties consented. 132 

The other issue is as to the case of change of venue of fi les in the Sharea Courts to the regular 

court or vice versa. Can fo r instance plaintiff in federal religious courts change the venue to the 

Federal regular Court of Ethiopia? As to the Federal Sherea Courts Consolidation Proclamation 

No. 188/99, under no circumstance slmll a case braughl before a caurl of Sharia, the 

jurisdiclian of which has been cansenled to, be tramferred 10 a regular caurl; nor shall a case 

before a regular court be transferred 10 a court of sheria. 133 The reason may be that both 

respecting courts are trained in different laws. Thus, the decisions, ether preliminary or final, 

may contain legal Jargons or religious dogmas which can be difficult to interpret. Thus if one 

(e.g. Sharia) decides on someth ing on the basis of rel igious law, the regular courts may be in 

difficu lty to see such decision. The vice versa is true. 

Disputes between two or more religions are the contemporary perplexing issues in the current 

Ethiopia. As I mentioned above, religions in Ethiopia are under tension. Ato Woynato Abera in 

the Debate of the Constituent Assembly strongly insisted that additional sub provision in Art 11 

should have been included; the sub provision was recommended to be that the state will entertain 

a dispute between two or more religions. .134 That could enhance manifestation of state 

neutrality. The chair person of the Constituent Assembly Dr. Negasu Gidada requested a legal 

advice from the members on the above issue for that matter. Ato Ahmedin Ibrahim gave his legal 

opinion on the matter. He concluded that: 

when it is said the state can't interfere in religious matters, it is to mean that the state 

can't regu late day to day activiti es of the religion- how to appoint, how to pray. But if 
there is a dispute between two or more religions, the stale is not expected to be idle. 

Rather it wi ll secure the public peace recal ling police power or defence. To secure peace 

and to protect the country are powers given to the state by the constitution. III 

132 File No. 394/92 and then the Cassation File No. 12400/1995 
IlJ See Sharea Court Proclamation, supra note 97, Art 5(4) 
\34 H.E. Ato Woynato Abera, Speech to the Constitutional Assembly, Supra Note II , p-16 
135 H.E. Ahmedin lbrahim, Speech to the Const itutional Assembly, Supra Note II , p-17 
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Finall y the provision passed in - 487 Votes in favor, 2 claim amendment and without abstinence, 

The above assertion and the fai lu re to accept at Woynato's claim to enact independent institution 

or governmental body seems the case did not get due concern, It may be argued that there was no 

as such religious dispute in that time, But in this time, the case is different. 

For this mater, the power to settle disputes between religions is left to Ministry of Federal 

Affairs, Proclamation No 47112005 as amended by Proclamation No, 64112009 added one sub 

article after art 21 (8) on the power of Ministry of Federal Affairs,l36 It says the MoFedA shall 

work in collaboration with pertinent government organs, institution of religion as well as other 

any organs so that peace and mutual respect will prevai l among followers of different religions 

andfollowers of different religions and beliefs and 10 be able 10 prevenl conflict, 137 

But the main difficulty is the perception of the people on the non interference clause, As Ato 

Tizazu Desalegn told me, the people have a perception that the government should remain idle in 

external and internal religious disputes; they allege that the government is not the proper organ to 

settle religious disputes, 138 Moreover, regular courts are not in the right track to see the di sputes, 

Because, courts mostly fo llow positivist approach of interpretation so that see only the clear law, 

But religious disputes are not to be solved in such a way because they need amicable form of 

arbitration, negotiation or other similar measure by neutral body, 

As to disputes in religious organizations (i,e, intra-disputes) the problem is not different from the 

above case, In the non- interferences clause, secularism highly sticks religious issues have to be 

regu lated by religious organizations, The cassation decisions of the Supreme Court on 

employment relation of the religious entities and their 'workers' also show that. 139 For that 

matter, they are entertaining "employment relations" between the church and the priests, 

deacons, Poe-teachers and others whose issues are strictly affiliated with the spiritual matters of 

the church, All the Supreme Court cassation decisions indicate that the regular courts cannot 

136 A Proclamation to Amend the Proclamation Prov iding the Defini tion of Powers and Duties of the Executive 
Organs ofFDRE, Proclamation No, 44 1/2009, Ar1 2 

Il7 Ib id Art 2 
138 In te;'view with Ato Tizazu Desalegn, a Legal Advisor for the Director of Directorate of Religion and Belief in 

the Ministry of Federal Affai rs (Sep, 6, 20 10) 
139 See Annexes 4, 5, 6, Decision of Cassation Division of the FDRE Federal Supreme Court 
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decide on the disputes stri ctly related to the spiritual aspects. The only cases decided by the 

cassation di vision ofthe Federal Supreme COLirt in 1998,2001 and 2002 respectively are: 

-Deacon Mihret Birhanu etal V HamerWorq St. MarlY Church, Cassation File.No.18419 

-Megabemistr Mezgebu Blayneh V Patriarch Supreme Counci/, Cassation File No. 34440 

-Deacon AyalelV Adisu V Hohetesemay St. Marry Church, Cassation File No. 47806 

As to the cases related to employment in the religious enti ties, the trial and appellate levels of the 

regular courts decided that they could entertain disputes on employment relation in accordance 

with Labor proclamation No. 377/2003, Art 3(3) (b).14o As to the Scope of Application of this 

proclamation, Art 3 put the fo llowing sub provisions: 

Art-3(1) Without prejudice to Sub-A rticle (2) of this Article, this Proclamation shall be 

applicable to employment relations based on a contract of employment that exist 

between a worker and an employer. 

Art-3(2)(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sub-Article (1) of this Article: the Council of 

Ministers may, by regulations, determine the inapplicability of this Proclamation 

on employment relations established by religiOUS or charitable organizations: 

In the above mentioned cases the lower courts stuck that all employment disputes in the religious 

institutions have to be entertained by the regular courts; the labor proclamation is to apply to 

such relations until the Council of Ministers, by regulations, determine the inapplicability of this 

Proclamation. 141 Thus, in all cases, the lower courts decided the disputes in accordance with the 

Labor Proclamation since the Counci l of Ministers did not issue any regulation. However, the 

Supreme Court Cassation Division reversed all decisions of lower courts. In the first decision, 

the federal supreme court aptly says that the employment relation which is strictly connected 

with the spiritual aspects of the religious entit ies . So that the plaintiffs in the case could not bring 

their case to the regular courts and regular courts could not entertain such disputes. 142 

Its decision was justified by the constitutional provision of seculari sm. Because to entertain 

employment disputes in religious institutions wh ich have sense of spirituality necessarily wi ll 

,40 Ibid, all pages 
141 Ibid, Summary of the Decision of the Supreme Court 
142 See Annex 4, decision of Federal Supreme Court 
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invite one to intrude in religious maters. 14) Moreover, the Labor Proclamation No. 377/2003, 

Art-3(3) (b) is not relevant to re ligious employees who have employment relations to di scharge 

spiritual tasks; that sub provision apply on ly for those who have no strict rel ation with the 

spiri tual deeds of the religious institutions. 144 

The first case (Cassation Decision File. No. 18419) has been serving as if it were a precedent on the 

disputes related to employment relation in similar cases. Fortunately, the subsequent deci sions 

were decided on the basis of the first land mark case. In Cassation File No.34440, the Supreme 

Court decided against Megabemislr Mezgebu Blayneh alleging that teaching spiritual Poe needs 

strict spiritual commitment and religious requirement. 145 Simi larly, in the third case, the 

cassation divi sion decided in the same manner it decided earlier alleging that serving as a deacon 

in religious entities is a religious mater so that the dispute should be entertained by religious 

institutions themselves; thi s deci sion passed over Deacon Ayalew Adisu (Cassation decision File 

No. 47806). 146 

The disputes as to who should serve in the priesthood of the local church in Waghimra have been 

perplexing problems. The di spute has not been solved till this moment. As to the cassation 

decisions, such case is to be determined by the religiolls entities themselves. The one who should 

decide on spiritual leaders and servants is the believer. But there is a great deal of negative 

effects on the discriminated community. For instance, disputants in Waghimra made a ' contract' 

which inflicts one group (Crafts men, 'budas ' in the language of the community)147 But, let 

alone the above discrimination in religious entities , in Ethiopia there are a great deal of problems 

in relation to individual discrimination. The main problem of Ethiopian constitution is to regulate 

individual discriminations unl ike South African. 148 So we may not be surprised of the above 

di scrimination in the rei igious services. 

Not only locally, but in the federa l level, there are a great deal of disputes in religious 

organizations. The dispute in Lideta Local Church and the General Arch of EOTC in 2005 was 

143 Ibid p-4 
1<l4 Ibid: ~ 3-5 
14> See Annex 5 , p. 3-4 
146 See Annex 6, p-2 
147 See Annex 1 1, Agreement Between the Contesting Groups 
148 The 1996 Soulh African Constitution, Art 9 
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one of the principal examples. The last year tension in EOTC was the primary. Actually the 

government offi cials were participating in the di spute resolution arrangements and proceedings 

in the Synods. But it was necessary ev il , as the government representatives said, since there was 

no other choice to so lve the problem. For the reaso n that institutional mechanism is absent, the 

government participated in the proceeding of the Synod, Tizazu Desalegn said on behalf of the 

Min istry offederal Affairs Religion and Faith Affairs Directorate. 149 

Worst of all religious entity's decisions are not executable by the executive branch of the 

government. It is fact that religious internal decisions have not executed by the government 

organs. For instance, the decision of the EOTC Arch at Waghimra was not executed by the local 

government being the decision was not accepted by the community. 150 Even, the decisions by the 

EOTC Supreme Arch on the employment disputes have been left unexecuted. It can be seen from 

the back logs in the EHRC begging for execution. 

As necessary evi l, the EHRC is trying its best to execute the decisions of the religious 

institution's decision. When I asked Ato Muluye Wolelaw, the Director of the Correction of 

Human Rights Violation Directorate, as to this issue he replied that: 

Yes most religions decide religious matters. The main prub/em, however, is to execute 

such decisions. Especially from the EOTC, many decisions remain unexecuted. For 

Ihat malter, mal1Y decisions have come to the EHRC since ils establishlllent. Thus Ihe 

EHRC as an institution to prall/ate and enhance justice could make an exertion 

(pres sure) to the execution ojdecisions.'51 

The ConUll ission has the power to ensure whether Human Rights are protected and respected by 

the govenunent bodies, political organizations (parties) and other associations as well as by their 

officials. 152 Thus, human rights guaranteed by the constitution have to be observed by religious 

organizations; and the EHRC has the duty and power to ensure that 153 

149 Interview with Tizazu Desalegn, Supra Note 138 
' 50 See Annex 9 Letter of Archbishop and Annex 10& II 
'51 Interview with Ato Mu luye Wolelaw, the Director of the Directorate of the Correction of Human Rights 

Violation in Ethiopian Human Right Comm iss ion(Sep. 2, 20 10) 
152 Proclamation No. 21012000, Ethiop ian Human Right Commiss ion Establ ishment Proclamation, Federal Negari t 

Gazeta (2000), Art 6(1) 
153 The Decision EHRC on Mezemir Abebe's case; see Annex 7 .. P.2 
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But this may have a great danger in view of the constitutional provision of non-interference 

clause. Actually, let alone the E1-IRC whose purpose is primaril y to ensure observance of the 

consti tution, the legislature, executive and the judiciary are duty bound to enforce the 

constitution especially the Human Right aspect-Chapter Three. 154 But we have to take caution as 

to the fo llow up and the observance of the human right provisions; it is to be interpreted in view 

of the fundamental principles of the constitution, of which seculari sm is the principal one. As to 

thi s issue, Ato Muluye said that: 

Art J J (3) seems to serve for the demarcation of the government and religious deeds; it 

doesn 't preclude the EHRC from entertaining religious cases or claiming execution of 

them for the sake of ensuring justice as an independent and neutral institution. The 

injustice wherever it comes should be averted; evelyone has the right to access to justice 

under Ethiopian constitution. Thus, whosoever in the country should get justice at least 

here in EHRC. But the main difficulty is that the institution itself is "tooth less dog ". 155 

But by pressurizing or by amicable means, its decisions and recommendations have been 

implemented. By amicable means and special meeting with the Patriarch, for instance, the EHRC 

made about 20 persons to come back to their former works. 156 But after the BPR, the EHRC 

planned to havc its own power of execution. Thus, the police power will execute its decisions 

like governmental or public decision makings by courts and other institutions which exercise 

judicial power. But I fear in the gui se of execution, the EHRC may interfere in pure religious 

matters. As feared , the Commission has claimed the execution of religious courts on religious 

maters. 

In the case between Mezemir Abebe Lema and Addis Ababa Hagere Sibket, decided in Ginbot 

(May) 24, 1999 E.C., in the name of execution, the Commission has interpreted the labor 

proclamation so that can apply for the employment relation between the Church and plaintiff 

even if the task is related to spiritual duty .157 The commission decided that the employment 

'54 See FDRE Const itution , Supra Note 2, Art 13( 1) 
'55 Interview with Ato Muluye Wolelaw, Supra Note 151 
156 Ibid 
157 See Annex 7 
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relation should not and could not be terminated where the 'employee ' had justified cause like 

s ick leave. The Commission in its concluding remarks passed the following decisions: 158 

1. The respondent should //lake the appellant urgenlly come back to his career 

2. The unpaid sa/my should be paid [0 Ihe appel/anI fro//l Ihe lime of lermina[ion 

3. In Ihe filture Ihe church is duty bound 10 respecl righls and il has 10 restrain 

}i'om ilS injringemenl of righls in simi/or cases 

The commission again in similar case sent an obligatory letter to the EOTC Supreme Arch that 

the later should execute the decision of the Appellate Rel igious Court in 15 days. 159 I am not here 

criticizing the diligence of the El-IRC to execute the decisions of court either regular or spi ri tual. 

But in the gu ise of that this insti tution will inevitably intrude in the internal affairs of the 

religious entities. As to Ato Terefe Wondmu, one of the investigators in the Directorate of the 

Correction of Human Rights Violation, the claim of the execution and deciding on internal 

matters of the religious entit ies is necessary evil; there is no insti tution better than EHRC to 

implement the right of access to justice in everywhere in the country. 160 This implies that the 

El-IRC knew there are no institutions which execute the deci sions of religious institutions so that 

a number of injustices have been committed in most religious institutions. 

15' Ibid, p-2 
159 See Annex 8, 
160 Ato Terefe Wondmu, [nvestigator in the Directorate of the Correction of Human Rights Vio lation 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

I. Conclusion 

In the preceding chapters, an attempt has been made to assess the scope and implication of the 

interference clause in the well-recognized legal systems and the case in Ethiopia. From the 

anal ys is, I have observed that numerous problems are being observed in Ethiopia. By weighing 

these problems with the recogni zed principles of seculari sm in critical marmer, the writer 

concl udes the following. 

In Eth iopian history, the first two constitutions (the 1931 and 1955) did not recognize the 

concept of secularism. From the time of 1974 revolution of Eth iopian people, the Oergue regime 

came with new approach. Separation of state and religion has got recognition under the 1987 

Oergue Constitution for the first time. But the constitution did not stipulate the ingredients of 

secularism in clear manner. Worst of all , thi s regime took measures to neglect religions but to 

propagate social ist ideo logy. It was against reli gion at all. The principle put under the 

constitution served only for paper value. 

The 1995 Ethiopian Constitution under Art-II declared that Ethiopia is a secularist state. It 

recognizes all elements of secular state; these are the non-establishment, the non-interference and 

common citizen ship. It stipulates all ingredients of secular state in clear and unequi vocal manner 

unlike most secularist states in our globe. But, these 'generalized' principles have been 

remained insufficient to regulate the relation between the state and religions . In Ethiopia, there 

are no as such proficient subsidiary laws to regulate and guide the relation of state and religions. 

Consequently, it is becoming very difficult to define the scope and implications of the non

interference clause. For this reason, myriad of problems are being observed. For instance, the 

state is observed intruding in pure maters of the reli gious institutions and fail in pure maters of 

the state fearing the infi'ingement of the non-interference clause. The state interference is 

manifested in legislative, executive and judicial spheres. Similarly, religious entities have been 

observed intruding in pure state matters; and sometimes they fa il to decide on their own affairs 

fear ing the infringement of the non-interference clause. 
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Ethiopia we ll-recogni zes the equali ty of religious enti ties under Art-3(2) of the constitution and 

in other laws. In formal sense, the criminal law, the CSO proclamation and other subsidiary laws 

supports so. However, it is very complicated issue whether the state is treati ng religious 

cOIllmunities equally. The chief subsidiary laws which substantially apply fo r religious entities 

are the 1960 Civil Code and the 1966 Association Registration Regulation No. 221 /66 alongside 

with the FORE constitution. Both laws eroded the constitutional approach of equality of religious 

enti ties which is a basis to seculari st states. These laws have been applying for rel igious entities 

till this time even contrary to the FORE constitution which clearly recognizes rel igious equality. 

Although the above mentioned laws recognize equality of religions, they seldom give significant 

hints as to the scope and implication of that equality. The application of the above laws in clear 

sense infringed the constitution. They privileged the EOTC at least in formality of registration 

and annual reporting obligation. I can conclude here that the laws which are against the secular 

clause of the constitution which is a guiding principle of same are unconstitutional as to the 

supremacy clause. 

The main probleIll to Ethiopian laws seems that there is no objective legal framework or practice 

which can make one be persuaded to give a typology to Ethiopian seculari sm.The approach in 

Ethiopia seems neither pos itive nor negative non-discrimination; i.e. it is neither cooperative nor 

exclusion. Because there are signs to advance some re ligious communities in some case, and 

there are discouraging treatments to some other religious communities. Worst of all , the newly 

emerging religions have not been treated equall y at least to acquire legal personality, let alone 

other treatments. In aggregate, Ethiopia is a de jure secularist state in light of the constitution. 

However, other outdated laws erode the secularist nature of the state. At the extreme case, it can 

be said that there is de facIO state religion in Ethiopia, if not a de jure one. 

Laws in Ethiopia have been observed permitting the execut ive or the j udiciary to interfere in 

religious maters. The Civ.C., the 1966 Association Registration Regulation, the Flag 

Proclamation, the Press Proclamation are the chief infringing laws. The executive is again 

intruding in the terri tory of religious maters in the guise of execution of laws. The judiciary is 

also tending to trespass thi s boundary in the name of interpreti ng the laws. The state insti tutions 

have been interfering in pure maters of religions under the guise of discharging their duty. 
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It is not uncommon to witness Religious entities In Ethiopia act like the sovereIgn state. 

Religious entities have been observed influencing the laws and practices of Ethiopia. They again 

were witnessed deciding public decisions that should have been decided by secular authorities. 

For instance existing Religions fought to prohi bit the estab li shment of new religions and so that 

the goverrunent accepted the fonner. Spiritual courts are deciding secular disputes with no legal 

ground to do so. Since the State is sovereign on half of the people, it would have been the most 

relevant organ to regulate everything in the terri tory. Religious entities are autonomous on pure 

religious matters but are not sovereign in secular maters. 

The other concluding remark is that in Ethiopia, there IS no as such efficient institutional 

mechanism to alleviate the problems in relation to non-interference aspect of secularism. There is 

no institution to so lve the problems between the state and religions, between religions and 

disputes intra-religiously. Therefore, great deals of di sputes have remained unresolved. This 

will inevitably have far-ranching consequences in the country. 

The FDRE constitution left religious maters to be entertained by the religious entities 

themselves. For instance: to decide on the interpretation of dogmas, managerial arrangement, 

employment relations and others are left to them. This is appreciable development. But the main 

obstacle is that religious 'courts' do not have the power to execute their decisions. Many 

decisions in the religious organizations have been unexecuted so that tensions arise. Especially 

the problem is becoming grave in the EOTe. 

In the guise of executing religious internal decisions, the Human Rights Commission has been 

extending its hand in the internal affairs of religious organization. To observe all decisions 

executed makes everybody happy let alone this Commission which is with the ultimate duty to 

pressurize the goverrunent to execute decisions. But the red light is to try to execute the decisions 

of the religious entities by itself. The Worst thing is that the Commission is accepting all disputes 

brought to it and pass decision on them. 
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n. Recommendations 

I-laving the above concluding remarks, thi s writer recommends the following suggestions to 

mitigate, if not to all ev iate at all , the problem in Ethiopia in relation to the non-interference 

aspect of principle of seculari sm, 

1, Tll ere should be coherent subsidiary law to regulate tile case, The constitution is not 

expected to regulate each and every thing, Thus, to curve the interference of state on 

religious maters and the religion on state maters, there should be guiding subsid iary law, 

That law should demarcate the domains of both the state and the religious institutions in 

well crafted manner. This law will minimize, if not alleviate, the ex isting problems in 

Ethiopia being the state and religious entities could act in accordance with that specific 

law respecting their domain, 

2, Tile state organs and religiolls entities shollld base tlleir decisions and deeds ill the 

bOUllds of the constitutiollal jrameworli, If subsidiary law is not enacted or interpreted, 

they have to consider the spirit of the consti tutional declaration so that both could act in 

thei r true domain, Actuall y, in Ethiopian constitutional philosophy, there is no strong and 

efficient arrangement to umpire conflicts of the provisions of the constitution save the 

role of HOF, To that mater, the constitutional interpreter (I-IoF) should discharge its 

constitutional duty to interpret same. However, this political organ is criticized as to its 

efficiency, neutrality so that the stake holders remained helpless , But, the stake holders 

should give due insight to the preamble of the constitution, Constitutional principles (Ali 

86-92), and fundamenta l pri nciples of the constitution (Art 8-1 2), 

3, Ollt dated laws wllicll regulate tIle relatioll of the state and religious entities sllould be 

either discarded 01' amended in view of the constitutional provisions. The Civ. C. and 

Associations Registration Regulation No, 32 111966 should be either discarded or 

amended in view of the constitutional provisions and the spirit of same, It is very 

regretting where every action and conducts of religious organizations, which got 

honorable bench in the constitution, are regulated by outdated laws and mere executive 

directives, 
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4. The state should act ill prillcipled and justified manlier which could promote equality 

of religions. In legislating, executing and interpreting of laws, due attention should be 

given for the equality of religions. The legislature in making a law should not be 

influenced by religious creeds and va lues without secul ar justifi cation. Because in doing 

so, the legislature may a lways take creeds and values of the majority religion so that 

equality will be undermined . T he legislature should take a measure in di smissing 

outdated laws by replacing them in updated laws. The practi ti oners in Ethiopia should 

treat religions equall y starting from acquiring or after they acquire legal personality. The 

j udiciary if it parti cipated in deciding cases related to religious entities, it has to interpret 

the laws in conformity of the constitutional provisions to enhance religious equal ity. 

5. Religiolls have to limit themselves from il/te/terellce 011 state maters. The state should 

curve an approach capable of chall enging reli gious interference since the former is the 

sovereign organ which is to take that responsibility. The secular laws are expected not 

simply based on religious creeds. If they base their decision merely on reli gious creeds or 

value, the legitimacy of such decision is questionable. Religions should only parti cipate 

on a shared and common mission of the country which benefi t the whole population and 

that does not amplify sectariani sm. 

6. Religiolls courts again have to take cautioll before entertailling secular disputes 

without a legally prescribed power. The state should either prohibit the entertainment of 

secul ar matters by religious institutions or give acquiescence to do so. The spiritual courts 

specifically in the EOTC should limit themse lves from entertaining famil y issues without 

legall y prescribed power as has been for share' a courts. Actually, to give a status of court 

has much cost: man power, buildings, salary and related ones . But rather than observing 

religious courts acting on secular maters without justi fied substantive or procedural law, 

it could be better, at any cost, to gi ve them a status of religious court and impose a duty to 

act in accordance with legall y prescribed law. This will benefi t at least the customers who 

will go to such tribunals ignorantl y alleging that they have a power to entertain secular 

maters like famil y disputes. 
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7. There should be illstitutiollal arrallgement to settle legal and practical disputes ill 

relatioll to IlOn-illtelterellce aspect of secularism. These institutions should umpire the 

disputes between the state and religions, between religious entities and intra religious 

disputes. Unless thi s problem gets timely so lution, the di sputes are too sensitive to avert 

in simple measure like other types of disputes. For the legal disputes, it could be better to 

strengthen the internal and external configuration of HOF in a situation capable to 

di scharge its constitutional power and duty of interpreting. For disputes between 

religions, there should be an insti tution to take the duty of conciliation or arbitrati on of 

such disputes in an amicable means. Intra religious disputes should be curtailed by 

similar measure with inter rel igious disputes. 

8. Federal cOlllltries like Etfliopia flave to take a cautioll as to religious conflicts. In 

federations, confl icts ari se if there are different identities and if they are grouped in their 

respective territories . The identities can be ethnicity, language, religion and other 

identifying characters. The novel approach of Ethiopian federalism on the basis of 

ethnicity has great deal s of negative effects unless there is effi cient legal, political and 

insti tutional means of arrangement. It is inevitable that conflicts arise. Umegulated and 

unprincipled Secularism may have contributions to that dispute. Conflict enhances if the 

identities of a group overlaps. We knew that most of the regional states in Ethiopia have 

comprised a pop ulation majority of which comprises adherents of one religion. So the 

government should take great care on the issue and should think curiously on the matter. 

9. Once the consti tution leave the power to deal all religious maters to religious entities, tfle 

state sflould stretch legal or illstitutional mechallism to execute the decisiolls of 

religious elltities. Since everyone has the ri ght to access to justice, the state should 

comply with thi s constitutional provision. Employees in religious entities for instance 

should not be left helpless . 

10. The EHRC sflould take care ill participatillg directly ill ordering the religious elltities 

to execute tlleir decisiolls. El-IRC, rather than deciding and interfering on religious 

issues, it could be better to it to recommend the state to plane a so lution and take 

measure. 
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